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ABSTRACT

OUTSOURCING THE AMERICAN DREAM: AN ANALYSIS OF THE
REEMPLOYMENT POTENTIAL OF U.S.-BASED CALL CENTER
WORKERS WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF GLOBALIZATION
by Wendell Allen Robbins III
December 2010
This study examines call center workers in order to determine the effects of
globalization on this class of service sector workers and to determine their reemployment
potential. A major component of globalization is free trade, which enables offshore
outsourcing (offshoring). Outsourcing often has the “Robin Hood” effect of taking jobs
from rich countries and sending them abroad in a cost-saving effort, further, the
competition of the global market has the capability of upsetting the current social and
economic stability and prosperity. While this improves the quality of life for those in the
poor country whose economy has developed as a result of global job sourcing, research is
lacking on the effect that any downward pressure has on employees left displaced in the
United States because their jobs were outsourced abroad. This study addressed this void
by studying the labor migration of call center workers before, during, and after working
in call centers in order to determine the reemployment potential of these call center
workers within the context of globalization.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Problem Statement
The purpose of this research was to determine the reemployment potential of call
center workers in the United States within the context of globalization. The researcher
compared and contrasted two schools of thought in the field of globalization: those of Dr.
Paul Samuelson and his former student Dr. Jagdish Bhagwati.
Hypothesis: The researcher hypothesized that Dr. Bhagwati is more correct in the
observations found in the call center industry.
The world economy is in what Dr. Bhagwati refers to as “a situation of flux,” in
which, anyone from Malaysia to Madison, Wisconsin, might be someone else’s
competition. The competition of the global market has the capability of upsetting the
current social and economic stability and prosperity. Bhagwati insists that corporations
and societies cannot turn a blind eye to the needs of those individuals caught in this new
state of flux (Bhagwati 2004). Bhagwati et al. (2004), conclude that “even if outsourcing
and trade are unlikely to reduce total employment, specific types of jobs can certainly be
lost, like jobs in telephone call centers (110).” Bhagwati, however, goes on to say that
“an interesting question is whether the new jobs the workers displaced by outsourcing
will find are going to be ‘better’ jobs that pay more or ‘worse’ jobs that pay less,”
although he contends that the end result of globalization will be a win-win for all
involved (110). In his 2004 article, Bhagwati states that Samuelson has long been
explicit that free trade could harm workers as a class and that the real culprit to harming
workers is technical change that economizes on unskilled labor. Call center offshoring is
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therefore worthy of exploration since it capitalizes on both IT advances and cheap labor
abroad. The cost savings realized by U.S.-based companies by using cheap labor abroad
often results in increased profits and subsequent increased value to shareholders. This
profiteering does not come without a cost however; some groups can be adversely
affected by globalization and offshoring. This dissertation researched the effects of
globalization on call center workers and determined reemployment potential of this class
of workers.
Dr. Samuelson argues that free trade may not be win-win after all. He says that
while globalization may initially be profitable for both countries, in certain situations the
developing nation could inflict permanent economic loss, inequality, and stagnant wages
in the developed nation and that comparative advantage cannot be counted on to provide
net gains greater than the net losses from trade (Greider 2004; Samuelson 2004).
High I.Q. secondary school graduates in South Dakota, who had been
receiving from my New York Bank one and a half times the U.S.
minimum wage for handling phone calls about my credit card, have been
laid off since 1990; a Bombay outsourcing unit has come to handle my
inquiries. Their Bombay wage falls far short of South Dakota’s, but in
India their wage far exceeds what their aunts and uncles used to earn.
(Samuelson 2004, 137)
Context of the Problem
While Dr. Samuelson argues that, globally, the winners’ winnings suffice
worldwide to more than compensate for the losers’ losses, that statement is of little
comfort to workers who become unemployed because their jobs were offshored to India
(Samuelson 2004). In this, Samuelson is simply saying that the outcome could be that
wages taken from a developed economy should be so minimal that they are not missed by
the populous. Yet these wages will be so great in the developing nation that they will
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make a notable difference there. Bhagwati on the other hand, contends that offshore
outsourcing call centers acts fundamentally just as we would expect trade with goods to
act and that although a class of workers may be hurt because their jobs are offshored,
they will eventually move into higher value jobs (Bhagwati 2004). The purpose of this
research was to determine how a class of the potential losers from globalization (call
center workers) is or is not reemployed in the job market by testing the contentions of
Bhagwati and Samuelson. To explore these issues in depth, the researcher used two
research methods together to constitute a mixed methods approach to solving the research
problem (Cresswell 2003; Stake 1995; Jick 1979). In 1959, Campbell & Fiske suggest
that utilizing both forms of data collection would lead to a more comprehensive
understanding of the phenomena being studied. They believe that all methods have
limitations and biases, therefore triangulating across data sources and methodologies
limit bias and lead to a broader understanding of the phenomena under scrutiny
(Cresswell 2003; Jick 1979).
The first approach used in this study was a qualitative ideology, in which the
researcher interviewed call center managers in December 2007, and early 2008, in order
to determine their experience with call center workers in light of global labor pressure. In
this approach the researcher described (a) research questions and (b) data collection
procedures.
The second approach used in this study was a quantitative ideology, in which the
researcher administered paper survey to call center workers to determine their
experiences in the call center job market. The survey questions were prepared from the
responses gathered from the manager interviews. In this approach the researcher
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described the following (a) research questions, (b) the model to be tested, (c) data
collection procedures, and (d) data analysis procedures to be utilized in the conduct of the
proposed study.
The purpose of the qualitative methodology (case study) used in this study was an
attempt to arrive at a detailed description and understanding of the Call Center Industry.
Eckstein (1975) states that “case studies generally are useful in the examination of
macro-political phenomena such as globalization and the nation-state, and as a means of
teasing out key variables affecting outcomes” (Eckstein 1975, 116). According to
Finnegan and Longaigh (2002), studies are characterized as exploratory due to a scarcity
of empirical work in their field resulting in a need for discovery and theory building.
Marshall and Rossman (1989) propose that a case study or field study research should be
used in exploratory research and that, in particular, a field study approach to the case
study is necessary when there is a need to perform the following:
1.

Conduct research in a natural setting (Finnegan & Longaigh 2002).

2.

Study a contemporary phenomenon (Marshall & Rossman 1989;
Finnegan & Longaigh 2002).

3.

Study a wide range of variables (Finnegan & Longaigh 2002).

4.

Achieve a degree of generalizability (Finnegan & Longaigh 2002).

5.

Keep costs low (Finnegan & Longaigh 2002).

Research Questions
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Through interviews, the qualitative section of this will attempt address the
following questions:
1. What are the educational requirements needed to work in the Call Center
Industry?
2. Are there special educational skills associated with different types of call
center positions?
3.

What are management opinions about the Call Center Industry in a global
market?

4. How has the growth of domestic outsourcing and offshore outsourcing
affected your company? How has it affected the industry? Has it increased
the demand for more educated workers? Has it decreased the supply because
workers have gone to other industries that are presumed to have more job
security? Which industries?
5. What percentage of call center workers is hired into their first call center job
in the industry? What industries do call center workers come from? Why do
they change jobs and move to call centers?
Since both Samuelson and Bhagwati use call centers as examples in their research
data, the researcher examined this employment sector in this dissertation. To determine
whether Bhagwati or Samuelson is most accurate, key questions surrounding employees
at call centers have been examined.
The key questions to be answered and addressed within the scope of this research
related to the stages of employment (before, during, and after employment in the call
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center) as identified by the researcher, and are addressed using the two path model
illustrations proposed by the researcher:
The models posed in this study address the following questions:
Model 1
1.

Is there a significant relationship between educational levels and wages of
Call Center Employees?

2. Is there a significant relationship between a Call Center Employee’s age and
wages earned?
3. Does the number of different Call Centers an individual has been employed at
relate to wages earned?
4. Do the skills acquired at different Call Centers an individual has been
employed at relate to wages earned?
Model 2
1.

Is there a significant relationship between educational levels and the number
of different Call Centers where an individual has been employed?

2. Is there a significant relationship between a Call Center Employee’s age and
the number of different Call Centers where an individual has been employed?
3. Does skills acquired at different Call Centers where an individual has been
employed relate to the number of different Call Centers an individual has
been employed at?
In order to answer the questions posed above, the researcher identified certain key
variables which had to be “teased” out of the data and explored in depth. The variables
were: In order to determine the reemployment potential of call center workers in the
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United States within the context of globalization, as is the stated purpose of this research,
the researcher addressed and quantified the hypothesized relationships between several
variables. This section serves as a justification and explanation for the variables used in
this research.
The idea behind using the specific variables described in this section of the
dissertation research was to explain and account for the effects which are described in
this research: First, the researcher wanted to explain the effect that the variables: levels of
educational attainment (Batt & Moynihan 2002), age (Batt et al. 2004), number of
different call center jobs (Batt 2000), and skills acquired (Batt 2000; Murnane et al.,
1995) have had on individual wages (Murnane et al., 1995; Slaughter 1995) of the call
center workers defined as the sample for this research. It is important to also explain that
the variable “educational attainment” is categorized into the subsets levels of education
of: some college (can be anything from one day at community college, to a few credits
short of a bachelor’s degree; in this case, the terminal degree is a high school diploma),
college graduate, and post-graduate education, for this research (Batt & Moynihan 2002).
Also of significant importance to this research, the researcher wanted to examine
the effects of employee educational attainment, sub-categorized again as noted above
(Batt & Moynihan 2002), age (Batt et al. 2004), number of different call center jobs (Batt
2000), and skills acquired (Batt 2000; Murnane et al., 1995) have had on the number of
different call center jobs (Batt et al. 2004) for the call center workers sampled in this
research.
The relationship between variables that is presented in the present study, and is
supported by research established by Batt and Moynihan (2002). The first association in
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the model emphasizes the relationship between levels of educational attainment and
wages. Studies done by Batt et al. (2004) and Batt and Moynihan (2002) both indicate a
positive correlation between educational attainment and increased wages for call center
workers. Their findings are consistent with those of Lee and Wolpin (2006), who found a
positive association between increased wages and educational attainment in varying
segments of the service sector (Lee and Wolpin 2006). The first variable under
consideration is “educational attainment.” Batt et al. (2004) discusses this researcher’s
contention that call center workers are often portrayed by the press as low-skilled jobs.
The article goes on to say that the education level of call center workers is higher than is
often portrayed in the press (Batt et al. 2004). The researcher of the current project was
intrigued about whether this was a worthwhile variable to consider in examining call
center workers. Batt and Moynihan (2002) indicate that a professional model should
include the use of college-educated account executives. These account executives, they
continue, “provide high quality services through a combination of high general skills
(formal education) coupled with firm-specific skills,” such as their knowledge of the
firm’s products and/or services (Batt and Moynihan 2002, 16). In the National
Benchmarking Report on Call Centers for 2004, the call center jobs are often thought of
as low-skilled and clerical, although the call center worker they profiled typically has one
and a half years of college education (Batt et al. 2004). Further, in Batt and Moynihan
(2002) they use years of formal education as an indicator of management practice. The
range used indicates that, for a basic telephone operator, a twelve year high school
diploma is required and, as a call center worker moves into more involved jobs, the
required level of education increases tangentially (Batt and Moynihan 2002). For more
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involved jobs, there is a requirement of one and a half to two years of education beyond
the high school diploma, and for the most involved/technical call center jobs, there may
be a requirement of a four-year college degree (Batt and Moynihan 2002; Batt et. al.
2004).
The association between age and wages was supported by previous studies by
Maume (1999) and Odland and Ellis (2001). Both of these studies indicate that there
exists a positive relationship between rising age and an increase in wages. This seems to
make sense because, even if one factors in small cost of living increases, over time these
show a tangible increase in total net wages. Likewise, these studies by Maume (1999)
and Odland and Ellis (2001) indicate a correlation between wages and number of
different jobs. Wages and job experience or tenure are noted to be correlated by
Dustmann and Costas (2005). They state that wages of skilled workers increases about
seven percent annually for four years, then it falls to an annual wage increase of one to
two percent annually for the lifetime of the skilled worker. This association or
relationship between variables is further supported by empirical data from Burdett and
Coles (2003) that indicates a positive relationship between wages and tenure and even job
turnover in a standard labor market.
The next association in the model emphasizes the relationship between number of
call center jobs and the level of educational attainment. Kiefer (1985) indicates that his
research shows a positive and significant relationship between education and number of
different jobs a person has had. His data also shows the effect of education on
unemployment duration is negative and significant (Kiefer 1985).
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The relationship between the variables number of jobs you have had and age is
supported by previous studies by Belt et al. (2000) and Maume (1999). They indicate
that there is a high rate of employee turnover in the call center industry and that coupled
with the rapid rate of growth in the infant industry, there appears to be a lack of
management positions for those that have a long tenure and thus have achieved
experience and therefore increased age (Belt et al. 2000). Although their article discusses
the plight of women, it can be easily interpreted that the lack of available management
positions, discussed in their research, for those with years of experience and increased
age is a universal issue of contention. Podgursky and Swaim (1986) find that displaced
workers are on average several years younger than non-displaced workers.
In exploring the relationship between call center experience and the number of
different call center jobs a worker has had, the researcher looked to the research
conducted by Arnold and Feldman (1982) who find a significant relationship between the
number of different jobs a worker had and the worker’s age and experience. Their results
are further supported by Burdett and Coles (2003), who also support the existence of
significant relationships between these variables.
Certainly, there are other variables that could have been discussed within the
confines of this research, but all progress must have defined limits. One of the limits of
this research project was that the researcher determined that the variables previously
addressed would be sufficient in addressing the research questions.
Theoretical Context
Globalization is a process of interaction and integration among the people,
companies, and governments of different nations. This process is driven by international
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trade, investment, and advances in technology. This literature review on two schools of
thought on globalization and its effect on the domestic workforce of the United States
will provide a background of how the process can affect displaced workers.
In a recent interview with the Insight radio program, Dr. Robert Feenstra (2007)
states that his trade research data shows that the recent shift in relative wages toward
skilled labor (and higher wages) is the result of outsourcing. He has tried to quantify this
finding with his data sets. Feenstra further posits that wages for skilled work rises when
some jobs are outsourced. While this might make skilled jobs more attractive, he
acknowledges that this might diminish the number of unskilled or semi-skilled jobs.
Feenstra (2007) states that, because of the trade/outsourcing linkage, cheaper goods are
available, so consumers save money on goods. Therefore, on balance, outsourcing is
good for everyone, even if some small sectors are affected. As an efficient labor
distribution method, outsourcing allows production abroad while maintaining research,
development, marketing and operations at home. Feenstra (2007) asserts that U.S.-based
companies are able to generate more profits through outsourcing. These additional
profits should allow companies to hire more high value skilled labor. Dr. Feenstra’s
(2007) research findings are at the crux of the globalization discussion being presented
within this dissertation.
Noted economist Robert E. Lucas (2002) states that “one needs to be able to
break performance down into its component parts so that one can see what each part
contributes to the whole, which aspects of this performance are imitable and, of these,
which are worth imitating. One needs in short, a theory” (72). The two positions
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presented in this dissertation regarding globalization theory are prevalent in current
economic literature as well as in current politics of the United States.
The first position to be addressed is presented by Nobel Laureate and MIT
Professor Paul Samuelson, who posits that global outsourcing does not have to work out
in favor of displaced workers from the United States.
Dr. Samuelson argues that perhaps one third of Americans are not highly
educated and not energetic enough to qualify for skilled professional jobs. He criticizes
economists who hasten to state that mass immigration into a given employment sector
would result in reduced wages for U.S. workers in that sector. For example, if the
average wage for construction workers in an area is $13.00 per hour and a large number
of immigrants enter that job market that are willing to accept $6.00 per hour for the same
work, the result will be a new market clearing wage of about $9.00 per hour for
construction work. Obviously, then the increased supply of low-wage workers has an
effect on wages. These same economists, he notes, extol the value of offshore
outsourcing as having no negative effect on U.S. workers. The advances in IT,
Samuelson states, move the cost advantage to offshore locations and therefore real wages
will drop and wages in the country abroad will rise simulating the immigration effect on
wages (Samuelson 2004).
The following news quote illustrates the issues at hand:
Humberto Garza had worked in customer service for the O’Sullivan
call center in Joplin. He was laid off from the $14.00/hour job and
went to work for Wal-Mart … “It’s paying $9.50 an hour with
benefits. That’s not bad for this area”, said Garza. “There are four
people, including myself, who are here from O’Sullivan”, he said.
“What they are paying is less than I make now, but, I don’t expect to
start at that level after having worked 21 years at O’Sullivan.” (Joplin
Globe 4/2007)
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“The Stolper-Samuelson theorem (SST) on the subject has long been explicit that
free trade (the leading component of globalization) could harm workers as a class”
(Bhagwati 2004, 101). This would happen because, when a developing country
experiences a growth in productivity, this causes the United States to lose the money that
would previously have circulated within. Eventually, these non-circulating dollars would
result in the U.S. losing from trade. The culprit alleged in globalization according to the
SST theorem is technical change that economizes on unskilled labor rather than trade
with the poor countries.
Samuelson’s 2004 Journal of Economic Perspectives article discusses that free
trade is not a permanent win-win situation after all. In certain situations, he says, when a
very poor nation is trading with a wealthy advanced economy, free trade can result in a
negative situation for the wealthy country (Greider 2004). Samuelson states “High IQ
secondary school graduates in South Dakota, who had been receiving wages from my
bank one-and-a-half times the U.S. minimum wage for handling calls about my credit
card, have been laid off since 1999; a Bombay outsourcing unit has come (online) to
handle my inquiries. Their Bombay wage falls far short of South Dakota’s, but in India
their wage far exceeds what their uncles or aunts used to earn” (Samuelson 2004, 137).
Samuelson argues that the negative effects of such trade can include, but are not
limited to, issues such as permanent economic loss and stagnant or decreased wages. In
the initial stages, free trade will provide positive results and gains to both countries,
however, after a time the developing nation will begin to mimic the wealthier nation in
terms of its productivity by using the same technological breakthroughs that led to the
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initial need for a trading relationship. Once this happens, the result is that “this gives
some of the comparative advantage that had belonged to the United States (to China,
India, etc.) and can induce for the United States permanent loss in per capita real income”
(Samuelson 2004, 137). Samuelson states that “this Act II (as he refers to it) deals some
weighty blows against economists’ oversimple complacencies about globalization”
(Samuelson 2004, 136). Samuelson notes, however, that under free trade rules, no one is
any longer motivated to specialize geographically (Samuelson 2004).
Samuelson, in fact, challenges the assumption of a win-win for the United States
in globalization and contends that the United States could actually be a net loser as a
result of economic globalization. Trade, according to Samuelson, does not have to work
out in favor of the United States. The result of globalization could be either a lateral or
downward move on the wage scale, as American workers no longer possess a competitive
advantage in the global market (Samuelson 2004). Samuelson suggests that former U.S.
call center workers could lose their middle class status and potentially fall into a
permanent underclass.
The preceding discussion leads us to Samuelson’s argument that trade does not
have to work out for the United States and its citizens (Samuelson 2004). He goes on to
explain that although to date productivity gains and decreased costs appear to have
stimulated the U.S. economy, trading with “a low wage nation like India or China, that is
rapidly improving its technology, has the potential to change the terms of trade with the
United States in fields like call center services or computer programming in ways that
reduce per capita income in the United States” (Samuelson 2004, 136). Samuelson
(2004) further says that “the new labor market clearing real wage (could be) lowered by
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this version of dynamic free trade (Samuelson 2004, 136).” Paul Samuelson ponders
whether the United States’ original innovations, as they spread abroad, are actually the
important factors in the explanation of America’s diminishing lead in global per capita
income (Samuelson 2004). Indeed, he notes that China’s successful efforts to become an
economy of advanced technology and production was aided in large part by capital and
technology transfers from U.S. multinational corporations.
In analyzing the data records from the call center surveys and interviews, the
researcher was mindful of the theories presented by Bhagwati and Samuelson. The
researcher attemped to determine which of the two theorists most closely predicts and
identifies with the observations noted in the present study. These finding are noted in
Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Researchers and practitioners alike agree that technology advances now allow the
trade of many services which were previously considered non-traded services (such as
call center jobs). According to Feenstra and Hanson (1996), ignoring outsourcing misses
an important channel through which trade affects the demand for labor of different skill
types. Skills accumulation in countries that previously had no comparative advantage
(prior to technology developments) has resulted in service outsourcing. Service
outsourcing, as call center outsourcing is considered by some economists, notes a
diffusion of wages. This diffusion in wages results in a shift in wages from countries of
high wages to areas of low wages, possibly leaving the low-wage earners in the richer
nation at a displaced status.
Samuelson (2004) reminds us to tally the total gains of the consumer alongside
those possible losses of some producers in what Schumpeter called “creative capitalist
destruction” (Samuelson 2004, 135). Global capitalism, the basis of globalization,
allows the use of the entire world as a labor pool from which to seek labor, the
beneficiary of each country’s advantages will eventually be the consumer. Samuelson
notes that economic law recognizes that some American groups can be hurt by dynamic
free trade, but that society as a whole will benefit in the long run by laying off the higher
priced labor and using inexpensive labor from abroad. He uses mathematical theorems to
arrive at the conclusion that raising the income in countries such as India and China can
subsequently cause a long-term harm in the United States from the gains brought about
by free trade abroad (Samuelson 2004). Samuelson argues that progress in areas where
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the United States previously had a competitive advantage can permanently lower per
capita real income. Barney (1991) also makes the important note that firms, in general,
cannot expect to sustain competitive advantage when strategic resources are evenly
distributed across all competing firms and are highly mobile. He concludes that
competitive advantage rests in those sources which are considered completely immobile
(Barney 1991). Samuelson (2004) goes on to explain that the problem with free trade in
light of new information technologies, also known as IT, is that they perpetuate the
primary rule of free trade - that no one is required to specialize (in a product or factor of
production) geographically. Samuelson likens free trade to a roulette wheel, dealing out
pain and frustration to some, and success to others, all in the name of comparative
advantage; eventually everyone will win, but at what cost?
Comparative advantage, according to Samuelson, “cannot be counted on to create
in each region new net gains of the gainers which are greater than the new net losses to
the losers” (Samuelson 2004, 135). The researcher likens this to the old saying of
“robbing Peter to pay Paul.” In the saying, it is assumed that there was enough money
available that Peter would not notice the decrease, yet Paul’s expenses will be satisfied.
Likewise, Samuelson is simply saying that the outcome could be that wages taken from a
developed economy should be so minimal that they are not missed by the populous. Yet
these wages will be so great in the developing nation that they will make a notable
difference there. In fact, he concludes that real income worldwide will gain on the net,
and the winners’ winnings offset the losers’ losses (Samuelson 2004). This is of little
comfort to those workers who find themselves displaced by outsourcing their jobs to lowwage countries.
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Samuelson notes in his epilogue to his 2004 article: “Where Ricardo and Mill
Rebut and Confirm Arguments of Mainstream Economists Supporting Globalization,”
that “Even where a genuine harm is dealt out by the roulette wheel of evolving
comparative advantage in a world of free trade, what a democracy tries to do in self
defense may often amount to gratuitously shooting itself in the foot” (Samuelson 2004,
142). In other words, protectionism, in any form may only complicate matters from an
economic standpoint. Carneiro and Arbache (2003) agree with Samuelson, stating that,
mathematically, he can explain the effects of free trade as acting in the global market and
shifting the income distribution among production factors. Krueger (1983) further
supports Samuelson in his claiming that openness can contribute to both higher
employment levels of unskilled workers and lower income and wage inequality
(globally). Samuelson acknowledges the critics of his findings who include, but are
certainly not limited to: Alan Greenspan, Gregory Mankiw, Douglas Irwin, and Jagdish
Bhagwati (Samuelson 2004).
Although Samuelson determines that the United States will have net economic
losses when foreign countries close the innovation gap, his expectation of the effects of
globalization completely dispute those of his former student and fellow economist
Jagdish Bhagwati, who does not believe that Samuelson’s depiction is in fact
representative of actual events.
Jagdish Bhagwati, Columbia University professor and former special adviser to
the United Nations on globalization, contends that globalization is a powerful force for
global economic good and that economic freedom is a value worth pursuing in and of
itself. His body of work in international trade theory also contends that trade barriers are
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among the worst ways to solve domestic economic problems, just as Samuelson stated
previously. He too, goes on to argue that outsourcing is fundamentally a trade
phenomenon. Bhagwati also realizes that there may be losers at some small level, as he
also asserts that the net benefits of economic globalization outweigh the costs, even if
that means displacing call center workers in the United States. The differences emerge
when Bhagwati posits that if labor intensive jobs are outsourced, the expected result will
be upward mobility among the displaced workers into positions of higher-value jobs,
resulting in no overall wage loss (Bhagwati 2004).
Jagdish Bhagwati maintains that despite the rhetoric instigated by the press and
politicians, the magnitude of jobs affected by outsourcing in the service sector of the U.S.
economy appears quite modest. He states that the smallness of the number emerges
whether we look at the buyer’s side of the transaction or that of the seller (Bhagwati
2004). Even if outsourcing sometimes reduces jobs at certain firms or in certain sectors,
in other cases it can help create new U.S. jobs. Bhagwati notes that if a country such as
the United States, that is relatively abundant in skilled labor, begins to trade with a
country such as India that is abundant in relatively unskilled labor, the result can be a
reduction in wages for the unskilled labor in the United States while raising those of
skilled labor domestically. The models Bhagwati proposes can be thought of as
describing several possible outcomes of a technological change that leads to increased
outsourcing. In one of these models, with multiple factors of production and fixed goods
prices, outsourcing provides aggregate benefits but some workers gain while others lose
(Bhagwati 2004). Also of consequence is the relevance of the fears expressed by the
public and exacerbated by the press. The fears regarding outsourcing that these economic
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models often predict reduce real wages of skilled workers in the United States. The issue
is that whether skill accumulation abroad will harm or help the United States, depends on
what happens to the terms of trade. In considering the implications of outsourcing on the
U.S. economy, by Bhagwati’s characterization of the theorem, we must assume that the
skill expansion abroad that we already import is beneficial to the U.S. economy, since it
makes imported services even less expensive (Bhagwati 2004). Import, then, of IT
services from a developing nation that is a cheaper import to the United States is
beneficial, but also has the consequentially harmful effect of expanding the world’s
supply of the information technology service that the U.S. economy also exports, and
thus worsens its terms of trade (Bhagwati 2004). The difference in the expected effect
globalization has on U.S. workers between the two economists being discussed in this
research, then, surrounds the trade in factor endowments and the result of this trade on IT
outsourcing or service outsourcing in general. Simply stated, this means that developing
nations, many with a much lower per capita income (and salary requirement) than the
United States, have learned how the use of IT coupled with certain skill sets, now allows
them to operate in certain service sectors, such as outsourced call centers with a much
lower operating cost, because the wage requirement can be so much lower abroad than it
is domestically, in the United States. In fact, the wage issue can be so much less
expensive, that is cheaper in terms of cost, or more profitable, for companies to route
their incoming customer service calls to a developing nation, for example, Malaysia, and
have the customer’s issues serviced by a Malaysian call representative. The dilemma
here is that, while certainly there are cheaper workers abroad that can perform call center
tasks, it can be assumed that every job that is gained abroad resulted from a lost job in a
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developed country. While Bhagwati argues that that economic policies determine the
number of jobs; national trade policy affects the composition of these jobs. Brainard and
Litan (2004) determine that job availability fluctuates with the growth of the labor force.
Labor economist Alan Krueger states that that the total number of jobs is determined by
the number of available American workers. Bhagwati finds this position to be
inconsistent with his economic models. In addressing these labor issues, Bhagwati
presents his findings that although trade barriers have loosened, resulting in apparent job
losses from technological innovations, the U.S. has, in fact, added 30 million workers
since 1985. He further states that there has also been a rise in median family income by
20% during the last two decades.
Dr. Bhagwati declares that the idea that all or most service jobs will be lost to
India is both theoretically and empirically mistaken. The empirical mistake is that not all
service sector jobs can be outsourced, most require the producer and customer to be
present at the same place (think restaurants, hotels, personal care, etc.); the theoretical
mistake is that the possibility that all jobs could be outsourced to developing countries
because of low labor costs, confuses absolute and comparative advantage (Bhagwati
2004). In his earlier writings, Dr. Bhagwati clarifies the stance on comparative advantage
as having an assumption about trade: that price changes that result from trade can cause
demands to change and undermine the normal predictions about trade, therefore
community preferences (as they relate to supply/demand) of both partners in a trading
relationship are important (Bhagwati 1967). He goes on to say that comparative
advantage arises when two different sources side by side, within a single factor model,
have differences in productivity. These differences, whether determined by labor
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resources or technological resources, result in what is known as total factor productivity
(TFP) (Bhagwati 1969). Total factor productivity is defined as the measure of total
output from a production process, not related to the amount of inputs (Prescott 1998;
Solow 1956). For example, if two countries exist side by side, sharing a common river
for a water source and having similarly skilled workforces, yet one nation produces more
crop tonnage per year, for whatever reason, we say that country has higher total factor
productivity (Prescott 1998; Solow 1956). This TFP is what determines comparative
advantage.
As skills accumulate in countries that previously had no comparative advantage
(prior to technology developments), service outsourcing, such as call center outsourcing
is considered by some researchers, such as Bhagwati, is expected to behave as a trade
phenomenon subject to the usual effects on jobs and wages one would expect to see in
any trade on goods (Bhagwati 2004).
Bhagwati states that Samuelson’s model is based too much in theory and that in
the real world, the effects of outsourcing and globalization on the United States will be
different. He contends that the argument that trade with poor countries reduces wages is
not compelling and that, in fact, outsourcing labor-intensive activities (such as call
centers) actually raises the wages of workers in the United States (Bhagwati et al. 2004).
Jagdish Bhagwati et al. (2004) states the offshore outsourcing phenomenon is
relatively new and scary in public consciousness and that the press has fueled the recent
“outsourcing” debate. Under his explanation, the total number of the U.S. jobs outsourced
annually is minuscule and is expected to remain so over the next decade, even on a gross
basis (i.e., without adjusting for the jobs in-sourced from the U.S.). The fears that
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offshore outsourcing will lead to high-value jobs being replaced by low-value jobs down
the road are also argued here to be implausible. Bhagwati (2004) goes on to say that the
true competition to the real wages of workers comes from technical change that can have
a labor-saving effect. For example, the latest technological advance in the call center
industry is speech recognition technology which can compete with offshoring call center
agents as a cost-cutting and value-enhancing solution to customer service operations. In
many instances speech self service technology costs approximately 15% of the cost of a
call center agent in India (Campbell 2006). Bhagwati’s speculations agree with those of
Feenstra and Hanson (1997a), asserting that trade motivated outsourcing of laborintensive activities to developing nations has the effect of raising the wages of those left
behind in the home nation. Dr. Bhagwati (2004) makes an interesting point in his In
Defense of Globalization. He discusses that in certain situations, one must be careful not
to only look at wages; wages must be adjusted for worker productivity differences,
because lower wages may indicate and reflect lower worker productivity. In 2004, the
Chair of President Bush’s Council of Economic Advisors, Gregory Mankiw, noted that
outsourcing is a growing phenomenon and that it is something that we should realize is a
plus for the economy in the long run. Mankiw went on to say that whether the valued
items are outsourced and returned to the U.S. on ships or over fiber optic cables, the
economics are the same. Protectionists would state that any imports (of jobs or services)
result in the loss of U.S. jobs. Bhagwati et al. (2004) state that, even if outsourcing
sometimes reduces U.S. jobs in certain sectors, in other cases it may help to create new
U.S. jobs. This can happen whenever the available low priced labor abroad also makes a
good or provides a service that uses higher end labor in the United States (Bhagwati et al.
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2004). Therefore any job losses must be set against job gains due to companies from
other nations outsourcing to the United States (Bhagwati et al. 2004).
Call Center
A call center (or call centre) is defined as the centralized physical office
location where incoming and outgoing telephone calls are made. A call
center is an industry term used to describe a company phone center that
handles such requests as help desk, customer service, lead generation,
emergency response, telephone answering services, inbound response,
outbound telemarketing and much more. (Search CRM.com 2006)
The American Productivity and Quality Center (APQC) notes that technology
actually created the call center and that, historically, call centers first appeared in the
1970s when telephone switches became available, making telephone operators the first
call center representatives. This early call center technology also allowed national travel
and hospitality companies to create central contact centers for booking and hence, the
development of the 1-800 number. As technology progressed, features such as call
routing and call sampling allowed companies to improve customer satisfaction. Now call
centers employ a complex web of telecommunications, information technologies, and
databases to serve as the basis for a system that handles and reports customer issues
(Hack et al. 2000).
Call centers, also commonly known as contact centers, customer service centers,
and customer interaction centers go by a variety of names within the industry (for a full
list, see Appendix C) and represent an essential meeting point between many businesses
and their customers. Often call centers are a customer or consumer’s first and/or final
interaction with a company before, during, and after a purchase. The service received by
the customer while interacting with the call center will often determine whether or not to
return for repeat purchases (Viscusi 2006). In sales transactions, these critical
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interactions involve not only the transaction, but product branding and customer care
(Viscusi 2006). Delivering quality customer service and a positive customer experience
are critical to call center success and therefore, success of the customer/vendor
relationship. As technologies have advanced and developed over time, call center
outsourcing now includes the ability to allow agents to work from varied locations
through a computer and phone interface with a high-speed internet connection. Call
center work has long been considered a blend of a technical and a secretarial (pink collar)
field because of the dual training that call center agents need: (a) they need to be experts
in their company’s products and services, possibly including technical details; and (b)
they need to be skilled in talking to customers (Pacific Business News, March 2007).
Call centers are often built in areas that have both inexpensive labor and available
land. Economic development corporations often offer financial incentives for bringing
industry to the region to help reduce unemployment. The typical call center worker in the
U.S. is between 25 and 45 years old, has had some post-high school education (not
usually a college graduate), and earn $10-12 per hour depending on the region of the U.S.
where the call center is located. Labor costs are estimated to form about 70% of the cost
of running a call center. In an attempt to provide better customer service, call center
managers must often staff call centers with high numbers of personnel at peak hours of
the workday. As a result of these cost versus customer service issues, managers are in a
constant balancing act of trying to reduce cost, while improving customer service. This
dilemma has resulted in many companies looking to find less expensive labor and
facilities to service their call center needs (Butler 2005).
Some of the recent trends for cost reduction in the call center industry include:
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1990s – Outsourcing is the movement of call center operations from what is
traditionally an internal business operation to another third party company who claims
call centers as their core competency. Third party call center providers can locate their
services in a variety of locations depending upon the needs of the contracting company
and the price they are willing to pay for services. Locations include domestic call centers
within the United States. This option is usually the highest cost, but delivers the highest
level of customer service, due to the local language skills, empathy and familiarity with
the product and services.
Offshoring is a part of third party outsourcing that involves the relocation of
business processes, such as call center services, from one country to another. Advances
in information technology (IT) allow for the use of distant locations to relocate service
sector jobs. The most notable locations for offshoring of call center services are India,
the Philippines, Malaysia, and South Africa, all of which offer an abundance of low cost
English-speaking labor, but are often noted by calling customers as not offering the
expected level of customer service.
Nearshoring is the relocation of business processes to a foreign location, but one
of close geographic proximity. For example, the relocation of a call center from San
Antonio, Texas, to Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, or Yellowknife, Canada, would be considered
nearshoring. The benefits of nearshoring include physical and time zone proximity and
cultural affinity.
2000s - Homeshoring is the transfer of call center services from corporate office
locations to home-based employees with appropriate telephone and Internet facilities.
Homeshoring is thought of as a combination of outsourcing and telecommuting. In a
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homeshoring example, a representative would have a dedicated phone line that is solely
used for answering customer inquiries about a product as well as connection to customer
account information as required. The major benefit of homeshoring to the company is
that it expands the available labor pool from a local level to a national level.
2000 and beyond – Future trends for labor saving efforts in the industry will
continue to be replete with examples of self service technology that saves call center
labor costs by allowing the customer to address his/her own inquiries.
Interactive voice response (IVR) is the use of speech recognition technology to allow a
call center to route calls to their appropriate internal department in order to handle the
customers’ queries. The call center’s IVR system responds to the customer with voice
directions on how to proceed through the menu choices. These seem to work well for
companies that receive large call volumes (such as credit card companies, banks, airlines,
etc.).
Web-based customer interaction (WCI) is the use of the internet to handle
customer inquiries. This application uses four primary technologies to enable real-time
Web-based interaction: e-mail response management, chat, Web collaboration and voice
over internet protocol (VoIP).
Voice over internet protocol (VoIP) is the use of the internet (World Wide Web;
www) to transmit voice conversations. This medium of technology has experienced
widespread use since 2004, since it is considerably less expensive to transmit a phone call
for customer inquiries over broadband data lines using VoIP technology than over
narrowband telephone lines. Most call center labor-saving technologies now available
require the use of VoIP in some form. The use of this technology represents a cost
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savings from a formerly expensive telecommunication cost of having toll free numbers
routed through major long distance providers such as AT&T, Sprint, etc.
Globalization of Call Centers
Feenstra and Hanson (1996) indicated one of the features of globalization is that it
fragments production into discrete activities which are then allocated and outsourced
across countries. In the past, call centers as a business unit, because they cost so much to
establish and maintain and did not derive any direct revenue for the company, were
referred to as “cost centers” and thought of as a necessary evil by management.
Generally, a product, once sold, results in reduced profit if call centers are required to
service and provide customer support after the sale. The costs required to staff, manage
and maintain call centers come directly from revenue obtained through sales. Often the
rush to move business processes offshore results in poor training that is front-loaded with
costs (Finegold 2006). Business philosophy suggests that a shift overseas makes
consumers happy because they are able to purchase goods at a lower cost due to reduced
labor costs (Yesilyaprak 2005). The increased purchasing power, however, comes with a
social cost.
Offshore call center providers possess large and strong talent pools. However,
high employee turnover and low retention are possible downsides of offshore outsourcing
of call center services (Pacific Business News, March 2007). Core business functions are
considered to be what a company does best, such as operations and product research and
development; and non-core operations, such as call centers, are available to be outsourced
or possibly phased out (Finegold 2006). For instance, a major airline company might not
outsource its pilots or flight support staff, but, the same airline might outsource its
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customer service call center functions or reservations. In this example, the airline would
consider its friendly and experienced flight staff, experienced pilots, routes, and price
structure as part of its competitive advantage and would not want to outsource these
areas. By contrast, the call center functions are considered expensive, expendable
processes, and are available to be outsourced. Interestingly, beleaguered airlines Delta,
US Airways, and United Airlines send at least half of their call center services overseas,
whereas successful Southwest Airlines, American Airlines, Northwest Airlines, and
Continental still use domestic-based call center services (Berger 2006).
Datamonitor’s (2005) report titled “The Future of Contact Center Outsourcing in
India and the Philippines” indicates that 250,000 new call center jobs will be created in
India and the Philippines by 2009 and International Data Corp. (IDC) reports that
190,000 new jobs will be created in the “homeshoring” sector of the call center industry
in the United States (Datamonitor 2005). These numbers suggest both that customer
service agents of all types are needed and that corporations recognize that U.S.-based call
centers are expensive to maintain. Therefore, companies are increasingly utilizing U.S.
call centers services from a home-based service provider. Utilizing home-based
(homeshore) call centers lowers mobilization and operational costs, while simultaneously
providing the premium service that customers increasingly demand while pulling from an
ample labor pool. Offshore outsourcing of call centers provides a possible low cost, yet
non-premium, call center experience (Finegold 2006).
Dr. Bhagwati theorizes that call center outsourcing illustrates a stage in Raymond
Vernon’s product cycle (Bhagwati 2004, 110). He comes to his conclusion that
outsourcing will eventually lead to higher-value jobs for those workers displaced by
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outsourcing. In Vernon’s product cycle, firms innovate and introduce a product to the
domestic market; perfect the product; once the product is mature, they shift the product’s
production to areas that have a production advantage thus making the home country an
importer of the product at a less-expensive cost. Simultaneously, those who were doing
these semi-skilled jobs move up to provide in-sourcing services from the United States,
such as legal, medical, education and other services and higher value jobs. Therefore the
U.S. economy might lose the low-wage call centers, but gains are realized in high-value
medical, legal and education services. As such Bhagwati reaches his conclusion that the
outsourcing phenomenon is likely to offer America a transition to higher value jobs
(Bhagwati 2004).
Outsourcing
Business operations of all sizes can realize the benefits of outsourcing call center
needs by improving operational efficiency through reduced operational costs (Viscusi
2006). Global outsourcing of certain business processes is one way to decrease
operational costs, while increasing value to shareholders. Business process outsourcing
(BPO) is enormously facilitated by technological innovations associated with computing,
electronic innovations and the internet (Palley 2006). As such, business leaders who are
constantly looking for ways to lower operational costs in order to maintain
competitiveness, have found that information technology (IT) innovations in the past
three decades allow for inexpensive long distance charges and real time customer
interaction in distant countries. This enables the option of overseas outsourcing of call
center jobs to foreign locations with educated, technologically-savvy, English-speaking
populations, such as those found in India and the Philippines. The April 2007 Economist
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states that it is impossible to disentangle technology and globalization entirely and that
advances in telecommunications are what enable Indian call center workers to serve
customers in America and Europe at a lower cost than their American counterparts.
These new information technologies employed by call centers now allow international
communities the opportunity to seize growth opportunities when staffing call centers.
They can also maximize the return on investment for capital while improving the
standard of living for the citizens of that nation. Datamonitor (2004) estimates that a call
center in an offshore location such as India can save U.S.-based businesses 25% to 35%
per transaction. The cost savings realized by companies due to innovations in IT
technologies continue to allow call center outsourcing to remain a viable solution that
meets customer needs (Viscusi 2006).
Feenstra and Hanson (1996, 1999) find that outsourcing to Mexico, China and
other developing countries made important contributions to the widening of the wage gap
between skilled and unskilled workers in the U.S. They noted that trade in inputs has
much the same impact on labor demand as does skill-biased technical change: both of
these will shift demand away from low-skilled activities, while raising relative demand
and wages of the higher skilled (Fenstra and Hanson 1999). Thus, distinguishing whether
the change in wages is due to international trade, or technological change, is
inconsequential – the end result is the same: The job is no longer in demand (Feenstra
and Hanson 1999). There are also ample examples of this in both outsourcing and as a
result of technological change. For example, in 1985, a garbage truck required three
workers to meet its daily allotment. In 2010, however, as a result of technological
change, automated trucks with hydraulics arms only require one driver to do the work
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formerly requiring three persons. Theoretically, this displaces two sanitation workers,
since they are no longer in demand. Likewise, in 1980, the telephone technology was
analog pairing, which had high costs for dialing long distance, especially overseas. Now,
with the use of broadband technology, a phone call from Denver to Mumbai, India, can
cost about the same as a call from Denver to New York City. The distance has been
removed as a barrier. Call center outsourcing simply exploits the removal of the distance
barrier and suddenly, call centers can outsource across the globe at about the same cost
per call as a domestic call. Corporations now have the option of looking at whether to
pay the workers of a 200 person call center in Denver, Colorado, $12 per hour to service
their calls or pay an Indian call center a fraction of that wage for the same service and
possibly displace those 200 Denver call center workers. As Jones (2004) explains,
international outsourcing has become a symbol of globalization.
This new global sourcing model, which utilizes call center staff located abroad,
has had profound effects and changed the structure of international competition. For
instance, once one company within an industry adopts the offshoring model to maximize
their return on investment (ROI), others within the industry are compelled to follow in
order to remain competitive (Palley 2006). The call center industry in India, for example,
has taken full advantage of their labor resources over the past twenty years. India’s thirty
five million outsourced call center and back office support jobs now contribute
approximately US $58 billion or 7% annually to the Indian gross domestic product
(GDP) according to a 2005 report titled “Ensuring India’s Offshoring Future” issued by
the McKinsey Group. The new call center technologies make the industry fairly mobile
and able to move to the area of lowest cost that is associated with and determined by the
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lowest cost trained labor (Butler 2004). Michael Porter’s writings concur with this
assessment, noting that location is no longer a source of competitive advantage since
advances in information technology no longer requires close proximity to a market in
order to serve it (Porter 2000). In 2005, one of the call centers represented in this
research employed over 500 workers based in Houston, Texas. Since the research
interview in 2008, that company was purchased by a multi-national conglomerate. Soon
after the purchase, the call center division’s jobs were outsourced to India. Before the
advent of IT, the safety of those jobs was in their location, the call center was located in
close proximity to the headquarters of the products they serviced. Location, then, as a
“security blanket” has been neutralized by IT combined with offshore outsourcing.
Palley (2006) says that, as an economic policy, it should be understood that
outsourcing is central to globalization and is therefore a new form of competition.
Michael Porter states that the economics of geography in this era of global competition
involves a location paradox (Porter 2000). He goes on to state that anything that can be
efficiently outsourced to a distant location has been nullified as a competitive advantage
in advanced economies as a result of changes in the competitive role of location due to
innovations in technology (Porter 2000). The above call center example typifies this
point.
Related to declining wages and occupational status, and tied to arguments about
global trade and outsourcing is the replacement of full-time employees with contracting
arrangements that maintain the same job activity but without job security or benefits
(Kusel et al. 2000). Call center workers whose jobs were offshored must often accept
wages lower than they were paid in years past in order to be re-employed (Samuelson
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2004). Lower wages results in lower standards of living and less money circulating in the
community.
Kusel et al. (2000) describes an increasingly global market as being characterized
by a competitive marketplace with low profit margins and rapidly shifting patterns of
consumer demand and technological change. This describes and applies to the call center
industry and its shift toward a low-cost, IT-based service (Harrison 1994).
Outsourcing cuts a firm’s costs by reducing supervisory and administrative
expenses, lowering effective wage rates, and eliminating payment for nonproductive time
and worker benefits. Firms that externalize the workforce have greater flexibility in
determining the timing, quantity and skill levels of their workers, critical in some
industries which may benefit by not having to “carry” a workforce in the slow season.
Outsourcing to contract labor also shifts the risk of overcapitalization and unstable
demand from the core firm to the contractor, ensuring a competitive labor market while
simultaneously buffering the core firm from market fluctuations and risks (Kusel et al.
2000).
Globalization
Globalization is a process of interaction and integration among the people,
companies, and governments of different nations, a process driven by international trade
and investment and aided by information technology (Feenstra and Hanson 1999). This
process has effects on the environment, on culture, on political systems, on economic
development and prosperity, and on human physical well-being in societies around the
world. This current wave of globalization has been driven by policies that have opened
economies domestically and internationally (Feenstra and Hanson 1999). Technology
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has been the other principal driver of globalization. Advances in information technology,
in particular, have dramatically transformed economic life in many regions that have
been affected (positively or negatively) by globalization (Feenstra and Hanson 1999).
Although globalization is thought by some political scientists and historians to
have begun in the United States with the slave trade in the 1700s (O’Rourke and
Williamson 2001); for the purposes of this dissertation we will concentrate on modern
globalization – those events that have shaped the economic fabric of the United States
post-World War II.
The 1950s was marked by the decolonization of European empires in Asia and
Africa which produced a world of national states for the first time and world of legalrepresentative-economic institutions in the United Nations (UN) system (O’Rourke and
Williamson 2001). This opened up global trade possibilities to new autocratic partners
(O’Rourke and Williamson 2001). The 1960s was distinguished by continued mass
immigration from European and Asian countries and the resultant “brain drain” in those
former home nations (O’Rourke and Williamson 2001, 36). Emigration is estimated to
have reduced the European labor force by about thirteen percent to twenty-two percent
for the peripheral poor nations (O’Rourke & Williamson 2001).
O’Rourke & Williamson (2001) consider the extent to which “technology
replaced unskilled labor (‘labor-saving’ technology) in the United States in the 1970s and
1980s to be quite important, and the extent to which technology enhanced the demand for
unskilled labor (‘labor-using’ technology) in Europe,” and noted that “both trade and
immigration increased the supply of unskilled workers relative to skilled workers in the
1980s” (O’Rourke and Williamson 2001, 38).
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Workforce supply/demand issues are not new, however, the impact that a supply
of workers in an offshore location will have on U.S.-based workers is still under debate.
As stated previously, Dr. Jagdish Bhagwati posits that these affected workers will
eventually move upward, though there may be a period of initial transition, whereas Dr.
Paul Samuelson posits that these workers will experience a net loss of income and move
down the value chain.
This research focuses on how globalization will affect the U.S.-based call center
workforce. While both sides of the Bhagwati-Samuelson debate agree that low to mid
range wage earners such as call center workers can be affected by economic
globalization, they disagree on the long term status of the displaced labor. As industries
outsource their services to developing nations, worldwide income does gain on net,
meaning that income previously paid to workers in country A (U.S.) is shifted via gains
in technology to country B (India) across the globe. This research will address the
potential for wage loss/gain and reemployment incurred by those call center workers in
country A (U.S.).
Globalization has changed the structure of international competition in many
industries, including the call center industry. The economics of globalization of call
center services is fairly transparent: scour the world for the least expensive English
speaking labor. A review of the theory supporting this research suggests that offshore
outsourcing and globalization are both associated with a firm’s position in a competitive
environment. Increasing global competition and the invention of new technological
developments allow for the continued evolution of offshore outsourcing strategies in
order to continuously save money, thereby creating value to shareholders and consumers.
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Intense competition has pressured service providers to search for means to reduce direct
costs (ex. labor costs). Offshore outsourcing is one of the mechanisms that help firms
improve their performance through cost reduction (Mol and Kotabe 2004).
Offshore outsourcing rests on the basic economic tenet of globalization and
comparative advantage. The economic theory of comparative advantage suggests that
countries benefit most from specializing in the production of certain goods and services
that it can produce at a lower cost than other countries and trading for these products in a
free market internationally for other goods it cannot or does not produce competitively.
Porter (2000) says that, although global sourcing mitigates disadvantages, it does
not create advantages. Moreover, he states that distant sourcing is a second-best solution
when compared to accessing a competitive local cluster in terms of productivity and
innovation. Paradoxically, the most enduring competitive advantages in a global
economy seem to be local although it is no longer necessary to locate near a large market
in order to serve it (Porter 2000). In short, global sourcing means that distance no longer
presents a problem to businesses and this is a result of technological innovations. As a
result of global sourcing of call center work, workers in India can now do jobs that were
previously occupied by U.S. workers.
The assumption is often made that the less-educated workers have the most to
lose in cases of displacement (Farber 1993). For example, if the supply of available
(unemployed or underemployed) workers in a region is high, it is assumed that the more
educated will become re-employed sooner because of the demand for more educated
workers that presumably will accept a job at a lower wage leaving less educated workers
with no available positions (Farber 1993).
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This research project examines labor pools of call center workers. The research
goal is to determine if the call center workers move up the wage scale as Bhagwati
suggests, in the wake of job separation; or if they move laterally or further down the
wage scale as Samuelson suggests.
Stevens (1997) defines displacement as “the involuntary separation or termination
from employment, due to a plant closing, an employer going out of business, or a layoff
from which the employee is not recalled” (Stevens 1997, 165). This displacement is at
the core of this research also, because it is the unemployed call center workers that are of
concern. What become of the unemployed call center workers?
Studies of displaced woods workers have found that, in general, unemployment
causes significant economic and psychological hardship for workers and their families
(Bluestone and Harrison 1982; Jacobson et al. 1993; Kusel et al. 2000). Given limited
options and difficulties associated with reemployment, some workers choose to retire,
leave the workforce, or change career paths (Gordus et al. 1981; Bluestone and Harrison
1982; Kusel et al. 2000). Two of the primary affects of job loss are workers’ declining
wages and occupational status (Bluestone and Harrison 1982). Wage decline varies by
occupational sector, but as Jacobson et al. (1993) state, six years after job loss, the yearly
earnings of woods workers they studied had not caught up with their cohorts that held
onto their jobs. In a later study, Jacobson et al. (1993) state that, at five years after
displacement, woods workers’ income was twenty-five percent lower than predisplacement income (Sturney 1992). While certainly woods / mill workers differ from
call center workers in their sector, the effect of displacement on the study groups is
similar. Call center researchers and woods/mill workers often draw upon displacement
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and outsourcing research and literature review of manufacturing research in order to
develop a useful methodology for the study of displaced workers (Sturney 1992).
While cost savings are often irresistible to corporate financial officers whose jobs
are to address bottom-line issues, the many communities within the United States whose
residents/workers become displaced each time a U.S.-based call center closes and/or
moves their call centers and associated employment offshore are caught in the web and
must adjust to this new reality.
The research described in this dissertation seeks to answer economic/worker
migration questions related to call center offshore outsourcing in particular. Although the
“National Association of Call Centers State of the Industry Report #3” (2005) references
the top nineteen reasons why people leave call centers; research is lacking that
determines the reemployment potential of call center workers prior to leaving the call
center. It is worth noting that whether the call center closes and outsources (offshore) its
workload to India or if it closes because the corporation is changing the focus of its
business model, the effects are the same. As such, the fact that the call center is closing
and employees are losing their jobs and becoming displaced is the issue of importance to
the scope of this research.
Hanson (1996) states that it would be more logical for companies to invest in the
skill of their workforce and move more skill intensive jobs back home by creating a
demand through training and a shift in comparative advantage. The possible downside to
comparative advantage is that, as firms determine that (a) they are not able to compete at
the lowest cost to consumers and (b) they outsource the work abroad, the domestic
workers left behind become displaced. So while outsourcing and globalization benefit
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the companies involved, the researcher questions whether the process works out in favor
of the workers. While the advantages of outsourcing have been extolled by economists
and policy makers, research is lacking that addresses the possible “losers” of global trade,
those who become displaced in the name of progress in a capitalist market. This research
will seek to add to the existing body of knowledge by determining if some call center
workers re-tool and/or re-educate themselves in an attempt to move up the global labor
supply chain or if they find similar jobs at similar pay.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
This chapter is divided into two areas associated with the two methodological
designs (mixed methods) used in this study. The mixed methods design for this research
project includes both quantitative and qualitative data. By using both qualitative and
quantitative data, the researcher intends to (a) generalize to the call center industry
regarding the displacement/reemployment issues from the workforce population using the
surveys (Babbie 1989; Cresswell 2003), as well as (b) explore these issues in depth by
collecting more detailed information from the focus groups in several case studies; these
two research methods used together constitute a mixed methods approach to solving the
research problem (Jick 1979; Stake 1995; Cresswell 2003). In 1959, Campbell & Fiske
suggested that utilizing two types of data collection would lead to a more comprehensive
understanding of the phenomena being studied. They believed that all methods have
limitations and biases, therefore triangulating across data sources and methodologies
limited bias and led to a broader understanding of the phenomena under scrutiny (Jick
1979; Cresswell 2003).
As a further explanation to some of the issues that may arise from this research
and the associated data gathering efforts, the researcher believes that it is important to
state that the data collected for this research (interviews and surveys) was collected
during the fourth quarter of 2007 and during the first quarter of 2008. The researcher
believes that his ability to obtain a higher n-value from the sample was adversely affected
by the fact that early 2008 is considered the beginning of the national recession. The
recession caused instability in the labor market because people were concerned about
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jobs and there was talk of the possibility of job lay-offs around the Unites States.
Further, 2008 marked the U.S. Presidential change from a Republican controlled White
House under President George W. Bush, for the previous eight years, to Democrat control
under President Barack Obama. The research believes that these issues could have had
an effect on the research experience and the resulting findings.
Data Sources
Data for the present study came from two sources. The first sources of data came
from interviews conducted with four call center managers. These managers represented
each of four different sectors of the Call Center industry.
The second source of data came from surveys administered to call center
representatives at twelve different sites. These sites and employees represented the
following sectors of the call center industry: (a) reservations, (b) third party outsourcing,
(c) customer service, ( d) market research/ telemarketing, (e) government, and (f)
telecommunications. A total of 936 surveys were completed and returned for analysis.
Instruments
Two instruments were used in the present study. The first instrument was a
questionnaire developed for interview purposes. The instrument was developed to
provide structure and consistence for each of the interviews of the call center managers.
A copy of the instrument used as a guide for the call center manager interview questions
can be found in Appendix E.
The second instrument used in the present study was entitled the Call Center Employee
Survey, was developed and administered to measure characteristics of employees
working in the Call Center Industry. Some of the characteristics measured in the
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instrument included education background, length of employment in the field, income
levels, age, skills acquired at present and previous Call Center employment, and the
number of different Call Center positions held. A copy of the instrument can be found in
Appendix F.
Procedures
Data collection procedures involved conducting interviews and administering the
Call-Center Employee survey to participants in the study. For the interview portion of
the research, the interviewer/researcher established communication with several area call
centers and made appointments with those who would allow for an hour or so. This list
of four accepting call centers allowed him to get a broad view of the industry. The call
center managers who were interviewed were each from differing sectors: government,
third party outsourcing (a publicly traded company), an IT services call center
(representing a publicly traded energy company), and a privately held call center that
caters to the telecommunications market. The interviewer made appointments with the
managers (or their responsible staff personnel) and met the managers at the time allocated
in order to conduct the interview. All four interviews were recorded via digital voice
recorder and later transcribed. The transcriptions are verbatim interview transcriptions
(Thompson et al. 1989). The transcriptions can be found in Appendix A. The interviews
lasted an average of ninety minutes, with the longest going almost two hours and the
shortest going barely an hour and fifteen minutes. The relevant data has been mined from
the transcriptions and can be found in the Summary of Results section in Chapter IV.
The Call-Center Employee Survey was distributed at the twelve different CallCenter sites. The on-site break-room was used at each of the facilities to handout the
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survey. Call-center workers were asked to voluntarily agree to complete the survey.
Completion time for each survey averaged about five minutes. After completion the
survey the data was input into an excel spread-sheet for analysis. The data was further
analyzed in the SPSS statistics program.
Measure of Variables
Two models were formulated and tested in the present study. The variables
included in the models were individual wages, educational levels, age, skills acquired at
previous call-center employment and the number of different call-centers employed at.
The following table describes the items from the Call-Center Employee survey used to
measure each variable.
Table 1
Variables and Their Measures

Variable

Item Used to Measure

1. Wages

What is your current annual income

2. Educational Level

Indicate your current highest educational
level

3. Age

Please indicate your current age

4. Skills acquired

Please indicate the skills you have acquired
since working in the call center industry

5. Number of different call-center
Jobs

Please indicate the number of different callcenters you worked at
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Model to be Used for Testing
In the current study, path models were used to illustrate the determination of the
effects of several independent variables on dependent variables (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Hypothesized Factors that Influence Wages (a) (Wright 1934).
The first model (Figure 1) suggests that wages of call center workers are affected
by their levels of education, age, number of different call center jobs (industry tenure),
and their skills acquired through their experience as employees in the call center industry.
Level of education as an independent variable is broken down into those who have
attended some college, which can be anything from one day at community college, to an
associate’s degree, to a few credits short of a bachelor’s degree; in other words, the
terminal degree is a high school diploma. The level of education, age, number of
different call center jobs (tenure) in the call center industry, and the skills acquired which
have been determined to be beneficial to your employment within the call center industry
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are also considered as predictor measures of wages. It should be noted that each of the
independent measures are assumed to have a direct effect on wages. Furthermore, it
should also be noted that the independent measures are assumed to be correlated.
The second model (Figure 2) suggests that the number of different call centers an
individual is employed at is affected by their levels of education, age, and their skills
acquired through their experience as employees in the call center industry.

Figure 2. Hypothesized Factors that influence the number of Call Center Jobs a Worker
has had (a) (Wright 1934).
Levels of education are again broken down into those who have attended some
college, which can be anything from one day at community college, to an associate’s
degree, to a few credits short of a bachelor’s degree; in other words, their terminal degree
is a high school diploma. The level of education, age, and the skills acquired which have
been determined to be beneficial to your employment within the call center industry are
also considered as predictor measures of number of different call centers an individual
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are employed at. It should be noted that each of the independent measures are assumed
to have a direct effect on number of different call centers an individual are employed at.
Furthermore, it should also be noted that the independent measures are assumed to be
correlated.
Data Analysis Procedures
Path Analysis
The use of multivariate analysis techniques to analyze study results has been a
mainstay in social science research. Multivariate analysis allows the researcher to
examine several factors simultaneously. One multivariate approach that has been used to
test theories or hypotheses is path analysis. Path analysis was developed by Wright
(1934) as a method of investigating the effects of variables hypothesized as causes of
other variables. Moreover, path analysis can be used to test the validity of a theory about
causal relationships among variables that have been studied using a correlational research
design (Borg and Gall 1983).
Conducting a path analysis consists of three basic designs (Borg and Gall 1983):
1. Formulate a theory that links the variables of interest.
2. Select or develop measures of the variables.
3. Compute the statistics that show the strength of the relationship between
each of the pairs of variables that are causally linked in the theory.
The first step involves formulating a hypothesis or theory that relates the variables
under consideration. This can usually be done by reviewing current or existing research,
or knowledge of how certain factors influence a phenomenon. Moreover, the
researcher’s hypothesis or theory asserts that the factors under consideration will produce
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an effect on the phenomena (Keppel 1982). Although the hypothesis posed by the
researcher controls the results of the study, the methodological fitness of the hypothesis
controls the usability of the results. In other words, the researcher must use sound and
systematic theory when considering a hypothesis to investigate.
The second step in conducting a path analysis involves selecting measures for
each of the variables. Measured variables are often referred to as “constructs” (Pedhazur,
1982, 11). In many cases, constructs are measured using standardized achievement
instruments. Standardized achievement instruments are preferable because they generally
provide high measures of reliability and validity. The key issue concerning the measure
of a construct is selecting the most appropriate measure of the variable under
consideration.
The third step in conducting a path analysis consists of doing statistical analyses
and interpreting the results. Two statistical analyses are performed: (a) calculating the
correlations between each of the variables, and (b) computing the path coefficients for
each of the structural equations. The structural equations are linear equations which
represent the theory under consideration. The path coefficients are standardized beta
coefficients.
One of the major advantages of path analysis is that it affords the partitioning of
correlations among variables, thereby enhancing the interpretation of the relations as well
as the pattern of the effects of on variable on another (Pedhazur, 1982). Correlation
coefficients between two variables can be separated into three effects: direct, indirect, and
non-causal. A direct effect of an independent variable on a dependent variable is defined
as the part of its effect that is not mediated or influenced by other variables. An indirect
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effect, on the other hand, is the part of the independent variable that is mediated or
influenced by a single variable or several variables. Depending on the model being
tested, a variable could have more than one indirect effect on another variable. Noncausal effects are considered factors outside of the current study that may have an
influence on the dependent measure. Niles (1922) states, “Statistical methods,
particularly multiple correlations, indicate causes when they are used with common sense
and upon the data of critical experiments” (256). The results signified by the paths, then,
will show some relationships which indicate causality both in positive and negative
values.
The sum of the direct effect and indirect effect(s) is referred to as the total effect.
The total effect attempts to explain the causal effect of one variable on another.
Furthermore, the sum of the total effect and non-causal effect is equal to the correlation
coefficient between the two variables.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF ANALYSIS OF DATA
This chapter is divided into two discussions associated with the two
methodological approaches used in this study. The first approach used in this study was a
qualitative ideology. In this section the researcher describes survey results and
discussion.
The second approach used in this study was a quantitative ideology. In the
discussion of the quantitative approach, the researcher describes the results of the (a)
descriptive analysis, (b) correlational results, (c) results of the path models, and (d)
summary of results.
Qualitative Ideology
Four call center managers were interviewed in order to ascertain a general
overview of the call center industry in Texas. The interviews were recorded and
transcribed verbatim, in order to bring a full clarity to the data collected. The first call
center interviewed by the researcher was the “Call Center A” call center managed by
Manager 1. The interview took place at his corporate office, which is located one block
away from the call center. Close enough, he noted, to walk to the call center, except in
the Houston heat. His secretary had taken the morning off, so our one hour interview was
uninterrupted, except for several phone calls from his wife to schedule and verify their
lunch plans. Manager 1 was a 46-year-old Caucasian male who had relocated to Houston
from Boston (via Europe) about seven years ago. His undergraduate degree was a B.A.
in Psychology, and his first job out of college was as an agent at a car rental company,
while he went to graduate school. As that car rental company grew, so did his
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responsibilities, and he was soon the regional manager for an up-and-coming car rental
company, so he dropped out of graduate school. After five years as regional manager, the
car rental company moved him overseas to manage their new international division.
After some years in Europe, he requested a transfer back to the United States so that he
could be nearer to home. When the transfer was denied, he stayed in Europe and began
to use his friend/colleague network to find other opportunities in a similar capacity.
Manager 1 hired on to “Call Center A” seven years ago and helped grow the company
from a one manager center with fifteen employees, to a peak of ten managers (whom he
oversaw) with 750 employees and two locations. He joked that he has only had three
jobs since graduating from college, so he figures he climbed the corporate ladder faster
than most. “Call Center A” is a wholly-owned subsidiary of a privately held, minoritycontrolled call center company, specializing in third party outsourcing sales,
telemarketing, and customer service. It is worth noting that “Call Center A” was
purchased by an international telecommunications firm for an estimated $15 million
about two weeks prior to this interview. In our discussion, the researcher began with
asking questions about the education of the call center representatives. Manager 1 noted
that the more technical positions, where “Call Center A” might represent a client with
technical needs, the representative will need high school education with some technical
skills and possibly some technical credentials or certifications, such as MCSE (Microsoft
Certified Systems Engineer) certification. Manager 1 indicated that in experience, posthigh school education is deemed fairly unimportant for call center representatives, and it
becomes important only as a person attempts to transition from representative to
management, continuous call center training is more important than higher education.
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However, later on in the interview, Manager 1 stated that continuing education is
important for any employee in any field and that call centers can make excellent career
choices for those looking to move up to management. Manager 1 noted that “if a call
center agent would continue education, whether it be provided by the company or on
their own, I think in any job, I’m a firm believer in any job, if you’re not continuing to
educate yourself, you’re going to be left behind. So, I think in anything, call center, retail,
the world is moving very fast.” He mentioned that his company offers a tuition
reimbursement program that he estimates less than ten percent of his workers take
advantage of. Manager 1 mentioned that, in order for the company to receive a return on
the training dollars spent on a representative, the call center must retain that employee for
at least 24 months. When the researcher and Manager 1 delved into a discussion about
collections companies as call centers, he told the researcher that collectors have a
completely different skill set that he has yet to narrow down. He stated: “They’re not
customer service. They are hard core and they are very incentive-based people. So, their
commissions are probably going to be equal to what they make per hour. Right, so they
might make ten to twelve bucks per hour, but their commissions off what they collect
could very easily double or triple, quadruple their annual salary. Just depending on how
good they are.”
Our discussion went on to encompass generation differences and employee
engagement and how employers must find ways to keep their employees interested in
their jobs in order to maintain success. This is illustrated by his notion that many retail
workers become stressed out from the pace of retail and move to call center work for the
quality of life improvements. Manager 1 said that, in his experience, retail is the main
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feeder industry for call center workers (other than other call centers) as well as other
customer service environments, though no other industry sectors are mentioned
specifically. When asked specifically about what types of backgrounds his call center
hires have and what type of jobs they go to when they leave his call center, he replied:
“Retail, service, IT in some cases depending on their background, entry-level IT. They,
uh, could go into clerical, administrative. They could be forced to go into more skilled
labor where they could learn a trade.” This indicates that call center workers are a very
diverse group of folks with interesting backgrounds.
When asked about how globalization has affected call centers, Manager 1
explained that he believes that the pressures of reduced profitability exerted by overseas
call centers are the reason for “Call Center A” being sold. Using India as an example,
Manager 1 elaborated on how call center agents in India might have a Master’s or
Doctorate degree and work in a call center for $2,800 to $8,000 per year, whereas in the
United States, those degrees generally demand a higher wage rate than a typical call
center can afford for a representative ($45,000 and above; callcenterinindia.com 2003).
So the cost savings is clear – off shoring is the less expensive option. He went on to say,
Client facing type of outsourcing is diminishing versus business process
outsourcing so, back office, for example, I bought a router from Cisco, I had a
problem installing it, I called the help desk, it’s in India. I couldn’t understand the
individual. The person’s probably smarter than me, had a better education than
me, I know they knew what they were doing, but, just, I just couldn’t understand
them. So I had to ask for another rep and another rep and then a supervisor and
then we got my problem fixed... I’m the consumer, so I think the company that
sells the product needs to accommodate me. So now I’m going to think
twice if I buy another router, I will not buy a Cisco router because it took
me a couple of hours to get my router installed, I would buy a router from
someone who, whether the call center was anywhere in the world if I
knew when I call in, I can understand the agent.
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Manager 1 states that call center workers, in his experience, expect to be paid at
least a rate equivalent to their previous job, the starting hourly wage in his call center is
$11, with most of his workers earning about $13. Bilingual call center workers earn an
extra seventy-five cents an hour. When the interview discussion moved to the location of
call centers and how that might affect the available workforce, this manager went on to
say that the economic and financial fabric of the call center location has a great deal of
input on the educational background of a call center representative in that area. He
believes that there is little chance of finding a full staff of computer-savvy call center
workers in rural areas, whereas in major metropolitan areas like Houston, there is a
plethora of “talent in the pool.” Further, he explains that the energy industry, in his
belief, supports the economy of Houston. When asked how locating in such a large city
affects their job prospects, because the researcher understood the assumption that it is
easier to find available labor in a major metropolitan area, the manager went on to say:
“You have a decent cost of living comparatively to other major markets. So is it a great
place to put a call center? I think today it’s OK. A couple of years ago it was bad
because it was so competitive, but, like you said with a lot of stuff moving overseas you
see a decline in a call center market like this. Some people think that if you locate near a
major metropolitan area you have to pay more for someone to work in a call center than
you do for example than you would if you’re working out in East Texas… but when you
factor in the cost of living increases for workers in a big city, it’s about the same.” He
continued to say that in some areas, such as Midland, Texas, there are few men that want
call center positions, because they will make $20,000 to $35,000 with just a high school
education in a call center, whereas in the oilfields they make $70,000-$80,000 a year.
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Manager 1 also explained that the reason why call centers are a female-dominated
industry is because women have more empathy in resolving issues; therefore, they are
generally more suited to customer service.
Manager 1 also explained that he sees a generational difference in work ethic. He
expressed his strong feelings, during the interview, with a discussion of the importance of
“mature” employees in the call center workplace and how these “baby boomers” have a
stronger work ethic than the generation X workforce, increasing their future value to
society not only as workers, but also as consultants to the workforce. He actually prefers
to find baby boomers who are looking to supplement their retirement or start a second
career, versus hiring generation Xers. He noted that the high turnover he sees is mostly
from younger people who hop from job to job, whereas older people have a high work
ethic and firm loyalty. He believes that they feel like, “you gave me a job when no one
else would, so I’ll be loyal to your company.” Manager 1 figured that twenty-four
months is the breakeven point for a firm/employee relationship. Before twenty-four
months, if an employee leaves, the firm lost money training them. If they stay longer,
they are an asset to the firm. When asked to weigh which is more important, education or
skills, Manager 1 stated that the ability to learn is most important. That is why he now
gives his applicants the Wonderlic Personnel Test. Manager 1 described their
interviewing process as a combination of behavioral and dispositional assessments to
determine if a potential hire is suited to call center work, which might involve multitasking or dealing with angry clients. He believes that people can and will say anything
in an interview, but they cannot trick the Wonderlic, and that using the Wonderlic
combined with increasing the average age of his new hires has reduced his turnover from
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thirty-six percent over the thirteen week training period, to below five percent. He
estimates that over seventy percent of his call center workers are first time call center
workers.
Manager 1 acknowledged that interactive voice response telephone systems (IVR)
take call center jobs, just like outsourcing, and he still prefers the customer service of
speaking to someone that sounds like he does. He also stated, that he believes that, by the
time generation Y grows up, they will not notice whether they talk to a person or a
computer, as long as their problem is solved.
Manager 1 confided in the researcher that he never once thought that the family
he works for would sell the call center company. He explained that he figured he would
retire from this company and therefore never went back to college to finish any advanced
degree beyond his bachelor’s, although, as he stated previously, the company would have
paid for most of it.
The second call center interviewed by the researcher was “Call Center B,”
managed by Manager 2. “Call Center B” is a publicly traded, third party outsourcing call
center that provides business process outsourcing and information technology services to
commercial and government clients. Before the interview, the interviewer (researcher)
and his hostess walked the floor of the call center and the researcher was introduced to
many call center workers and line supervisors. This is extolled as a 1,200 person call
center, although 900 people were on the floor at the time of this interview. The
researcher had the opportunity to listen in on a customer service interaction between a
trainer and a customer in another state, regarding a mobile phone billing issue. “Call
Center B” has a “no electronic devices on the floor” policy that restricted the researcher
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from recording the discussions and conversations for transcription and use. After
walking the floor and upon re-entering the office of Manager 2, the interview took place.
There were several interruptions to this interview because the manager’s office was
located within the call center, so there several issues that required managerial oversight,
and she was called away. Also, there was a pizza party going on in the break area for the
call center workers during the interview time slot, so there were several interruptions by
different workers to ask if either of us wanted pizza or punch. Although the researcher
arrived to the interview about twenty minutes early, Manager 2 was thirty minutes late
because she was interviewing some recently displaced call center representatives from
“Call Center A,” which was recently bought out by a telecommunications company. The
researcher did not mention that he had researched the “Call Center A” facility the day
prior due to a confidentiality agreement that was put in force for use in data collection.
The interview took place at the call center, just steps from the call center floor in the
office of the Human Resources manager. Manager 2 is a 35-year-old African American
female from a small town in Louisiana. Her undergraduate degree is in psychology. She
explained that she started off her work career at nineteen years old at a grocery store in
her town as a bagger. After three months, she was promoted to the customer service
counter from bagger, and she spent six months in that position. After a time, she was
promoted to front end manager until the human resources lady at the store took maternity
leave and they hired Manager 2 to temporarily fill that position. The store, she learned,
was part of a chain, and the corporate office did not want the “human resources person”
to be uneducated. Upon learning this, the store manager talked someone at his corporate
office into agreeing to pay for Manager 2 to go to college, so she would meet the
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company’s requirements for her job. During her last year of college, the parent company
was bought out and the grocery store was closed. Manager 2 held on for a brief while at
corporate, but after graduation, the new corporate office laid her off. Since Manager 2’s
degree is in psychology, she became a case worker, which lasted for a year, until the
grant she was funded under did not renew, and she was again laid off. At that point, a
friend suggested, that with her personality, she should try staffing. So, she applied and
was hired by a staffing company (outside of Texas) for seven years until the company
went bankrupt and she was again displaced. As part of her severance package, the
staffing company gave her some referrals. One of the referrals was to Call Center B,
where she has been employed for three years. She admits that, on her first day at Call
Center B, she asked, “What do all of these people do at these little cubicles all day?” and
“What exactly is a call center? What are they doing on the phones?” However, once her
trainer gave her a day to “work the floor,” she understood what was going on and was
determined to improve the call center experience for the customers and the
representatives. It was from that day forward that she learned about the call center
industry.
Upon beginning the interview, the interviewer explained that any proprietary
information that was conveyed in the interview would not be traceable back to her
corporation and that all university research is anonymous. The manager responded that
most of the information about her company is open because they are publicly traded and
their investors have a right to know; however, anything that might be deemed proprietary
will not be open for discussion. The interview questions had been previously approved
by Call Center B’s corporate office. This interview began with a discussion on the
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educational requirements for employment. “Call Center B” requires a high school
education coupled with at least six months of customer service experience for its call
representatives and at least a bachelor’s degree and two to three years of experience for
its managers. The basic skills required are typing, data entry and computer skills, and
customer service skills. These skills, coupled with those fundamental skills required for
interacting with customers, such as call handling skills (which includes telephone skills,
empathy and computer skills) make a good call center representative in the view of
Manager 2. The skills of a representative are assumed by Manager 2 to be more
important than education in call center performance and success as long as the skills are
supplemented by at least a high school education. She explained that skills without
education result in a communication barrier between the representative and management
regarding expectations, or between the representative and customers regarding customer
service interactions. She went on to say, of hiring someone without a high school
diploma: “when you’re talking to a customer, there are no customer service skills because
there’s no educational foundation. In my opinion, I think both are important, and I look
at both. I want them [the call center applicant] to have some skills, some strong customer
service skills and a very good work ethic. I also want my representatives to have that
educational piece even if it is just a high school diploma.” When pressed for an estimate
of the relative importance of each (skills versus education), she states that “the research
says that the ability to learn and to interact with customers is most important. And that
comes from the skills we just discussed, not from a classroom.” The manager could not
recall the source of that research, only that she had read it somewhere during her
management training.
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In the hiring process at Call Center B, all prospective employees are given a
behavioral survey and assessment in order to determine whether they are introverted or
outgoing. Manager 2 stated that she does not want an introvert working her floor, but if
they test well with product knowledge and usage, she may use them with the
understanding that they cannot move into a supervisory role unless they improve their
people skills. The company offers paid training for skills improvement. Call center
Manager 2 stated that her attrition rate is at six percent, and she is working to lower it
even further. Her constant battle is to weed out what she calls the “nesters.” Nesting is
her term for those employees who want to come to work temporarily, collect two or three
paychecks, and then leave – costing the company money in training expenses. Manager 2
believes that a properly conducted interview, supplemented by assessments, can make
easy work of determining whether they have an applicant that wants to grow within the
company or an applicant who “is looking for a nesting opportunity.” When we begin to
discuss the hiring methods of “Call Center B” and how and why they screen applicants,
she explained that her experience is that seventy percent of the workers in her call center
are in their first call center job, so the cost of training a new call center worker is the first
thing she thinks of. Manager 2 asked the rhetorical question: “Do you know how much it
costs to train a representative? It’s expensive – I can tell you that much.” She estimated
that it takes two years to break even on training an employee, so most call centers lose
money by training employees who are nesters. Manager 2 stated that she has a tough
time keeping profitable when so many people go through the training and then quit their
job. She said she has to forecast months out on her profit and loss statements because she
loses so much money on training. Her other problem with profitability is the call center
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workers she terms “call center hoppers.” They are similar to nesters, except that call
center hoppers stay at a call center long enough to earn a pay raise, maybe six months to
a year and a half. Then these employees apply for a job at another call center and can
truthfully say: “Hey, I make this much at Call Center B, but if you give me fifty cents or
a dollar an hour more, I will bring my services to your center.” This is also costly to the
company’s bottom-line, she noted. This manager also is the final person in the interview
process. She explained that more than sixty percent (her estimate) of the applicants that
she sees are unemployed when they come for a job, and very few come straight out of
high school, so the interview is important in explaining the time gap of unemployment.
Her most noteworthy interview tactic is that she likes to call for references during the
interview with the applicant. Manager B will ask why the applicant left his or her last
job, and if the answer is something ambiguous such as the applicant did not get along
with their supervisor, she will say: “Ok, let’s call up that supervisor now and see if they
say the same things you said.” She adopted this guerilla-interviewing tactic because it is
important to know an applicant’s work history. If they were poor employees at their last
job, she assumes they will be poor employees for Call Center B as well. Manager B has
had a few applicants walk out of the interview during this phone call.
Manager 2 admitted that those call center workers that take advantage of the
$4,000 a year education subsidy that Call Center B offers are able to move up in the
company by re-educating themselves. Although at present she only has two people who
are enrolled in school under this program, she stated that about five percent of her staff is
using the educational subsidy. The researcher is unclear if this is a mathematical error in
estimating or an over-or understatement of the past success of the educational subsidy
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program. By Manager 2’s estimation, the most common college major course of study
(of her past workers) is management; she estimated that about 50% of her employees who
have taken advantage of the subsidy have majored in management, followed by human
resources at 25% and other types of business or communications. She explained that the
company will not pay for a representative to major in biology or physics because
graduates in those majors return no benefit back to the call center. The company requires
that student/employees it subsidizes take two courses in Human Resources. Manager 2 is
realistic and understands that some applicants may apply for a job as a means of
acquiring educational funding in order to make themselves more marketable while on the
job. Apparently Call Center B’s corporate office has thought of this, too – they have an
agreement in place that requires a worker to stay employed with the company for a
certain amount of time, determined by how much subsidy they have used for educational
funding.
Manager 2 noted that her competition for skilled call center workers is other call
centers and the retail industry. The discussion turned to globalization and outsourcing’s
effect on call centers, to which Manager 2 responded that, “it’s about the money. It’s
always been about the money, that’s what I have always seen. It’s not about that their
[overseas] workers have more education, that doesn’t matter. The money savings is what
matters. The bottom line is – yes, it’s affecting us.” She stated that salaries are lower
overseas, so, it becomes logical to send work there in a cost-cutting effort. Education is a
non-factor in the decision to offshore, she determined. Manager 2 asserted that call
center offshoring has not affected her company or her call center.
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Manager 2, who read the questions outlined for discussion along with the
researcher, explained the methods “Call Center B” uses to retain employees that might be
considering quitting for whatever reason. She cut herself off from that discussion though,
to explain her frustration with Call Center A. About a month prior to this interview, she
read an internal report that indicated that Call Center A was being courted by potential
buyers, so she invited the workers to a job fair to hire 300 workers and to fill a new
contract. Through an agreement with Call Center A’s human resources department,
Manager 2 was allowed to invite them a day earlier than the posted date, so they would
get preference. She said only “a handful” of people from that Call Center A attended her
job fair because they thought that the center would not close. They believed in the family
that ran the business when they told the employees their jobs were safe. Now she has
over 150 applicants from that call center company, but their applications are in the stack
with everyone else’s.
The researcher next asked if there was a salary expectation depending on the
previous salary an applicant had earned. Manager 2 responded with an emphatic “Yes!
That is the wage they become accustomed to. That is the amount of income they have
based their life around.” Her average employee, she noted, previously earned between $8
and $10 an hour. Call Center B hires from $10 to $12 an hour to start, depending on
experience and their assignment. This company also rewards performance with bonuses
of up to $1,200 a month. Call Center B gives pay raises across the board at 90 days, six
months, one year, and then annually. Manager 2 said this is the problem with a lot of the
people she has seen from Call Center A. They were making maybe $14 or $15 per hour
before that call center closed, so now they expect to make that on the job market, not
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understanding that they had earned the additional wages over time through promotions
and pay raises. She expects that if she hires any of them at $12 an hour that were
previously earning $14, they will leave as soon as they find a better paying job - again
resulting in wasted training dollars. Sometimes, call center representatives do not see the
company as a place for growth, especially if they are from a small company like Call
Center A and then they come to big company like Call Center B. She figures about half
of the applicants she hires from Call Center A will be gone in a year. “It’s a shame,” she
said, “because you can really grow at this place and it can take care of you for life.”
Call Center B only hires applicants that are at least 18 years of age, but Manager 2
prefers the mid-twenties for the age of her staff. Manager 2 called the employees also
known (by most of us) as Generation Xers, the microwave generation, because they want
everything fast. There is definite place for them in her call center because the fast pace
dictates that a person who is computer savvy and can think on their feet should succeed.
She admitted, though, that a well-rounded call center is preferable. Manager 2 claimed to
have most every age well-represented from 18 to 75 in her call center, and she admitted
that her older workers get fewer complaints from customers though they just work a little
slower. Finally, the discussion returned to the popular discussion of the millennium
generation (another terms for generation Xers), with Manager 2 telling of a “60 Minutes”
television episode where they profiled the generation’s supposed preferred work
environment at a Zappo’s call center and how the representatives were rewarded for their
efforts with parties, raffles, and prizes. Finally, the interview was concluded by an
interruption; she was requested to speak to the new employees at the pizza party.
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The third call center interviewed by the researcher was the technology division of
an international energy conglomerate, called “Call Center C” for these purposes, and
managed by Manager 3. Call Center C is a publicly traded corporation with over 20,000
employees based in the U.S. The company is active in more than 100 countries and
territories and employs over 100,000 people worldwide. The Call Center C IT
(Information Technology) help desk is a corporate captive call center that provides
information technology services to the employees and internal contractors of Call Center
C. Manager C is a 40-year-old African American male with a BBA in management and
an MBA from Northwestern University, which was funded by Call Center C. His
occupational background is as an IT professional and as a global help desk manager for a
multi-national corporation (MNC). He has been with Call Center C for fifteen years.
The interview took place at 10:00 a.m. at his office. There were two interruptions
from the IT department because the day of the interview was also the deadline of the
company’s mandatory laptop computer turn-in.
The interview began with a discussion of the corporate structure of Call Center C.
The manager explained that there are both internal and external call centers under the
corporate umbrella. Some of the call centers under the corporate umbrella service the
external community, the company’s customers. Other call centers service the needs of
the 100,000 plus global employees. The call center managed by Manager 3 is a help desk
that caters to the internal consumer – the company’s employees. This call centeris an IT
help desk, meaning that it services the computing needs of the company’s employees.
Although the researcher probed in an effort to obtain more clarity on exactly what this
means, the manager replied, “this is a basic IT help desk, and we take 1.7 million
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interactions (phone calls) a year in 13 languages. That’s really all I am at liberty to say.”
The researcher took this to mean that there may be some concerns with sharing
proprietary information and that what exactly this help desk does may contribute to the
company’s competitive advantage. The interview began with a discussion of the
educational requirements hiring at Call Center C. Manager 2 stated that he typically
prefers that help desk workers have an undergraduate degree, but more important are
certifications and soft skills (how they deal with angry phone calls). Manager 2 stated:
“The only people that call (a help desk) already have a problem. They don’t call you to
say, ‘hey everything’s working great.’ You know when people call with a problem, they
can be upset, so we’re looking for people that can handle the customer sensitively. From
an educational standpoint, we’re looking for people who know how to speak.” Education
is important, he went on to say, because it indicates the ability to learn. Certifications are
actually most important because they indicate that an applicant has the knowledge to
answer the questions that the IT help desk will be receiving. The certifications include,
but are not limited to, MSCE (Microsoft certified systems engineer), other Microsoft
certifications, telecommunications certifications, A+ certification, Cisco certifications,
and hardware certifications etc. These certifications are specifically noted by Manager 3
as more important to U.S.-based help desk employee success than college education.
Manager 3 stated that this company’s international location in India, has requested
bachelor’s degree equivalents and MBAs as a condition of hiring call center
representatives and help desk agents.
The interview continued, turning to a discussion of the impact of outsourcing on
the call center industry, which led to quite a bit of dialogue on the impact that offshoring
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and outsourcing has had on the Call Center C IT help desk. Manager 3 described how
Call Center C has opted to outsource his department to Malaysia and India and the
lengths Call Center C has gone to in order to help workers re-educate themselves in light
of this transition. Although there has been no confirmation by his superiors, Manager 3
has strongly suggested to his staff that those with short (and long) tenures at the company
should “reengineer themselves,” in preparation for impending layoffs. Manager 3 further
noted that Call Center 3 has a number of programs under which it offers payment for
employees to re-educate themselves or skill up. Manager 3 estimated that 80 - 90% of
his call center staff is in the process of either re-educating or re-skilling themselves or
both, and are obtaining certifications in order to maintain their competitiveness as
commodities in the labor market. He went on to say: “they have to figure out what
playground they want to work in and figure out what is it they need to do to get there.
The company is willing to pay for them to get trained and educated, but only for a little
while. Those folks that don’t take advantage of this are only fooling themselves.” As a
segue to this discussion, the interview continued with a discussion of the educational
benefits that Call Center C offers to its employees that can help them survive in this
evolving workforce. Call Center C has identified those people who are in line to lose
their jobs to outsourcing and notified them of the imminent change so that they can make
the necessary preparations. In some cases, the soon-to-be-displaced employee is asked to
train his soon-to-be replacement at the helpdesk.
In continuing the conversation on how outsourcing has influenced Call Center C
employees, Manager 3 confirmed that jobs have left the Americas and Europe and moved
to Asia, specifically Malaysia and India. He noted the conflict between the consumers,
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who are dissatisfied with the lower quality of service they now receive from the overseas
call centers, versus the corporate stakeholders who are satisfied with the reduced payroll
costs and its effect on the balance sheet. Manager 3 elaborated that this new way of not
hosting certain functions in-house, but outsourcing them, is a new way of doing business
that clients will just have to get used to. He also stated that the reduced level of service is
to be expected from such an arrangement and that this is a by-product of outsourcing that
consumers must learn to appreciate and understand as a business decision to reduce costs
to the company and to pass on lower costs to the consumer. Manager 3 concluded this
discussion with the poignant statement: “outsourcing is good for stakeholders and they
appreciate it, but end consumers do not.”
As stated previously, Manager 3 said that outsourcing has forced many of his
workers to become more educated or skilled in order to compete for jobs – and those
employment possibilities may include staying on to work at Call Center C in a different
capacity, which requires training in order to compete for the position or going to work
elsewhere. He also mentioned the possibility (for those employees with longer tenures)
of a voluntary severance package. This package could include up to two years of
severance compensation, allowing the employee to pursue other opportunities, while on
Company C’s payroll. In continuing the discussion on employee displacement, Manager
3 noted that: “we’ve gone through an exercise of really trying to help people write
resumes, we’ve done interview workshops where we actually interview all of the people
who are in scope to lose their role to offshoring or outsourcing and some people we were
able to help find other roles here in Company C in other groups.” He went on to say that
“others have decided they want to start their own businesses, I have had one open a wine
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shop, one opened a meat market, one opened a little store, all because they do not see a
future in a call center in the Americas.” Manager 3 figured that although the company’s
business decisions forced these workers into a change, the change is for the better, since
they have now either pursued their dream careers, or up-skilled and/or re-educated
themselves so that they are more marketable as job market commodities.
When asked further how outsourcing has affected the demand for more educated
workers or more skilled workers, Manager 3 responded,
I think what outsourcing will do is it will push the exiting region to
become more educated because they realize they’re losing a role of high
quality that has typically been respected and appreciated within this
region. We are the ones that create stuff, et cetera. In the other regions,
like India and Malaysia where the work is going, it has become we need
bodies, warm bodies to handle this workload. Let me give you a perfect
example, when I was doing the offshoring to Malaysia, for every one
person that I would have to release here I would have to hire two, two and
a half people in Malaysia to do the work of one. This two and a half
people’s cost was still cheaper than the one person in America. So again I
was building a much larger organization, but the quality wasn’t there.
What people here have seen in the exiting region is they need to get more
skilled so that they can take on a higher caliber of job, like either go into
management or business analysis.
Manager 3 stated that 80% of Malay call center staff may be employed in their
first call center job because they are a tier one call center. However, in the company’s
America’s region and European help desks, agents are expected to have had experience
before hiring, so that number drops to around 25%. Manager 3 elaborated that third party
outsourcing, or BPO companies, often hire people into their first job, but the employees
typically only stay in that position for 18 to 24 months. Call Center C’s call center
workers come from call centers in the energy, IT, and healthcare industries, according to
Manager 3. Manager 3 explained the salary negotiations methods used by Call Center C
and how subcontractors are usually promoted to permanent positions – virtually hiring
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from within. Basically, an interviewee is hired by an outside sourcing company and is
given a trial period to work in the call center. After the trial period, the call center worker
is hired on as a conditional hire for six months. After the six month review, the decision
is made whether or not to keep the hire as a permanent employee. The interview
effectively ended after a few more brief interruptions from staff and some personal
discussion and good luck pleasantries.
The fourth call center manager interviewed by the researcher was Manager 4 of a
Local Government/Municipality Call Center Service Helpline. The 311 helpline services
all residents of the city with concerns about city functions and responsibilities ranging
from heavy trash pickups to municipal court dates and includes all city departments.
Manager 4 is a 55-year-old African American female with a BBA in management from a
university in southern Mississippi. Her background is in human resource (HR)
management, where she has worked since college, gradually climbing the corporate
ladder. Her husband’s job is in the energy sector, and that brought her to Texas in 1994
while she was still working as an HR manager at a corporate captive call center in private
industry. She has been with Call Center D for twelve years and has seen the call center
move from its humble fifteen person beginnings to the existing twenty-hour-a-day, 100seat call center.
The interview took place in Manager 4’s office, just outside of the call center
floor, in an office building overlooking the city. The time of the interview was confirmed
at 8:00 a.m. The interview actually began interestingly because the researcher had been
approved for the interview by Manager 4’s secretary. Manager 4 either forgot about the
interview or was not informed. When the researcher arrived at the facility, he was
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approved by security and actually rode the elevator with Manager 4. The interview
actually began in the elevator, with an inquisitive Manager 4 asking why the researcher
had an identification badge that indicated he was headed to her office and who had
approved his visit. When the interviewer began explaining, Manager 4 interrupted and
stated that she already had an 8:00 a.m. appointment and was not sure where the
confusion originated and that maybe she could squeeze the interview in before lunch.
Upon arriving at her office, Manager 4 found that her 8:00 a.m. appointment was actually
with the researcher and that the appointment had been on her calendar for two weeks; her
secretary even had her initial the approval in the appointment book. The interview took
place after she had her morning coffee and notified her floor personnel of her presence.
The interview started with a discussion of the minimum requirements for hiring at
the city’s 311 call center. Because call center jobs require the ability to type, spell,
understand government and city procedures, and communicate verbally, the city requires
a high school education as a minimum requirement for hiring, and also requires
additional training for promotion to senior positions. The city’s policy is that these senior
positions are only to be filled from within so that the candidate has a thorough
understanding of the city’s functions as well as policies, procedures, and culture required
to succeed – management positions require additional formal education, bachelor’s
degree at minimum. The basic skills required to work at the 311 call center are
generically termed customer service skills. These are the skills required to deal with
upset residents who have an issue requiring resolution expected from the call taker.
Manager 4 stated: “People only call when they have a problem, they don’t call and say,
‘Everything’s great’, they say, ‘Hey, I have a problem and I need the city to get involved
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and help me solve it.” Empathy and soft skills were verified by this call center manager
as the most important qualities to be a successful call taker at the city’s call center.
Manager 4 confirmed this with her statement that “if they (call center representatives)
have customer service skills and can learn how the city does things, they can be
successful here.” The hard skills she mentions as conducive to success are computer
skills, telephone skills, and the ability to listen.
While developing customer service skills will certainly be transferrable to other
industries, a working knowledge of city government also benefits those who seek to
transfer to jobs elsewhere within the city. Although the city offers a tuition
reimbursement program, only about 3-5% of call center workers take advantage of the
opportunity for re-education. The researcher assumed that this was because the city has a
policy of not outsourcing certain back-office functions, such as the call center work for
the 311 call center, so these jobs are fairly safe from the threat of termination, as long as
the workers show up and do their jobs. As a result, there is no pressure on the workers to
improve their status as human capital. This no-outsourcing policy, coupled with her
belief that no one else can do the helpline jobs as efficiently as her employees, led
Manager 4 to state that she has seen no influence on the city’s call center from the
pressures of globalization. About 20% of the call center workers at the Call Center D’s
helpline are in their first call center job. The industries they come from include retail or
grocery stores, receptionist-type work, or other departments at the city, all of which
required customer service skills. As stated previously, the city does not hire for the
senior call taker positions from outside, so those who come in from highly-paid
organizations benefit by being promoted through the city’s call center ranks after hiring,
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but they will start at a lower pay scale than previous wages. Although the age of the call
center workers averages about 29 years, Manager 4 prefers call center workers of about
32 to 35, the age at which she believes people learn familial responsibilities that carry
over into their work ethic. She believes that, once people have children or a spouse at
home that they are responsible for, they improve their work ethic and come on time, even
during high stress times, such as after storms, which is when typically she sees the
younger workers call in for sick days. The interview questions concluded with a
discussion of Manager 4’s belief in the importance of a call center in the success of an
organization and how a properly managed call center can result in increased profitability
for the organization involved, without having to outsource.
Descriptive Analysis
Part Two, Descriptive Analysis, reports the results of the surveys. It is important
to note that descriptive statistics, by definition, describe only the observed sample group
from which they were derived, and they do not make any implication of generalization of
the sample to the overall population. The present analysis describes the data mined from
the surveys collected from the ten call centers that were sampled for this research.
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Is This Your First Call Center Job
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Figure 3. Is this your First Call Center Job (Wagner 2010)?
The first set of tables describes the sample used in the present study. There were
936 subjects that completed the survey. Figure 3 indicates that there were 596 cases
(64%) reported that this was their first call center job. The remaining 340 cases (36%)
indicated that they had worked at more than one call center. Since the primary focus of
the quantitative portion of this study was to observe skills acquired at multiple call center
sites, only those indicating that they had worked at more than one call center (340 cases)
were used in the analysis. This finding positively correlates with the findings of Batt et
al. (2004) who found that 31% of call center workers they studied have worked in another
call center previous to the one where they were employed at the time they were surveyed.
The following tables and frequency distributions are used to describe the
participants (n=340) in the study along with measures to be used in the path model.
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Table 2
How Long Have You Worked in the Call Center Industry?

Length of Call Center Service

Frequency

Percent

Less than 1 Year

6

1.8%

1-5 years

146

42.9%

6-10 years

54

15.9%

11-15 years

61

17.9%

16 + Years

70

20.6%

Missing

3

Total

340

.9%
100.0%

Table 2 provides percentages for length of tenure for call center workers within
the industry. The results indicated that about two percent of the call center workers
surveyed have worked in the call center industry for less than one year. Forty-three
percent have worked in the call center industry for one to five years. Sixteen percent have
worked in the industry for six to ten years. Eighteen percent of call center workers have
worked in the industry for more than eleven to fifteen years. This finding differs from
the findings of Batt et al. (2004) who find that more than 20% of call center workers have
less than a year of tenure, due to high job turnover. However, the findings of the current
research agree with Batt et al. (2004), whose findings indicate that approximately 60% of
call center workers have more than a year, but less ten years of call center experience.
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Figure 4. Most Recent Previous Call Center Job.
Figure 4 described the call center workers’ previous call center experience by
classifying their previous call center job (by sector). Twelve percent classified their
previous call center jobs as customer service. Eleven percent classified their previous call
center jobs as distribution/reservations/fulfillment, IT Services, and Telemarketing.
About thirty eight percent of the respondents failed to respond to this question,
presumably because they did not answer this question or did not identify a sector in
which they would classify their current call center job. The difference in percentages was
because the question asks call center workers to “check all that apply” in selecting their
previous call center sectors. Some workers indicated that they were previously employed
in more than one sector, so they checked more than one box.
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Figure 5. Present Call Center Job.
The next question asked those call center workers with previous call center
experience to classify their current call center job (by sector). Figure 5 reported the
results to this question. The majority of the responders are currently working in customer
service (28.5%). About fourteen percent of the workers classified their current call center
jobs as distribution/reservations/fulfillment. Thirteen percent stated that their current call
centers are for IT services or data bank call centers. About thirteen percent classified
their current call centers as third party outsourcing, while another eight percent classified
their jobs as “other,” and three percent of respondents classify their call center jobs as
serving the telecommunications sector. The difference in percentages was because the
question asks call center workers to “check all that apply” in selecting their current call
center sectors. Some workers indicated that they were currently employed in more than
one sector, so they checked more than one box. If perhaps a representative works for a
third party call center that is outsourced by a mobile phone carrier to provide customer
service, for instance, that representative would have indicated this by checking both
boxes for telecommunications and third party outsourcing, and possibly customer service
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as well. The research can only explain the missing surveys as surveys that the
respondents skipped the question.
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Figure 6. Changes in call center jobs.
Figure 6 identifies in percentages of call center job migration as reported by
participants in the study. The graph provides an indication of job changes and
experiences gained in the call center industry. This figure is an illustration comparing the
data noted in Figures 4 and 5. The results indicate the largest gain in call center jobs
were in the area of customer service positions (16.1%). There was a five percent increase
in third-party outsourcing. The greatest decrease in positions was in the field of
telemarketing. Furthermore, there was an eight percent decline in financial service
industry
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Figure 7. Current Level of Education.
Figure 7 describes the educational level of the respondents of the survey with
previous call center employment. The results indicate that the majority of the call center
employees have enrolled in college at some point in time (50.2%). Almost one-third of
the sample (30.6%) indicated that they had a college degree. Less than twenty percent
(17.1%) indicated they were high school graduates only. Finally, less than two percent of
the sample were post-college graduates. These findings correlate strongly with the
findings of Batt et al. (2004), who note that a majority of call center managers they
surveyed hire high school graduates only to serve their clients’ needs. Batt et al. (2004)
go on to illustrate that the typical call center worker has between 12.7 and 14.0 years of
education. This is also consistent with the current findings.
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Figure 8. Current Annual Personal Income.
Figure 8 illustrates the income level reported by the survey respondents. The
majority of the call center workers (46.5%) had a personal income of between $20,000
and $40,000. Over one-third of the responders (37.4%) had an income between $40,000
and $60,000. These findings are confirmed by the data presented by Batt et al. (2004).
Although Batt et al. (2004) look at the salary relative to the size of markets served by call
center workers, they find, just as the present research indicates, that the majority of call
center workers made less than $40,000, whereas approximately one-third of the surveyed
call center workers (in both research) made above $40,000 annually. This finding is
further confirmed by the data presented by Jobs et al. (2007), who find that 70% of their
sampling of Irish call center workers made less than $41,000 per year.
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Figure 9. Age of Respondents.
Figure 9 illustrates the age distribution for the respondents in the sample. Slightly
over one-fourth of the respondents reported they were between 19 and 30 years old.
Another twenty-five percent indicated they were between the ages of 31 to 40. A little
over twenty percent (22.1%) indicated they are between the ages of 41 to 50. The
remaining eighteen (17.9%) indicated they were over 51 years of age. This data is
supported by research from the National Association of Call Centers, who found that the
typical call center worker is between 25 to 45 years of age, although their median age is
35 years (NACC, SOIR#3, 2005). This finding is also confirmed by the data presented
by Batt et al. (2004), who indicate that the average age of a call center worker is 30 years
of age. The mean ages of the Batt et al. sample fluctuated from 27 to 31 years of age, and
the sample represented an age range from 22 to 50 years (Batt et al. 2004).
Causal Model Results/Empirical Data Findings
The remaining portion of this chapter will be devoted to the results of the two path
models posed in this study. Two statistical analyses are performed: (a) calculating the
correlations between each of the variables, and (b) computing the path coefficients for
each of the structural equations. The structural equations are linear equations which
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represent the theory under consideration. The path coefficients are standardized beta
coefficients.
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Figure 10. Correlation Matrix for Variables Included in the Models.
Figure 10 describes the results of the correlation matrix. The results indicated
several significant relationships exist. The strongest association was related to
educational levels. This strength can be associated by the indication that the level of
success is dependent on satisfying the previous level of education - meaning that
completing the college degree has a strong correlation to success in the call center
industry, although only a high school education is required for entry into the industry.
For example, this data indicated that taking some college classes does not seem to
correlate with an increase in wages, however, earning a college degree does constitute a
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jump in educational attainment corresponding in a wage increase. Therefore, wages were
significantly related to whether or not the employee had earned a college degree, length
of service and skills the employee had acquired. As previously stated, earning a college
degree constitutes a jump in educational attainment corresponding in a wage increase.
These findings agreed with those of Lee and Wolpin (2006), who find an increase in
wages as educational attainment increased in their research of the service sector
workforce. The interview conducted with Manager 1 confirmed this contention with his
point that if a call center representative does not continue to educate himself, he is going
to be left behind. Manager 2 also stated that education helps call center workers with
upward mobility. Manager 1 went on to say that a representative that continues his
formal education can expect to move up in the company after graduation. Finally,
Manager 1 indicated that it is his feeling that the reason that his call center was allowed
to be purchased was that the demand for educated low cost workers pressured the
company to sell due to future profitability concerns.
There was a significant relationship (p < .01) among several other measures as
well. There also was a significant relationship between skills acquired and the number of
different call centers where an individual call center representative had worked. Data
collected by Allen (2003) confirm this finding. Manager 1 also confirmed this point with
his statement that the skills obtained by call center workers are absolutely transferrable to
other call centers. Manager 3 also indicated that skills and certifications are more
important to job success at his call center than education. He stated that certifications are
truly the key ingredient. In discussing skills required for call center success, he went on
to say that, “It’s do you have the knowledge to answer the questions that this desk will be
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receiving? And then we look at do you have the soft skills to handle the angry customers
to make sure that the customer satisfaction scores can stay high no matter what kind of
call you get.” In Allen’s (2003) studies of human capital, the results indicate that as
human capital increases, so does the drive of people to seek jobs that match their ability.
Manager 4 stated that her hiring trends indicate that: “If you come from a call center and
you have multiple years of experience, then you’ll probably top out at top pay.”
Therefore, it makes sense to assume that as skills (and experience) increase the workers
migrate for jobs that meet their respective skill levels, and consequently their wages
increase (Allen 2003). Manager 3 stated that, “In the U.S., it [employee success] is based
on skills and certifications rather than did you go to college.” These studies, then, point
toward the finding of the present research that the relationship between skills acquired
and the number of call centers worked is a significant positive relationship. When
looking at the number of call center jobs an individual has had, skills acquired, post
graduate education, and length of service were also related. Likewise, Burdett and Coles
(2003) found that as length of service increased, so did skills attainment and
correspondingly, so did wages. This seems logical because the longer an individual
works in a job, they acquire more tenure, and should acquire more skills to complete the
job tasks. These combined additional skills, tenure, and education are rewarded with
increased wages.
Wages, as a variable, was also linked to employee age. There was some
discussion with Managers 1, 2, and 4 on the comparably superior work ethic of the older
call center workers, versus the younger generation. Further, Manager 4 went on to state
that she would prefer to hire employees in their thirties because once family
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responsibility enters the picture, there is a marked improvement in work ethic. This
improved work ethic can be assumed to be correlated to an increase in wages. The
association between age and wages was also supported by previous studies by Maume
(1999) and Odland and Ellis (2001). These studies support the findings of the present
study which indicates that there exists a positive relationship between rising age and an
increase in wages. This seems logical since few employees would work at a job for any
length of time for the same wage as their starting or zero tenure wages (Dustmann and
Meghir 2005). Even if one factors in small cost of living increases, over time these show
a tangible increase in total net wages.
Furthermore, age was significantly related to length of service or years of
employment in the call center jobs. The relationship between the variables length of
service and age is supported by previous studies by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
(2004) and Lee and Wilbur (1985), both of which find a positive correlation between age
and length of service. These studies and the results of the research survey confirm the
statements made by Manager 4, who indicated that dedication to a job and a company is
realized more often after a person reaches ages 32 to 35 – or after a person makes the
transition from single person to family person. Her statement on this was: “When we’re
young sometimes we jump from job to job, but when you have responsibilities the
commitment and the dedication [to job and company] is more proven.” Further, Belt et
al. (2000) discusses the long tenure of service sector workers and thus, their increased
age.
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Figure 11. Decomposition of the Effects from the Wages Model.
Figure 11 illustrates the decompositions of the first model presented in this study.
The first model posed in this study was how do levels of employee educational
obtainment (some college, college grad and post graduate education), age, number of
different call center they have employed at and the skills they have acquired at these
different call centers affect current wages.
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Figure 12. Hypothesized Factors that influence Wages (b) (Wright 1934).
The results indicated that these factors account for about 18% of the variance in
individual wages. In other words, the combination of the factors: educational attainment,
age, number of different call centers and skills acquired account for about 18 percent of
individual wage difference in the call center workers surveyed. Studies done by Batt et
al. (2004) and Batt and Moynihan (2002) support the findings of the current research by
indicating a positive correlation between educational attainment and increased wages for
call center workers. Their findings are consistent with those of Lee and Wolpin (2006),
who also find a positive association between increased wages and educational attainment
in varying segments of the service sector (Lee and Wolpin 2006). However, Jobs et al.
(2007) find, in their study of the Irish call center industry, that increasing educational
attainment does not necessarily result in an increase in salary levels. The findings of Jobs
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et al. (2007) support the data presented in the current research, indicating that, although
18% of the wage differential is explainable, another 82% is unaccounted for. The 82%
that is unaccounted for in the findings of the present data is termed noncausal.
The effects of independent measures are generally assumed to have three effects,
direct, indirect, and noncausal. In the model presented in this study it was assumed that
the indirect effect of each predictor measure on the outcome measure is zero. The
noncausal effect can be considered measurement error or associations outside the
consideration of this study. The direct effect of some college education was -.156, which
was significant at p < .05 level. This indicated a negative association existed between
some college education and wages. The noncausal effect of -.03 indicated only a small
amount of variance is unaccountable when considering some college as a direct effect.
This means that as educational level increases from high school to “some college” there
is a negative effect on wages. So, increasing education increases past high school, but
not to college graduate, does not affect wages and does not show an increase in income.
The researcher terms this as the “terminal degree factor.” The important factor in
acquiring a boost in wages appears to be completing a new degree and stepping up to a
new degree level. Having some college credits showed no boost in wages, however,
obtaining a bachelor’s degree appeared to have a marked return on investment in terms of
increased wages. Further, increasing education past college graduate also had a positive
effect on wages and indicates an increase in income for those call center workers that
have a college degree.
The direct effect of college graduation on wages was .233, which was significant
at p < .01 level. This indicated a positive association existed between college degree and
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wages. In this case college graduates are associated with higher income. The noncausal
effect of .01 indicated only a small amount of variance is unaccountable when
considering college degree as a direct effect.
The direct effect of age on wages was .271, which was significant at p < .01 level.
This indicated a positive association existed individuals age and wages. The noncausal
effect of about .02 indicated only a small amount of variance was unexplained.
The final significant direct effect on wages was skills acquired at different call
centers. The direct effect of skills acquired on wages was .266, which was significant at
p < .01 level. The noncausal effect of about .02 indicated only a small amount of
variance was unexplained. No other significant predictors were produced in the models.
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Figure 13. Decomposition of the Effects from the Different Call Centers Model.
Figure 13 illustrates the decomposition of the second model presented in this
study. The second model posed in this study was how do levels of employee educational
obtainment (some college, college grad and post graduate education), age, and the skills
they have acquired at these different call centers affect the number of different call
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centers employed at. The results indicated that these factors account for about 1% of the
variance in number of different call centers. The small variance accounted for in this
study suggests a poor fit of the linear model posed.
Similar to the previous model in this study, it was assumed that the indirect effect
of each predictor measure on the outcome measure was zero. The noncausal effect again
can be considered measurement error or associations outside the consideration of this
study.

Figure 14. Hypothesized Factors that Influence the number of Call Center Jobs a Worker
has had (b) (Wright 1934).
The results indicated several significant direct effects were produced in the
present model. First, post graduate studies was significantly (p < .01) associated with the
number of different call centers employed at. In this case, post graduate studies were
associated with more different call centers employment opportunities. The noncausal
effect of about .02 indicated only a small amount of variance was unexplained. No other
significant predictors were produced in the models.
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Finally, skills acquired was also significantly (p < .01) associated with the number
of different call centers where an employee has been employed. This suggests that skills
acquired at different call centers allowed them the opportunity to work at more call
centers. The noncausal effect of about .04 indicated other sources of variance need to be
considered in future models using this measure as a predictor variable. No other
significant predictors were produced in the models.
Summary of Results
The results of the study were divided into parts, summarizing the research
questions associated with the qualitative section of this paper and analyses of descriptive
measures and calculating the results of the two path models. Descriptive analyses include
the calculation of frequencies and percentages that describe the sample and the variables
used in the model. Calculating the results of the path model addressed the overall
hypothesized association of predictor variables on the outcome measures.
Summary of the Qualitative Research Questions
Three research questions were posed in the qualitative section of this study. The
first question asks, “What are the educational requirements needed to work in the call
center industry.” Through interviews with call center managers, the researcher concluded
that generally the minimal educational requirement needed as an entry level call center
worker was a high school education with some customer service and telephony skills and
possibly some technical credentials or certifications. Furthermore, post-high school
education is deemed unimportant for call center representatives until they complete their
college degree program and earn a wage increase. It becomes more important as a person
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attempts to transition from representative to management. Generally, continuous call
center training is more important than higher education.
The second question posed was, “Are there special educational skills associated
with different types of call center positions?” Summarizing management views, it was
concluded that different call center positions require special educational expertise.
Employees working in an IT call center, for example, are required to have technical
backgrounds and are preferred to have undergraduate degrees. It is thought that the
increased educational attainment will aid them in understanding and answering the
questions that the IT help desk will be receiving. Further, help desk employees will need
to have certifications that enable them to provide adequate assistance at the “help desk.”
Government/Municipality Call Center Service workers are required to have a high school
education as a minimum requirement for hiring. This educational level indicates the
ability to learn, as well as the abilities to type, spell, and communicate verbally. Further,
these workers will also have to learn city procedures and department responsibilities.
Additionally, the city requires further training and increased tenure for promotion to
senior positions – they only promote from within. Government/Municipality Call Center
Service workers must also have a strong working knowledge of city government and how
it works.
The third question posed was, “What are management opinions about the Call
Center Industry in a global market”? The three to one consensus from the management
staff interviewed is that the call center industry is in a global competitive market. The
only dissenting opinion on this answer was the city government call center, who indicated
that there was no pressure on them from outsourcing. The reason for this is assumed by
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the researcher to be because this particular call center type is funded by tax payers. So
there is no competition for their service or for their market share. As such, they operate
in a realm all their own, where stakeholders are taxpayers, not capital investors, so there
is no overriding determination to be profitable. The major issue that U.S.-based
companies are faced with is labor cost: 70% of call center operating budgets is labor.
The companies represented in this research are struggling with the low cost labor
overseas versus profitability dilemma. It is logical to send work overseas in a costcutting effort. However, the results from this research indicated that customer service
falters in light of such business decisions.
The fourth question posed was, “How have the growth of domestic outsourcing
and offshore outsourcing affected your company? How has it affected the industry? Has
it increased the demand for more educated workers? Has it decreased the supply because
workers have gone to other industries that are presumed to have more job security?
Which industries?” The results indicated that outsourcing has affected the call center
industry. The findings of the present research indicated that the result has been negative
and that global competition has pressured many call center workers to move from job to
job both in and out of the call center industry. This call center worker labor migration
has been an attempt to find increased wages. Further, as call center workers increase
their value as human capital, with increased educational attainment, increased skill sets
with more industry tenure, they will naturally desire more wages. The pressure on the
worker, then, is to remain employed, since the data presented here seems to indicate that
at some point call center workers will simply become too valuable as human capital to
work in a call center – they will become overcapitalized and reach the “glass ceiling.”
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Although the overall industry labor force numbers will shrink, the third-party outsourcing
sector (Agilysis, Teleperformance, Convergys, ACS, etc.) will continue to grow. It is in
these third-party outsourcing call centers that the high value worker will be an overpriced, over-capitalized commodity.
Summary of the Quantitative Research Questions
The descriptive analyses of the sample indicated most of call center workers in
this study had been working in this industry between one and five years. The majority of
the remaining sample had been working in the call center industry for over 10 years.
The educational level of the sample was primarily made up of workers with an
educational background of having some college classes; however most of them were nondegreed. About one-third of the sample did have a college degree. The smallest group
in the sample had post-graduate studies.
The majority of the sample had an income between $20,000 and $39,000. The
second highest income level in the sample was between $40,000 and $59,000. This
increased income level may be directly associated with the number of individuals in the
sample that have college degrees.
The largest age bracket in this sample was between 31 to 40 years old.
Furthermore, 75% of the sample in this study was over the age of 31. The age level of
this sample may help to explain educational backgrounds along with salary levels. In this
case, one could assume the age as in other studies can be considered as an underlining or
extraneous variable. Moreover, as age increases, one could conclude that other predictor
measures such as wages, number of different call center jobs, and skills acquired, would
increase. Finally, the impact of age may begin to negate the influence of such factors as
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education because individuals who have worked in the industry for longer periods of time
seem to reach a point where their value to the firm is maximized.
Finally, the most common call center occupation was customer service. Onefourth of the sampled individuals worked in this sector of the call center industry. The
second largest proportion in the sample classified their current call center jobs as
distribution/reservations/fulfillment. The third largest proportion in the sample classified
their current call center job as in IT. The two smallest proportions in the sample worked
as Third Party outsourcing and medical services. When comparisons were made between
changes in call center jobs, the largest gain in call center employment were workers as
customer service. In general, when asked about what their previous call center job had
been, more moved from other phases of the industry to customer service as present
employment than any of sector of the profession.
The results of the zero-order correlation between the variables under
consideration indicated that several variables were significantly related to wages. The
one exception was post-college education. The results indicated that length of service, a
college degree and skills acquired at other call centers were significantly related to
income levels. This finding confirmed the researcher’s original hypothesis that some
college would not make a difference in the wages of call center workers unless or until
they completed their bachelor’s degree.
The results of the zero-order correlation between the variables associated with the
number of call center jobs also indicated that several variables were significantly related.
The exceptions were a college degree, and some college. The results indicated that post-
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graduate studies and skills acquired at other call centers were significantly related to the
number of call center jobs an individual has had.
The results of the path model indicated several significant direct effects relating
length of service, a college degree, age and skills acquired and wages. The results also
indicated that the noncausal effects for the significant predictors were small suggesting
that the amount of variance that was unexplained was minimal.
The results of the second path model indicated several significant direct effects
relating post graduate education skills acquired and the number of call center jobs an
individual had been employed at. The results also indicated that the noncausal effects for
the significant predictors were also small suggesting that amount of variance that was
unexplained was minimal.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND SIGNIFICANCE
Call center workers are a semi-skilled, moderately educated sub-set of the service
sector workforce. The job outsourcing issues facing call center workers are similar to the
issues facing manufacturing workers, many of whose jobs were outsourced overseas in
the 1990s, with the exception that call center workers are often educated with certain
identifiable skills. This research focused on how globalization affects the U.S.-based call
center workforce. While both sides of the Bhagwati-Samuelson debate agree that low- to
mid-range wage earners such as call center workers can be affected by economic
globalization, they disagree on the long term status of the displaced labor. As industries
outsource their services to developing nations, worldwide income does gain on net,
meaning that income previously paid to workers in country A (U.S.) is shifted via gains
in technology to country B (India) across the globe. Research is lacking that determines
the reemployment potential of call center workers prior to leaving the call center. This
research addressed the potential for wage loss/gain and reemployment incurred by those
workers in country A (U.S).
The final chapter of this dissertation consists of three sections. The Summary of
Major Findings summarizes and discusses the findings of the research questions posed in
the present study. The Implications for Theory discusses the results in relationship to
past research and theoretical literature. The Recommendations for Future Research
provides suggestions for future research as indicated by the results of the present study.
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Summary of Data Findings
Path analysis is an important analytical tool for testing causal models. Through
its application, it was possible to test whether a specific causal model is consistent with
the theoretical framework and objectives of the study. It also allowed the researcher to
generate appropriate alternative hypotheses, which could then be confirmed by
experimental research.
Chapters III and IV discussed the hypothesized relationship between the variables
identified by the researcher as relevant to answering the research questions. The
significant findings were as follows:
The correlation of -156* of “Some college” to wages, indicated that taking some
college classes before completing the bachelor’s degree had virtually no effect on wages.
Further, this was a negative correlation, which actually meant that, until the education
was completed to the point that a bachelor’s degree has been earned, there was no
positive benefit on wages.
The correlation of .223** correlation of “College graduate” to wages, indicated
that there was a strong relationship between graduating from college and an increase in
wages. This finding illustrated the benefit of education and that completing the college
degree should result in an increase in wages. Further, this finding indicated that
completing the college degree had a strong correlation to successful employment in the
call center industry.
The correlation of .271** correlation of “Age” to wages, indicated that there is a
strong positive association between age and wages. The researcher interpreted this to
mean that as an individual ages and his or her tenure with a firm increases, so does an
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individual’s wage, because his/her value to the firm is rewarded year after year with pay
increases.
The correlation of .266* of “Experience/tenure” to wages, indicated a moderately
strong association between experience and wages. As stated above, the researcher
interpreted this to mean that as a worker’s tenure with a firm increases, so does an
individual’s wage, because his/her value to the firm is rewarded year after year with pay
increases.
The correlation of .206** of “Post college education” to “number of different call
center jobs,” indicated a strong association between pursuing a graduate education and
transiency in the call center industry. This confounding finding led the researcher to
believe that perhaps the demand is greater in certain sectors of the call center industry for
college graduates that are pursuing graduate education, therefore they are in demand and
able to move from job to job in search of a good fit or higher wage.
The correlation of .160** of “experience/tenure” to “number of different call
center jobs,” indicated a strong association between those call center workers that have
reasonably long tenures with one firm and the group of workers that are in demand by
other firms, because of their higher value as human capital. The researcher previously
presented data indicating that the costs to train new call center workers is expensive and
rising, so finding call center workers that exhibit the highly sought after trait of firm
loyalty are in demand. Those workers who are loyal to a firm have the option of moving
from firm to firm; however, the researcher saw this as an enigma, workers with long
tenure and experience at one firm should have a low strong correlation to the number of
call center jobs they have had.
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Implications for Theory
The purpose of the present study was to formulate and test a model of U.S.-based
front-line call center workers to determine the extent to which certain proposed variables
affect the workers’ wages and employment opportunities. The theories used to test the
proposed hypotheses were proposed by Bhagwati and Samuelson. Both theorists agree in
their argument that outsourcing is fundamentally a trade phenomenon and that there are
losers (and winners) in trade (Bhagwati 2004; Samuelson 2004). They both also agree
that the net benefits of economic globalization outweigh the costs, even if that means
displacing call center workers in the United States. The differences emerge in their
respective positions on the outcome of outsourcing on the post-outsourcing status of
U.S.-based call center workers. Bhagwati posits that, if labor intensive jobs are
outsourced, the expected result will be upward mobility among the displaced workers
into positions of higher-value jobs though there may be a period of initial transition,
resulting in no overall wage loss; whereas Samuelson claims that that openness can
contribute to both higher employment levels of unskilled workers and lower income and
wage inequality, and that these workers will experience a net loss of income and move
down the value chain (Bhagwati 2004; Samuelson 2004).
The goal of the current research was to make a determination of which theory
most closely determines and predicts the reemployment potential of call center workers
prior to leaving the call center. Further, this research determined if some call center
workers re-tool and/or re-educate themselves in an attempt to move up the global labor
supply chain or if they find similar jobs at similar pay.
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For the purposes of this research, the data collected suggested that the hypothesis
proposed by the researcher at the beginning of this research is partially confirmed; the
theoretical framework describing globalization’s effect on call center workers in the
United States that is supported by Bhagwati is partially correct and that Samuelson is
partially correct depending on educational attainment. Further, the current research
findings suggested that more educated (college degree) and less-educated (high school
diploma) call center workers would be affected equally in terms of displacement;
however, less-educated workers will become reemployed more rapidly and with less
wage loss then their more-educated counterparts. The relatively low educational and skill
level allowed workers to lose less from displacement and recover more rapidly, thus
obtaining reemployment opportunities at wage levels similar to those experienced prior to
displacement from the call center.
More educated call center workers may have to take a wage loss briefly before
regaining their pre-displacement wage status. At this semi-skilled level of the workforce,
education is noted to have less effect on wages than training, skills and tenure. Further,
this research indicated that, as skills increase, the workers find jobs that meet their new
respective skills levels, and, correspondingly, their wages increase. This makes sense
because, as workers migrate from job to job, they gain more skills and experience in the
industry; this allows them the expectation of increased wages. The researcher
hypothesizes that if the preceding is true, since economies are generally supported by
wages from the working class, or less-educated worker, the local economies will continue
to thrive.
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Post-Interview Findings/Incidental Data Collected
In the interview/qualitative data collection portion of the research project, all
interviewers agreed to allow the researcher back in to their respective facilities in order to
conduct his quantitative data collection (surveys). Manager 1 at Call Canter A was
unable to allow the researcher back in. After the buy-out by the multinational
telecommunications company was completed approximately two weeks post-interview,
the workload/contracts that were previously completed by Call Center A were outsourced
to an Indian call center, and the call center was closed, idling the workers. Manager A is
now the manager of a staffing company that assists IT professionals (including call center
workers) with finding jobs.
Manager 2 was also unable to allow the researcher back in. After repeated calls
and visits by the researcher to her facility requesting five minutes of time each for the call
representatives to fill out the surveys, Manager 2 explained that her company “is now in a
position where we cannot lose any time from the floor. People need to be working at all
times when they are at work.” The researcher attempted to make contact with corporate
headquarters to explain the academic nature of the research involved, but again met with
no success. Attempts to use the influence and relationships of his advisor with the parent
company and the affiliation with the National Association of Call Centers met with no
success. Approximately nine months after the interviews, Call Center B contracted,
laying off 500 people, including Manager 2. She was hired back, however, three months
later, when Call Center B obtained contracts for more work from a new customer. Her
contract term is for twelve months.
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Manager 3 was unable to allow the researcher back in. His suggestions to his call
center workers that they should increase their skill levels and re-educate themselves in
case of layoffs proved prophetic. The help desk call center managed by Manager 3 was
outsourced to Malaysia within nine months of the interview, idling all remaining
employees. Manager 3 is still employed by the parent company of Call Center C in a
similar job capacity. However, he has been re-assigned to the European region and now
resides in Western Europe.
Call Center D was the only call center that was represented in both the
quantitative and qualitative data. Manager 4 allowed the researcher back in for his
surveying and wished him luck in future endeavors. She was recently acknowledged by
the city for her work in providing excellent customer service to taxpayers, via the 311 call
center. Manager 4 plans to retire in five years.
Post-Survey Incidental Data
There were a total of 12 call centers surveyed for this research. The researcher
thought that in light of the incidental data collected on the interview subjects, there might
be some interesting facts to unearth on the call centers where the survey was distributed.
Call Center 1 was an airline corporation that operates a corporate captive call
center to allow travelers to make their reservations with a live person, rather than via the
internet. Since being surveyed by the researcher, the parent company of this call center
merged with another airline. The call center was closed, and 270 call center workers
were laid off.
Call Center 2 was an international energy conglomerate – with the same parent
company as Call Center C, represented in this research. This call center was from a
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different division, that services the needs of the company’s external customers – the
consumer. This call center has not had any layoffs since the time that the surveys were
administered; however, they are in a “hiring freeze.” So, if an employee resigns, they are
not currently in a mode to fill that position.
Call Center 3 was a multi-national conglomerate based in India, one of whose
business sectors is third party outsourcing call centers. This company has had no layoffs,
however the manager who allowed the researcher in to administer the survey instrument
has been relocated (within the U.S.) to a higher position within the company.
Call Center 4 was a consumer market research company. Interestingly, a call
center worker from this company called the researcher to research his spending activities
and the researcher agreed to speak with them if they would agree to allow him in to
administer his survey. A recent discussion with the manager confirmed that there have
been no layoffs since the survey was administered, however, they are not hiring for new
positions. They are, however filling positions that may become available.
Call Center 5 was a customer service division and collections for a chain of
community newspapers that services the counties, cities, and towns around a
metropolitan area. Since the time of the survey distribution, this call center has
experienced no layoffs and noted that almost its entire call center staff has been with the
company for over five years.
Call Center 6 was a 311 call center for the City, previously represented in this
research as Call Center D, managed by Manager 4. This call center has had no layoffs
and has hired ten representatives since the surveys were administered. Of the ten new
hires, only six employees made the six month review and are still employed there.
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Call Center 7 was a customer service call center of a multinational consumer
products manufacturer. Since the time of the survey, the company has closed the call
center, idling 130 workers at this call center. The company has stated that it intends to
take the savings and invest in innovation and brand building. They also stated that they
cannot continue to fund costly projects in such a harsh economic climate.
Call Center 8 was a call center for a multinational telecommunications company.
This corporation had a massive restructuring a few months after the survey research was
completed at the call center. Approximately 1,000 people were laid off from the call
center during the restructuring. Since then, about 18 months later, approximately 200
people were hired for technical support at this call center.
Call Center 9 was a reservations call center for a car rental company. Three
months after the surveys were distributed at this call center, it was closed, laying off 200
workers. These severed employees were offered the opportunity to re-apply for jobs
within the company at other locations.
Call Center 10 was a third party outsourcing call center that services large value
customers. The company was merged with another company within six months of the
surveying. Within a year of the merger, the new parent company mandated thirty-two
percent wage cuts for call center workers.
Call Center 11 was a multinational package shipping company. Two years prior
to this research project, this company restructured, laying off 200 workers from the
surveyed call center. Since that time, they have not had any call center worker layoffs at
this location.
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Call Center 12 was a call center for another multinational telecommunications
company. Interestingly, the manager that allowed the researcher in to survey the call
center was also working on his doctoral degree and his assistant manager was pursuing
his masters in business administration. Their general manager (who had to approve the
visit) had just completed her doctorate as well. This well-educated group has had no
layoffs since the time of the survey distribution.
Recommendations for Future Research
The researcher feels that the interviews were sufficient in length to cover the
subjects matter proposed, however, as with anything, there could have been changes
along the way. Perhaps the questions could have been altered – there could have been
more discussion of outsourcing. However, the researcher was trying to keep to certain
time limits so that the experience would be positive for both parties and he would be
allowed back in for his surveying. Also, in an effort to maintain uniformity in the
research process at all four call centers, the researcher did not allow the call center
managers to get off topic much because he was trying to keep to the list of questions and
the time constraint. In retrospect, the researcher feels that he may have missed an
opportunity to gather more data on nuances that call center managers may be privileged
to that do not show up in research data. Although this will not affect the current study, it
may have allowed the researcher the opportunity to formulate ideas for future studies.
For example, there is very little research that exists that examines or compares the work
ethic and productivity of the Baby Boom generation versus Generation X in the service
sector in a call center setting. The managers of both third party call centers represented
in the surveys in this research noted that this was a consideration in their hiring practices
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– trying to keep some older workers on the floor. Further, both times that the manager
went off on a tangent about Baby Boomers versus Generation X, the researcher steered
the interview back on course with follow-up questions.
In listening to the recordings and transcribing the interviews, however, it became
apparent to the researcher that the managers had strong feelings about this subject. Two
of the managers noted that the older call center workers are very integral to their call
center’s success. This could be determined to be because Baby Boomers are from a
generation that appreciated customer service more or because Baby Boomers experienced
a time in our nation’s growth that forced them to develop a strong work ethic. Or there
could be a combination of the two or something that has not yet been explored. This
would be another opportunity for future research.
Survey Gathering Issues
In the survey/quantitative data gathering portion of the research, the research
planned to examine all of the major metropolitan areas of Texas. The researcher
identified four such areas: The Houston metropolitan area, the Dallas/Ft. Worth
metroplex, the I-35 corridor, which encompasses San Antonio, Austin and Waco, and the
El Paso metropolitan area. All of these areas are represented in the current research,
except for El Paso. The researcher contacted fifteen call centers from varying sectors,
and was eventually denied access by all managers. There were two cases where the
managers were in the process of scheduling the visit with the researcher, but the
corporate office of both of these call centers denied the researcher’s request to sample the
workers. Previous studies conducted by Carter and Butler (2008) note that they met with
similar accessibility issues in surveying call center workers. The two most common
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reasons that the researcher was given as to why he was denied access was that they did
not have the time, or that the facility was “not interested” in helping in the data gathering
for this research. The researcher also believes that there exists a certain amount of
control over information employees are exposed to. If employees were allowed to be
surveyed and they realized that the research included information gathering on the effects
of increased educational and skills attainment on wages, that might cause employees to
take advantage of the educational assistance that is offered, but not utilized by the
majority of call center representatives. The researcher also believes that there could be a
fear by management of call center workers demanding an increase in wages and a fear of
workers discussing unionization once they realize that they have a valuable niche in the
labor market. The fact that three of the call centers represented in the manager interviews
had closed or contracted within one year of the data gathering indicates the volatility of
this industry. As such, there could also be a fear that workers will leave the call center
prior to it being outsourced or offshored, leaving the call center understaffed. The
researcher finally asked his advisor to use his affiliation with the National Association of
Call Centers in an attempt to persuade managers to allow the researcher in for data
gathering, but was still denied access. After some discussion, it was decided that El Paso
would not be represented in this research due to the inability to gain access to facilities
there.
The call center industry, as a relatively young industry, has little information
gathered from which to draw on for data analysis. The researcher believes that its closedindustry tactics towards researchers will continue to make information gathering on call
center representatives difficult, especially as global pressures increase. The researcher
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further believes that the inability to gain access to the facilities in El Paso is more a result
of the protective nature of the call center industry itself rather than a representation of the
researcher’s ability to properly conduct research methods.
The interviews were conducted from November 2007, until February 2008. The
persons who were laid off were dismissed in December 2008, to January 2009. The
researcher wonders if there may have been some political influence on the decision to
outsource these jobs in the wake of the “changing of the guard” election of a Democratic
president from a Republican-controlled White House; however that is beyond the scope
of this study. That would also be a suggestion for future studies.
Final Thoughts
This study was limited by the measures used to analyze and model the data. The
first limitation was that this is self-reported data. There are always limitations to using
self-reported data in terms of the validity and the reliability of the data. Second, the
model assumes normality in terms of the measures. In many cases, this assumption was
not met, meaning that if the results were graphed, the data would not fit the assumptions
of normality. Future studies should look at other types of measures. For example, wages
were measured as an ordinal measure and graphically examining the data indicated
skewness in the data, which may explain part of the low variance that the model accounts
for.
In conclusion, while it is certainly possible that most of the displaced workers at
the given call center may be assimilated into the call center market at other companies in
certain regions, this research sought to determine what the reemployment potential of call
center workers is in a global economic system as the movement towards offshore
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outsourcing grows stronger. By comparing the findings of the present research (call
center exploratory research) with the determinations made from the interviews, the
researcher is now able to state within a reasonable margin of error that the Bhagwati
expectations of the theorem of globalization is most appropriate in explaining the
reemployment issues observed in the call center industry. With much of the nation
focused on the effect of illegal immigration on low-level jobs, there needs to be more
attention focused on the equally important debate over job outsourcing and its resulting
displacement. As outsourcing grows and develops a positive relationship with
displacement of U.S.-based workers, domestic policy should make provisions for the
retraining of these workers so that they can re-enter the workforce. This research seeks to
take the first step in understanding the causes and effects of job displacement in the call
center industry. The issues and findings of this research will have implications not only
for economists and business leaders, but, also for those in the fields of economic
development, business development, economics, workforce development, labor and
industrial relations, international relations, human resources, and education.
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APPENDIX A
MANAGER QUESTIONS
Call Center Interview Questions
To begin with I will try to gather a typical employee profile. I plan to do so by
asking certain big questions, which will (ideally) lead into discussions that probe into the
heart of the employment / reemployment issues under investigation in this research. The
researcher’s expected response is noted below each question. The initial questions
include, but are not limited to:
1. Is there a typical educational level for call center hires? Is there a minimum
requirement? What is the preferred level of education?
Expectation: That the typical call center applicant has some college education
– though not a graduate; the minimum requirement is a high-school education.
The college experience indicates an ability to learn – important for call center
workers who might need to learn product specific information.
2. Are there certain skills that are required for call center new hires? Which
skills would a typical call center worker expect to acquire as a byproduct of
c.c. employment? Which skills would you think are transferrable to other
industries?
Expectation: That general knowledge of the equipment being used and
specific knowledge of the products being serviced are required as well as
basic customer service skills.
3. On a sliding scale, is education more valuable to you than skills? Or are skills
more valuable to you than education?
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Expectation: That education does not trump skills; because this job requires
the ability to learn rather than apply previously learned information (from
schooling) education will probably be trumped by skills.
4. Typically, do call center workers continue to educate themselves while
employed in call centers? What is the typical major? What is the typical
profile of the `call center worker that continues his/her education while
working? Does this help in upward mobility within the company? Is this
transferrable to other call centers? To other industries? Does your company
sponsor employee continuing education? If so, how many employees take
advantage of this?
Expectation: That most call center workers do not take advantage of
employer-sponsored educational opportunities. Those that do continue their
education have the desire for upward mobility and eventually to enter into
management. Education is transferrable to other industries and some
managers do leave call center management to work in human resources in
other industries.
5. How has the growth of domestic outsourcing and offshore outsourcing
affected your company? How has it affected the industry? Has it increased
the demand for more educated workers? Has it decreased the supply because
workers have gone to other industries that are presumed to have more job
security? Which industries?
Expectation: I expect to find that outsourcing has affected the call center
industry. My initial thought is that the result has been negative and that global
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competition has pressured many call center workers to move from job to job
both in and out of the call center industry. Although the overall industry labor
force numbers will have shrunk, the outsourced areas (Convergys, ACS, etc.)
will continue to grow.
6. What percentage of call center workers is hired into their first call center job
in the industry? What industries do call center workers come from? Why do
they change jobs and move to call centers?
Expectation: I expect to find that most call center workers are in their secondplus call center job and that they come to the industry from retail and go to
retail or food service after leaving the call center. Like most workers in the
“semi-skilled” range, I expect job mobility to be based upon pay and benefits.
7. Do you hire from the local unemployment agency? What percentage of your
payroll came from the unemployment agency?
8. Was your typical employee unemployed prior to hiring? If so, how long was
the typical hire unemployed prior to hiring? Why were they unemployed?
What industries did they come from? What is their typical profile?
Expectation: The typical hire was unemployed less than six months prior to
hiring. They come from a variety of service sector industries.
9. Do those employees that come to you from other call centers command more,
equal, or less pay as existing employees? If they came from call centers that
were closed down, does that change expectations?
Expectation: That hires from previous call centers expect pay at equal or
greater levels as the previous employment except in cases of displacement,
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where I expect that workers will accept pay equal to 75% of the previous call
center job.
10. What was the average yearly earning prior to applying to your call center?
What was the annual yearly wage at hiring? What is the average annual wage
raise? What requirements go into determining wage raises?
Expectation: The average wage is $12-14/hour and should match previous
wages. I further expect that wages are stagnating because companies/workers
are under the threat of outsourcing their call center labor in a cost saving
effort.
11. What is the age of a typical call center employee? Is there a preferred age
range for new hires? For hires with previous call center experience?
12. Do most call center workers work full or part-time? Are they the sole money
earners in their household? Does that affect the rate of pay they expect at
hiring? Does that affect the benefits/rate of pay raises? If so, how?
13. As a call center manager, will you provide me with a profile of your
background?
14. What is your educational background? How many years have you been in the
call center industry? How did you become a call center manager?
15. Is there anything I have not asked about call center workers that you would
like me to note?
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APPENDIX B
VERBATIM TRANSCRIPTS OF MANAGER INTERVIEWS
Call Center Interview #1
Robbins (Researcher) and Manager 1 (Call Center A)
Robbins: I think it’s on now, ok, yes, the red light is on, which indicates I’m
recording.
Robbins: Ok. This is Robbins and Manager 1 of Call Center A?
Manager 1: Call Center A. Right. We are a wholly owned subsidiary of Parent
Company A. Parent Company A is being acquired by Buyer A.
Robbins: That’s right.
Manager 1: …as of the 21st.
(Inaudible)
Robbins: Well, basically, like I said I wanted to gather a typical employee profile.
Ask a few questions that hopefully we can discuss to help me in addressing call center
worker reemployment issues.
Manager 1: Now are you strictly referring to the U.S. in your research?
Robbins: No, umm, right now I’m looking at the U.S., yes, right now I’m looking
at the U.S., but once I finish my dissertation –
Manager 1: So for your dissertation, for the context of today’s conversation,
you’re looking at the U.S.?
Robbins: Right. Yes.
Manager 1: You’re looking at the continental U.S.?
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Robbins: Right. One of the overall issues in call centers and call center
outsourcing is the globalization issue.
Manager 1: Sure.
Robbins: And, so that’s going to be tied into the discussion, so if you think that
that’s important to mention, feel free. Um, I feel that it’s important to the issue,
personally, if you do, feel free to interject. Because obviously, you’re the professional, I
just know what I’ve read.
<Manager 1 laughs>
Robbins: I mean, that’s kind of the truth of the matter. That’s why I’m here.
Manager 1: Sure, uh.
Robbins: Anyway, do you have a typical educational level that you look for for
your call center employees.
Manager 1: What we uhh, do you want me to speak in reference as a staffing
company and a recruiter when we deal with clients we have out in the marketplace or do
you want me to deal, uh, talk to you as a Parent Company A perspective.
Robbins: We can talk about, oh, go ahead.
Manager 1: Parent Company A was a third party outsourcing company so it had a
couple locations here in Houston that were call centers, right.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: One was outbound, one was inbound.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: Typically, there’s a difference in pay rate obviously for inbound
versus outbound. Right.
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Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: And there’s a different skill set right for outbound versus inbound.
Robbins: Right. Ok.
Manager 1: And that would would, transcend throughout the marketplace. But I
guess one of the first things you would have to look at is geography.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: Where is your call center? Is it in a major metropolitan area? Is it in a
rural, more rural market? And then, what you look for versus what’s available tends to be
different.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: So if you get job descriptions, I don’t know if you’ve been given job
descriptions from various companies on what they’re looking for from a call center.
Robbins: I have seen some, yes.
Manager 1: A lot of times, primarily high school education, but then depending
on what the requirements are for the position, they do ask for some college or two years
of college or a college degree. More technical positions may not require a college
degree, but may ask for, in lieu of college, uh, some type of vocational certification
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: Right, like what is it? MCSE? So, depending on, if you’re wanting to
generalize throughout the industry or do you want to talk about niches within the
industry, because it’s going to differ greatly within niches and then, within geography.
Robbins: Ok. So I guess let’s talk about Texas, and let’s talk about…
Manager 1: There are lots of geographies in Texas, too.
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Robbins: Ok. I guess we’ll talk about Houston, then.
Manager 1: So if you talk about Houston.
Robbins: Which is a major metropolitan area.
Manager 1: Right. Um, Most of the call center work that you’re going to see
advertised in Houston is going to be high school degreed.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: Um, not necessarily any college, and they like to have either customer
service experience or call center experience obviously, depending on the level within that
call center, what kind of calls they’re taking. Call center experience could be mandatory.
Alright?
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: And I think that; You know I have not done my homework in the last
year, but, at one point, as I recall there were between 30 and 40 call centers in Houston.
You may know that, I don’t know.
Robbins: I’ve found about 25 or 30, but of those, 15 are either out of business or
have changed their numbers.
Manager 1: Ok.
Robbins: Which makes them hard to find.
Manager 1: Yes.
Robbins: And then there are some that I think have been acquired.
Manager 1: A lot of collection companies.
Robbins: There are a lot of those that I haven’t been able to track down just yet.
Manager 1: That’s a whole different skill set.
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<Laughter>
Manager 1: That’s a completely different skill set.
Robbins: How’s that?
Manager 1: Well, when you think of call centers, you think of customer service.
Robbins: And they’re not …
Manager 1: They’re not. They are hard core and they are very incentive-based
people. So their commissions are probably going to be equal to what they make per hour.
Right, so they might make ten to twelve bucks per hour, but their commissions off what
they collect could very easily double or triple, quadruple their annual salary. Just
depending on how good they are.
Robbins: Oh? Ok, I did not realize that.
Manager 1: Oh, yeah, they can make like, um, it’s a unique skill set. Definitely,
there’s a big spectrum of skill sets and dispositions that you need to kind of take a look at
when you’re looking at call centers. You know, in the end it’s what service or product it’s
representing. The geography has a lot to play with that, you know, in Houston, which is
big oil and gas city, what I think half the city is oil and gas related.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: Um, You have, I guess you have decent, a decent cost of living
comparatively to other major markets. Um, so is it a great place to put a call center? I
think today it’s ok. A couple of years ago it was bad because it was so competitive, but,
like you said with a lot of stuff moving overseas you see a decline in a call center market
like this. Um, some people think that if you locate near a major metropolitan area you
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have to pay more for someone to work in a call center than you do for example than you
would if you’re working out in East Texas.
Robbins: What do you think?
Manager 1: But that’s not necessarily the case. Because it depends on what the
other employers are in the market.
Robbins: And that was one of my questions; what other industries would the call
center compete with for employees? I know the answer is probably customer service
industry, but, that doesn’t tell me…
Manager 1: Retail, service, umm, IT in some cases depending on their
background, entry-level IT. They uh could go into clerical, administrative. They could
uh, be forced to go into more skilled labor where they could learn a trade. It just
depends.
Robbins: On?
Manager 1: On the city itself. For example, if you look at Midland, Texas right
now. You can uh, go out to work in the oil fields. High school degree, as much overtime
as you could possibly imagine.
Let’s say you work 70 hours per week, you could make a 100 K. With college, I mean
with a high school education. Working out in the oil fields.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: So is it going to be easy to find someone in Midland that will work for 10 to
12 bucks an hour? Probably not and because that is manual labor, a lot of the men take
that, so if you’re looking for a call center agent in Midland it’s usually female.
Robbins: Ok. Ok.
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Manager 1: Here I think uh, predominately I would say uh, it is more female driven
because of the customer service. They want you to show empathy without involvement.
And women are easier or are better able to mostly not to sound like a sexist pig; but
women are typically able to be a little but more empathetic than uh, than uh, us.
Robbins: Very true.
Manager 1: But anyway, I’m sorry to get us off track. But I think there are lots, lots of
things, what um, I was on the way to work this morning and I remembered we were
meeting and I was thinking. Ok what are the real drivers to retention in a call center?
And, the thing that I think is interesting is that you almost have to look at each call center.
I hate to say that, but, I’m not real big fan of averages or umm.
Robbins: Statistics?
Manager 1: I like statistics, when you have ‘em we use ‘em for assessments obviously.
But I think you have to look at a lot of variables. You have to look at the macro and the
micro. You know so for example, in Houston, or Midland or in Austin, or in San
Antonio, they are very different markets, different demographics. Different employers in
the market, for example. What’s the perception of the company in the market? USAA for
example, has a very large customer support center in San Antonio, and uh, some people
look down on call center work. A lot of folks in San Antonio would love to work for
USAA, it’s not easy to get on there, so it’s a coveted, you know they’re coveted
positions. And uh, you have to compete if you’re a call center with USAA in San
Antonio. So, is it an employer of choice in the market? Where does it fit in within the
pecking order of the market? Um, the demographics of the market. Is it the only game in
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town, can it be selective? You know all of that’s going to drive the pay rates, like in
India, you have folks with doctorate degrees working in a call center.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: Master’s degreed individuals, highly educated individuals working at a
fraction of the cost of what they work here. But, what what else are they gonna do? So,
that’s that’s. So it depends on where it is, and that obviously affects event the U.S. Now
there are companies with call centers downtown Houston. Because of, maybe it’s just
grown up there, maybe like a Shell or Reliant Energy, or Houston Chronicle; those types
of companies that occupy just very expensive high rise space downtown and that’s also
where their call centers are. So, to get someone to drive downtown, you have to pay
more.
Robbins: Yes, because they have to pay to park, etc.
Manager 1: Right, gas to come in, park.
Robbins: Traffic could easily be an hour each way.
Manager 1: Right so what they’re paying someone over on the west side of town for the
same job, you could have two maybe three dollars difference per hour. So a lot of those
factors play a role in the call center. I think, uh, so where is the call center in the market?
Is it an employer of choice? Is it just you know, run of the mill? Does the uh, what’s
going on in the economy? The city itself? What’s the basis for the industry in the city
itself? Uh, location is critical. And then, for the individuals, I think that people nowadays
and especially, because you know it’s unskilled labor typically, you’re looking at high
school or right out of college without engineering or uh what have you, degrees that
aren’t in finance; those types degrees, sometimes folks with college degrees maybe
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migrate into a call center environment. Uh, you’ll see a lot of retail folks who get burnt
out maybe because of the hours, they’ll migrate over to the call center market. So, you
have to look at what I think is key to retention in a call center is employee engagement.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: And then what I would recommend that you take a look at is how do you
measure engagement. How do you measure whether or not someone loves the job? Is
passionate about the job? Is committed to the job? Where are they in their career? Are
they 60 and they’ve been out there and done it and now they want a job where they can
sit and take calls during the day to supplement income? Are they a single mom and it has
on-site daycare, you know? So, where where is the individual in their career progression?
Um, I think that depending on where you go down the spectrum as you start getting to X,
Y generation, role changing, younger folks are, you’re probably a gen X, right?
Robbins: yes
Manager 1: You probably see yourself changing roles in your life depending on where
your passion is maybe 5 to 10 times whereas I’m a little older and my Dad had one job
for 45 years and I’ve changed jobs 3 times and I’m 46. So there’s a difference there and
that plays a role in engagement and in call center turnover. It can get pretty involved, so
you know, what time we do have, I don’t want to cloud things. But uh, I think that
nowadays if companies aren’t using a dispositional or analysis in what a person enjoys
doing with respect to determining whether or not you want to bring him in in a call
center, they’re just throwing money out the window. Because uh, the behavioral-based
interview at that level it kind of breaks down at that level. Yes you want them to be
articulate, yes you want them to uh, show that they can come in and understand the
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concept of the interview and interview for a job and represent themselves well. But the
other piece is: are they, is their disposition one where they can work in that kind of
environment and be happy?
Robbins: That makes a difference.
Manager 1: It does make a difference. You know. Like if you don’t enjoy doing
something, you may do it because you have to, but, as soon as you don’t have to you’re
not going to.
Robbins: Right
Manager 1: So if they find themselves in a position where they’re just looking for a job
instead of a career, that becomes an issue. From a generational standpoint, you have the
mindset where people aren’t afraid to hop around. What you may also want to
incorporate in some of your analysis is the generational differences. Because if you find
that if you’re saying that what you’re finding is that 25 to 35 age group is working in the
call center, then what are the characteristics of that age group? You know statistically
generation X behaves this way.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: So how does that impact a call center and how does that impact retention?
Because regardless of how good a company is, if that employee isn’t engaged, and they
may have great benefits, they may have great pay, they may have great location, they
may have everything going for them. But if the person isn’t at the point in their life where
this is what they want to do now, generation X isn’t going to keep doing it.
Robbins: Ok
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Manager 1: So basically, like my Dad, he may have wanted a different job or he may
have wanted to do this or that, so he stuck with the same job and moved up within the
company even though he probably had aspirations to do other things, he just stuck with it.
Nowadays, if it isn’t where a person wants to be in their life, they’re going to make a
change.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: Um, so work life balance is real important for generation Xers. So does the
call center allow for work life balance? You know some call centers when you’re new
you don’t get the shift that you want always. And so, they typically will allow you to bid
on your shift based upon performance or seniority. So based off that, how long do I have
to work here before I can really get the shift I want.
Robbins: ok
Manager 1: Because I’m about work life balance as a generation X. I don’t like working
from 1 to 10 at night; All my friends are off and I’m at work. So, think about some of
those things, um, and then I think you were right with, some of these folks have kids, so
you do have some single moms. Or ,uh, I don’t necessarily notice a lot of single moms,
but you do see a number of folks with kids. But if you think about it, one of the variables
that plays into this is as a parent, let’s say I’m making 12 bucks an hour, so that’s what 24
thousand a year roughly?
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: And my husband or my spouse makes 30 thousand, that’s 50 thousand dollars
a year roughly?
Robbins: Right.
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Manager 1: To live in Houston off of 50 thousand dollars a year is not easy when you
have kids. Yeah, what’s an apartment go for, um below 30 grand, I mean this is me
personally, I don’t see how people live in Houston.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: Car – I mean we don’t have mass transit, gas prices, grocery prices, rent
prices are going up, especially now with the bust in the uh, mortgage industry, so, people
are losing their homes or people aren’t, people can’t buy a home now because to qualify
for a mortgage is so difficult. So rent property now is going up. And uh, so those types of
variables. How likely am I going to stay unless I can move up in that organization and
make more than 12 bucks an hour because I got to pay bills for my kid. You know,
clothes are expensive, so and then just behaviors, general behaviors of supervisors and
then um the folks that are around them play a critical role. There’s that old adage – you
quit your boss, not the company.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: I don’t know if you’ve ever heard of that.
Robbins: Have not.
Manager 1: Maybe that’s showing my age. But how many people do you know who have
left a job because their boss was just an absolute ass? Even if they loved the company,
they loved what they did, but they could do it somewhere else. They could do the same
thing somewhere else. For the same or more money. It happens a lot. So one of the things
you’ll probably see in your research is that within a call center environment, you
typically have more turnover n that environment than what you do in other industries.
Retail, probably the most right? Then other customer service industries are probably right
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up there, close second. But, um, with that kind of turnover, sometimes you have success
in that environment because you’re the last person standing.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: So in a call center environment, on many occasions you’ll have a team lead
or supervisor move up because they just stay there.
Robbins: They don’t get frustrated and leave.
Manager 1: Right. They’re willing to commit to it or maybe they do just enough to get
by, but they’re really not all that sharp.
<laughter>
Manager 1: Maybe they’re great, maybe they’re not, but, with that kind of churn within a
company, where do you think the training is going? It’s going towards that entry level
position. So the training to upskill people who are preparing to be a supervisor, I think if
you survey the call centers out there, where you’ll find a big gap is training to become a
team lead; training to become a supervisor. So you have folks, let’s say today you’re
working in a team of 12, you come in tomorrow and I say Robbins you’re now the team
lead. So these people that used to report to you or that you used to go lunch with, or
maybe it’s another team that looked at you as just one of the folks, now you’re
supervising them.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: You’ve had no formal training. You’re the boss now.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: So, people don’t know how to lead. People don’t know how to manage.
People don’t know how to time manage. So now I’m reporting to you and your boss is
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pressuring you so you’re going to pressure me and now I think you’re an ass. He used to
be a good guy, but now he’s my boss and I think he doesn’t what he’s doing. I know as
much as he does about his job. He hasn’t been through any special training. They just
liked him more, so they promoted him. Now these are just, I’m giving you kind of worst
case scenarios.
Robbins: Right. Right. Right.
Manager 1: This isn’t the way it always is, but these are kind of some things to think
about. So, when a company wants to retain an employee in a call center environment, I
think you need to look at a lot of different variables. But, most of all what you’ve got,
well you don’t have to, but what I would recommend that you do is define employee
engagement. What does it mean if I am fully engaged in my job - Meaning I am
satisfied. You know, what is that? Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.
Robbins: Yes.
Manager 1: So, the thing that’s critical is that my needs are going to be different than
your needs.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: So how do you do that for a call center when everyone is slightly different?
So what you’ve got to think about is, statistically, in this particular position, what is the
skill set that is most likely to be happy for the longest period of time?
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: And as a company, you have to determine based your business model, what
am I willing to live with? You know, what kind of attrition am I willing to live with? And
what am I willing to extend or expend in order to keep those employees? And what do I
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need to do to get them to that level to where we feel like we’re getting a return on our
money?
Robbins: Correct.
Manager 1: So all the training dollars that we spend – we, maybe it’s 36 months, maybe
it’s 48 months. I hope it’s not 12.
Robbins: Of course.
Manager 1: It’s been years and years and years since I’ve read this, but, I always read that
you know if you get 24 months out of a call center rep., you were successful. I don’t
necessarily look at it that way, but, you may find some stuff in literature that helps you
figure out today what do companies look like. But a lot of that has to do with training
dollars they spend on ‘em.
Robbins: Ok, so training dollars?
Manager 1: Right. So the longer they’re training, the less return they get because they’re
not productive while they’re in training right? They’re not on the floor. They’re still
getting paid. The trainer’s getting paid. And then when they hit the floor, when are they
productive.
Robbins: Ok, and you think that breakeven point is roughly 24 months; that’s what it
used to be?
Manager 1: That’s what I remember reading a few years ago.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: But uh, so I think you really have to define engagement. And for different
companies, or I think there are tons of books out there that define what does employee
engagement mean?
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Robbins: ok.
Manager 1: So, career progression could be a piece of it. Uh, am I getting to do what I
really want to do? For where I am right now in my life and that’s going to change. So, if
I’m here a year, is there a program in existence that will allow me to better myself? And
to move into a team lead role or manager role or maybe I want to go to QA? Or maybe I
want to go into HR. Is that something that’s there, do they offer that? Does the company
offer that? Uh, that’s critical, why not retain that talent and vector that talent into
different areas where their interests are kind of evolving versus losing the talent and
having to go out and reindoctrinate someone of your culture.
Robbins: Do you think, or Do most call centers then have employee educational
opportunities or programs where they might subsidize an employee education or is it
training so that you become a better call center? Is it all call center training or would it be
education as in a university setting?
Manager 1: I would say that the majority of them they’re not going to offer any kind of
subsidy because if you go to school and get your degree, you’re probably going to leave.
Robbins: Right, well I didn’t know if maybe, well, I do know of some corporations that
would if you want to do that they have them sign a contract that says:
Manager 1: Absolutely, I do know of some that do that. Yes.
Robbins: After I’ve been here for 2 to 4 years,
Manager 1: Absolutely.
Robbins: If you pay for me to go to college I promise to stay X amount of years so that
the company feels like it’s getting its ROI from paying for you to go to school.
Manager 1: Absolutely. Those do exist.
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Robbins: ok.
Manager 1: I think that the higher the salary. You know, once you get higher the
spectrum of the skill set, I think that you’re going to see that; or depending on the market
itself.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: If the market is very very tight, then that could be used as an enticement. Say
for example, I’m in the market with a lot of single moms who have high school degrees,
which Midland happens to have; primarily because of the oil industry out there. All of
these guys come in and out and subsequently, there are a lot of single moms.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: So, uh we do work with a call center out there that does offer education
subsidy so they can better themselves and they can get the education they want to get.
And the intent there obviously is in an environment where there is room for growth
internally, to pull those people up internally and that’s the company’s intent. It is not for
them to get their education and leave.
Robbins: Right, of course.
Manager 1: But with natural attrition you know it’s a real possibility, it’s a viable career
path out there. Because the alternative is um, what are you going to do out there? In a
place like Midland?
Robbins: Right
Manager 1: There’s health care out there, because of the baby boomers getting older, you
have more hospitals being built.
Robbins: Ok.
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Manager 1: So you have health care, oilfield, or call centers.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: At least that’s what I’ve seen so far, or go to college, right.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: You got that A&M?
Robbins: West Texas A&M.
Manager 1: UT Permian.
Robbins: UT Permian Basin.
Manager 1: Then there’s Midland College and Odessa College and some tech schools and
stuff like that.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: But uh, so you’ve got your career progression, you’ve got your roles, where
you want to be, you’ve got your work life balance which is real important to your age
group that’s critical to your age group.
Robbins Right.
Manager 1: Uh, having kids, which is a natural progression, it’s that whole I’m a mom or
a dad and I need to get my kids the best type of mentality and what accommodations to
companies make.
Robbins: Right. Do many call centers; Do you think many call centers offer benefit
packages that include health care health insurance, and those kinds of things as incentives
or is kind of, is that again when you move up the totem pole?
Manager 1: Most of the inbound are going to offer a nice package because they typically
are larger companies. When you get into the outbound, uh, many times that’s outsourced
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to a third party; and so the smaller the company is, the third party provider, the less likely
the company is to offer employer contributed coverage. They may have a discounted
coverage that’s offered through a provider, but maybe it’s 100 percent employee paid.
Robbins: Oh?
Manager 1: But I think most companies are going to, uh, you know the trend is to pay
less as a company and the employee pays more, but at least you can leverage your size in
directing people to insurance companies so I think that’s fairly standard out there. My
exposure is that there’s usually some accommodation for it. It may not be ideal, but
there’s some kind of accommodation or consideration given to it.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: What you don’t see a lot of is, because of the liability and the expense is the
daycare. Which is always a huge plus if a company can do that.
Robbins: Yes, I have seen a few and I’ve seen some in the research the closing of
daycares at call centers. So the call center might be open for a year or so and then they’ll
close the daycare portion of the call center but the call center might stay open.
Manager 1: Oh sure.
Robbins : So uh, I guess like you said that’s attributed to liability or even cost? There
doesn’t have to be but maybe one or two accidents for them to close the whole thing.
Manager 1: Right, but uh, when I’ve seen it be most successful is when they get a third
party in there versus them trying to do it themselves. You get a third party to do it,
outsource it. Get an expert in there but then guarantee them a certain volume.
Participation is critical. And uh, that’s where I’ve seen it succeed. When you have a
business owner running it. So…, uh, I’m sorry, I’m rambling on.
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Robbins: No, no, no, no, this is why the interview is best way to do this.
Manager 1: Ok. Alright.
Robbins: We talked about the skills that you expect the call center hires to have earlier.
On a sliding scale, do you consider education more valuable than skills or is the ability to
learn what’s important.
Manager 1: The ability to learn. And I’ll tell you what we do. When we assess a call
center candidate we use a couple of different assessment packages. One of them is
cognitive based um, the ability to problem solve. Are you familiar with the Wunderlich?
Robbins: Yes.
Manager 1: Ok. Old test, been around forever. And we experimented over the last couple
years with a couple different assessment packages. And when you get down to it, you are
hiring into a job where someone is gin g to go through training and learning new
processes and scripts and policies. You need them to be sharp enough to grasp that during
that training period. Uh, the cognitive ability, the problem solving ability of an individual
is critical. And uh, we’ve uh, we use the Wunderlich to evaluate someone’s ability to
problem solve and typically what it is is what we look for is average IQ.
Robbins: Oh ok.
Manager 1: And uh, the more critical that position, the more involved the position, we
would want to look a little higher on that spectrum, on that scope.
Robbins: Oh, ok.
Manager 1: I don’t know if you’ve found that in your research, but we’ve found that that
single element is more indicative of success in the workplace than the likelihood of you;
conducting a behavioral based interview and doing a textbook behavioral based interview
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and I sit here and I interview you for 30 minutes, versus giving you this cognitive
assessment, and that’s the only thing that we do, you are more likely to be successful
giving you the cognitive assessment than you are the behavioral interview.
Robbins: Oh.
Manager 1: Which a lot of companies don’t think that’s the case, but, um, all the research
we’ve looked at points to that. So if you’re learning a new process it can be somewhat
involved. Multitasking, especially in the day and age of the computer, if I’m in a call
center I’m typically dealing with a couple different applications up on my screen, I have a
caller calling in with questions, I’m having to go here go there, go here, pull something, I
may even be asked to present an extension of service or sell up a little bit. Maybe offer a
service that’s not, that they don’t presently have. So solve their problem and try to sell
them something at the same time. Do all that while I’m going through about 5 different
screens.
Robbins: ok.
Manager 1: I’d go insane.
<both laugh>
Manager 1: I don’t know about you, but I could for a little while, but it’s going to get old.
Um, so you have to have a certain disposition and you also have to have the ability to
handle that type of work. So, learning to type is something that is relatively simple to
teach and the more you do it the better you are. Typically, the more you problem solve
the better you are, but it takes a longer amount of time right?
Robbins: Right.
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Manager 1: You can train your brain but it does take a longer amount of time. So if we’re
talking a 3 month training program and I type only 30 words per minute, I’ll probably
type about 40 to 45 by the end, but is my problem solving skill set going to be that
percentage of an increase over the 3 months? Probably not.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: So, that’s pretty critical. The second thing we look at is the disposition of the
individual. We give them a dispositional assessment that measures the likelihood of them
being happy in a sedentary job, where you are you have to have a customer service
mentality in helping others. And also the assess measures commitment to showing up
every day and not quitting. Which one of the differentiations between the baby boomer
and gen X is if a gen Xer doesn’t like something, they’re less likely to tell you and just
leave then a baby boomer is to say you know I didn’t like the way you did that or this
isn’t working for me, can we change it. And figure out a way to solve it and move on.
The gen X will say hmmm, if that’s the way it’s gonna be, I’ll just go over here. Because
they’ve always been able to do that. There’s always been another job they could go to.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: The baby boomers didn’t always have that luxury. So we like to measure that
dispositional, that commitment to at the first sign of a challenge am I going to run or am I
going to persevere through it? And those two, those two types of packages that we have,
we took a uh client that had a 30 some odd, 36 percent attrition I think in our training
class down to below 5 over a 13 week training period. So I think those two initial factors
are critical.
Robbins: Of course.
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Manager 1: Now, that gets them through training, what the client does after that, that’s
critical, and that goes back to the employee engagement.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: Is it a great place to work? Is it comfortable? Is it convenient? Do they pay
decent wages? Do they offer career progression? Are they accommodating to the fact that
I’m a parent? Cus it’s gonna happen sooner or later.
Robbins: Correct.
Manager 1: Work Life balance. Are they going to allow me to have a life? Because you
know, the old Benjamin Franklin saying eat to live, not live to eat. You can transfer that
to work.
Robbins: Eat to live not live to work?
Manager 1: Right. Baby boomers did a lot of living to work, not gen Xers, they work to
have the kind of life that they want.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: Go mountain biking on the weekends, take trips, get a weekend getaway to
Austin, download music, movies, you know that’s their life, not their work; work’s not
their life.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: That’s pretty critical.
Robbins: Right. We talked about this, whether call center workers continue to educate
themselves while they’re employed.
Manager 1: I don’t think on average that they do. I think it’s unfortunate.
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Robbins: Ok. Which means, if they did educate themselves, would that help with upward
mobility or is it skill sets and education wouldn’t come in as a factor?
Manager 1: Absolutely.
Robbins: It would?
Manager 1: Absolutely, because you’re dealing with management.
Robbins: ok.
Manager 1: The ability to manage and lead is critical; if a call center agent would
continue education, whether it be provided by the company or on their own, I think in any
job, I’m a firm believer in any job, if you’re not continuing to educate yourself, you’re
going to be left behind. So, I think in anything, call center, retail, the world is moving
very fast.
Robbins: So it’s fair to say then that as a scenario, a call center worker that maybe is
putting himself through college supplementing his grants or whatever he’s getting to pay
for school can expect to, after graduation, move up in the company.
Manager 1: Oh absolutely. I don’t think it’s a dead end job at all. People have wonderful
careers, very fulfilling careers and uh, as a rule of thumb when you get into management
within a call center, you can make some very good money. I mean excellent salaries in a
call center.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: I mean excellent salaries within a call center.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: And what you find when you move up within an organization, within a call
center is that you see a lot more, well obviously you have that management expertise; the
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ability to manage the ability to be strategic. But you also have a lot of technology,
whether it be telephony or whether it be application. Uh, but the understanding of
technology and, and that type of thing I think is critical.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: You know when you start moving at that operational management capacity,
logistics, problem solving, project management, you know all those backgrounds are
pretty critical. Analytical when you’re in QA. Uh, statistics, uh, you know you can find a
home for just about everybody in a call center.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: I mean it’s a business.
Robbins: Yes, yes.
Robbins: So it would be transferrable to other call centers?
Manager 1: Absolutely.
Robbins: Not ideally, but it would be.
Manager 1: You know, at certain levels in the call center industry, it is difficult to find
the right talent. You know, when you get into that director level and that vice president
level, there’s a lot of crap out in the marketplace, excuse my language, so you have to be
very careful. And that’s what drives up salaries.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: I mean you could make a very nice living working at a call center.
Robbins: Ok, ok, that’s good to know. So it would be transferrable to other industries, the
skills and education.
Manager 1: Oh absolutely, absolutely.
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Robbins: How has the growth of domestic outsourcing and offshore outsourcing affected
your company or the industry and has it increased or decreased the demand …
Manager 1: <Interrupting> That’s a great question.
Robbins: …The demand for educated workers
Manager 1: I think that that led to, I mean personally I think that’s why Owner A let
Buyer A buy Parent Company A was because of how competitive the market is. Now
what I have seen personally and as a consumer also I’m basing my judgment off of
working in the industry as well as being a consumer. That client facing type of
outsourcing is diminishing versus business process outsourcing so, back office, for
example, I bought a router from Cisco, I had a problem installing it, I called the help
desk, it’s in India. I couldn’t understand the individual. The person’s probably smarter
than me, had a better education than me, I know they knew what they were doing, but,
just, I just couldn’t understand them. So I had to ask for another rep and another rep and
then a supervisor and then we got my problem fixed. As a consumer, I’m sure you’re the
same mindset. When I call in I want to be helped. So language is a constant battle with
that outsourcing. Whether it uh, well I lived over in the UK for a few years and there are
a lot of call centers over in Scotland.
Robbins: Right. Yes.
Manager 1: I don’t know if you’ve ever spoken to someone with a thick Scottish accent
or not, but even living over there and getting comfortable with the accents. I, I never
really had a problem, especially the insurance company that I had, I would call their
helpdesk and it would be a Scottish person and I love the accent, but it was difficult and
you really had to focus on what they were saying. But, but, I’m the consumer, so I think
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the company that sells the product needs to accommodate me. So now I’m going to think
twice if I buy another router, I will not buy a Cisco router because it took me a couple of
hours to get my router installed, I would buy a router from someone who, whether the
call center was anywhere in the world if I knew when I call in, I can understand it, the
agent. So you see a lot of backlash not only from the unions pulling jobs back onshore,
uh the Communicators Workers Union which is very powerful and you probably should
do some research into that…
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: But just the consumers are saying, guys, I don’t care where you outsource,
but, I can’t understand what they’re saying, they can’t help me. And so also when you
call into the call center like that, when there’s a language barrier, it’s more difficult for
the person on the other end of the line to be able to go through their script as quickly
because, I don’t know if you’ve ever seen a help desk type of environment, but, from a
quality assurance standpoint, they have a list of about ten questions, regardless of what
your problem is, they have to ask you. So, my problem may be something that’s off in a
different direction and they’re not going to uncover me until after the tenth question. So
to go through the pain of those nine questions with I’m sorry I don’t understand what
you’re asking me. It’s taking me a lot longer. Whereas it might take someone else 30
seconds.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: So the nature of the call center itself kind of, that that’s an issue with from a
quality standpoint, when you start getting into six sigma and all that, making sure that
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your processes are the same for every caller. So that you have ultimately higher customer
satisfaction.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: In the end it’s something that’s inherently an issue when you don’t have,
when you have that language barriers. So I see a lot of the uh, companies haven’t been
able to figure out a way around to work out the costs of having those call centers here or
in countries where there’s less of a barrier than outsourcing a uh, a customer facing type
of call center to an India or to another country like that. So what you have are a lot of
back office transactional types of things that are being outsourced, data centers, and
accounts payable centers, and processing facilities, and you know, a lot of your finance
and accounting stuff that’s back office high transactional that’s really what’s optimal for
those types of work environments versus someone who’s going to talk directly to a
customer.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: So I think that you’ll see more of that stuff come back onshore or nearshore.
Robbins: Nearshore?
Manager 1: Where there’s less of a barrier.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: And that’s not really my expertise, so I may telling you a bunch of crap, but,
my expertise is in recruiting and more HR and retention in call centers. So I’m speaking
more opinion than anything.
Robbins: That’s what’s important, though, because you’re what they call an industry
insider or industry professional. What you see is still representative of the industry.
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Manager 1: From that perspective, I really speak from a consumer. I don’t have in depth
exposure, but the communicational workers union is very powerful and I do know that
they can influence large companies to bring back work here.
Robbins: I had a similar experience with Dell Computer Company and I said I would
never buy another Dell so I can sympathize with your issue. But that’s a whole other
discussion.
Manager 1: <Laughing> Yes I’m sure
Robbins: It was very frustrating, umm, let’s see. We talked about that what percentage do
you think of call center workers are hired into their first call center job in the industry.
Manager 1: That’s a tough one. It, it could be substantial. If you want me to
generalize…
Robbins: Yes.
Manager 1: I mean well over the people at the lower skill sets well over 70% would be
first time. Obviously the higher the skill set, the more specific the skill set,that number’s
gonna go way down when you get into tier two helpdesk, you’re gonna have help desk
this experience before you get to tier two. Tier one, that’s the first line of defense. It’s
the the first line of defense so to speak is where you have a lot of very simple training.
The script is 10 to 15 questions, very simple. Call lengths are um, typically shorter at that
level and so forth. So, the lower the salary and I guess this is probably within any
industry at that level and so forth. The lower the salary, the first timers are in there but
since that’s most of what a call center is. You typically have the lower end of skill sets
and pay rates then I would say maybe 70%.
Robbins: Ok.
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Manager 1: I’d do some research on that, don’t take my word for it.
Robbins: Ok. Ok. We talked about which industries call center workers come from. I
can’t remember did we talk about why they change jobs move to call centers?
Manager 1: Seven is interesting because some unthinking geographically you know via
Texas workforce commission here in Houston we’ve found that it’s not a place that draws
you know a lot of people looking for work. But if you go to a small town it’s a big deal.
So when we go to a small town like a Midland, or a more rural market like a tier three
type of market, we always establish relationships with the TWC and work hand in hand
with them. They are incredible, they are wonderful, and excellent funnels for recruiting.
In a major market like this they’re still great people but we just don’t find the volume of
people they goes through them. Um, I shouldn’t say volume, relative volume based on
population of the market
Robbins: So where you might get 30 out of 100 in a midland you might get 30 out of
1000 in Houston.
Manager 1: so for example we had a job fair at a local TWC yesterday and we had I
think 15 people show up, if we had that same job in say, Athens,we might have 100. I
think they’re more integrated, companies and the TWC companies go to them more. It’s
more of a hub than it is in the big city. And there are more avenues to find jobs in big
cities and there are in smaller towns.
Robbins: so in big cities companies go to sourcing companies
Manager 1: Staffing companies
Robbins: Staffing companies I mean.
Manager 1: They try to do it on their own.
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Robbins: Monster dot com et cetera.
Manager 1: Websites, you typically have more technically savvy residents in big cities.
In rural areas you might not even have Internet in some places, so advertising on the
Internet that’s not even going to get you a hit.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: Put an ad in the newspaper I mean that’s where the newspaper still lives
outside the major cities.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: For example I wouldn’t and I have a good friend that works at the Chronicle,
but we don’t advertise at the Chronicle at all.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: We use the Internet, we use referrals, we use industry specific organizations,
we use alumni groups, job fairs, those types of things versus putting an ad in the paper.
Robbins: Ok. When you say industry specific organizations, which…?
Manager 1: Well, uh, you going to have organizations that are networking groups for any
industry.
Robbins: I thought you meant call center industry, but, you mean the industry that you’re
servicing?
Manager 1: Yes. And there are call center networking groups as well.
Robbins: Right, in fact, my school is the headquarters for the National Association of
Call Centers.
Manager 1: Oh really, oh good.
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Robbins: My lead professor is the executive director of the NACC in fact. And as
research assistant, I do a lot of research that feeds back into the organization. A lot of
research.
Manager 1: That’s good, especially with this being your dissertation topic.
Robbins: Yes it is, he’s good to work with and the topic is timely I think.
Manager 1: That’s huge.
Robbins: Yes. I have another question that’s off of the sheet but it kind of refers back to
the outsourcing question; Do you think that technological advances like IVR interactive
voice recognition relieve the demand for call center workers? In the sense that, you
know, previously when you would call a 1800 number, before 866 and 888, you would
get a person on the phone and they would route you to that next person whether you
needed technical support or customer service or billing, payments or whatever. Now
when you call it’s say one if you want this or two if you want that. And if you said one
or two on this screen then you might get to the next one and it tells you to say one or two
for the next issue until you are routed to where you need to be, where previously at each
of those screens you were talking to people.
Manager 1: mmmhhmm. Mmhhmm.
Robbins: Do you think that that’s…
Manager 1: You know when you think about it what they’re really trying to do is, one,
save money, now the initial expense is those systems can be very expensive so depending
on what their model is and their clients are; you know, I find when I come in contact with
an IVR it tends to be more informational, or very simple transactions. It’s nothing that’s
complicated. You know like checking your phone bill. What else, like banks, a lot of
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banks have IVR. Some of the, uh what I call a general information, a lot of that is just
general information, like airlines if you call an airline because you want to check on a
flight time. Well if you know the flight number you can punch it in and the computer
will give it back to you versus having to talk to an agent. So it’s a lot less expensive. But
I think you know if I’m calling in with a technical issue a computer isn’t going to be able
to, at least right now with the technology available today isn’t going to be able to help
me. So some transactions basic information absolutely and I’m sure in their business
models they can substantiate and determine hey yeah this saves us money this pays for
itself in two years. With the fact that we can get rid of 10 people or 20 people with calls
that are clogging up from people who have serious issues. I don’t know how they model
that but uh, just to talk to me we use that. Um, do I necessarily like it no, because when I
call somewhere I like to talk to a person. I don’t know if you’re the same way.
Robbins: I am the same way.
Manager 1: But I think again that it will change over time as the generations evolve. You
know I don’t even think that my son who’s 11 would even notice if he talked to a person
or computer when he called in as long as he got his problem solved. You know, whereas
I want that service, to me it’s about I’m the customer, when I call in I want to be serviced
darnit. And I think that it it changes.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: But I think it’s not going away it’s only going to get bigger. As technology
advances I’m sure that it will only expand. But don’t you see in your research that it’s
more information and then real simple transactions.
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Robbins: Oh yes yes,definitely, like I said it only gets you through the first two or three
series of questions you know what kind of issue do you have? What’s your account
number?
Manager 1: And a lot of times you know, nowadays in a call center you have people who
are specialized so it helps route. For example instead of us paying a receptionist we
would expect that if you call here you know who you wanna speak to. So we don’t have a
receptionist now. I would imagine that at that call center it’s just routing because some
other businesses are so complicated that it’s hard to have that universal agent. Although
it’s great to have a universal agent it’s difficult at the same with the businesses being so
complex in some cases. I’m only stating the obvious there.
Robbins: No none of it’s obvious. Don’t think that. Um, was your typical employee
unemployed prior to hiring? And if so how long?
Manager 1: You know, it depends. Today no, a year ago, probably. Today, maybe one
out of four are between jobs, uh, but not very long. Uh,..
Robbins: How long is not very long? A couple of months?
Manager 1: Weeks. You know, a lot of times you’ll have someone in retail who wants to
go into a call center because retail is brutal. If you’ve ever worked retail the hours are
horrible you work weekends, you’re typically working nights. At call centers the
scheduling is kind of funky, you can get messed around, but you get a lot of retail that
comes to call centers for the customer service. But then the challenge is can they actually
sit and do they have the mental and multitasking ability to sit at a computer and do it.
But um, for example right now in Midland, you don’t see anyone who’s unemployed
walk in your door when you’re hiring for a call center. You’re taking from other call
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centers. In Houston, you know you just have, I don’t know if you’ve ever heard this, but
typically most folks say that 2% or maybe 2 ½% of unemployment is that part of the
population that doesn’t necessarily doesn’t want to work.
Robbins: ok.
Manager 1: so if unemployment is 3.8…
Robbins: There’s only about 1½ ish that’s looking…
Manager 1: Employable.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: So you have employable. That’s kind of how we look at it. So in Midland
right now it’s 3.8% unemployment in Houston it’s what 4.2, 4.3?
Robbins: Yes I was thinking around 4.5.
Manager 1: And in some industries like in engineering it’s negative unemployment. They
have to bring in engineers from outside the city just to working in Houston. So I would
say today maybe one out of four maybe a couple years ago, maybe two out of four but it
depends, it really depends on the economy and where you are geographically. That’s a
hard question to answer. It’s a good question but there’s so many variables that go into
it.
Robbins: Ok. Uh, I guess, the typical profile, you said that already, they come from retail
mostly.
Manager 1: See a lot of retail or previous call center experience. If they don’t have it,
they come from retail.
Robbins: Ok. Do your employees that come to you, Oh yes, this is one that I wanted to
talk about, do your employees that come to you from other call centers command more,
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equal, or less pay as existing call center employees that you have employed. So in other
words, if they come to you, most of the call center workers on the floor are making 13
bucks an hour, but they’re a new hire, your new hire wage is 11, do they come to you so
they can get a raise to 13? Or how does that work?
Manager 1: Hmmm…
Robbins: And I’m just throwing out numbers here.
Manager 1: I wish I had specific percentages for you. I would say that’s there is
definitely a pecking order in the call center industry and we tend to bring in people who
have worked previously for other call centers. And the skill set is maybe not that
complicated for what we’re hiring for so the pay is not as high. So yes I think there’s that
natural progression and pecking order. And that goes back to what we talked about
earlier, employee engagement. Uh, where is your company with in the pecking order
within the city? You know you have first of all you have where is employer overall? And
where are you within the market? Where do you fit in? Are you bottom tier or are you
top of the ladder? You know typically large companies that have unions pay at the top of
the pay scale. There are certainly pluses and minuses for working in that environment but
I would say that that’s the typically the case.
Robbins: Now if the call center they were working for closed down does that affect their
pay expectations?
Manager 1: No.
Robbins: So if they were making 13, they expect to still make 13?
Manager 1: Yes, and again that’s a generational thing.
Robbins: Ok.
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Manager 1: They’re not as eager, they wouldn’t necessarily think they’re going to have to
take a pay cut or step back.
Robbins: Ok. This is what I’m worth.
Robbins: Ok. <Laughing> That feeds right into my blue part down there at the bottom
where I thought they would take a pay cut.
Manager 1: So you thought that they would?
Robbins: I did. But that’s not anything I’ve found in the research.
Manager 1: I don’t think they would because it’s not as if you’re locked in to working at
a call center. If you’ve just lost your job working in a call center and you’re not in
management there typically are plenty of other call centers or there are other industries in
Houston. Now maybe in a small market its different. Maybe if I’m making $11.00 at a
call center in Athens Texas and I get fired or laid off I may have to take a job for eight or
nine bucks because there’s no other work. But in Houston that’s not the case.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: You can go into retail and make as much money. Now when you get into
management and you are laid off, those people are not going to expect to take a pay cut
because they know they are a valued commodity. You know it’s harder to find a good
manager companies are always looking for a good manager in the call center
environment I don’t think the mentality is ever that I’m going to have to take a pay cut.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: The answer to that question is going to change according to the economy,
you know, a year from now if we have a slight dip that could be totally opposite. In
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Houston I think we’re going to be fine, but, you know you’ve seen the news, the rest of
the country is, you know, it’s tough in some places now.
Robbins: Yes, right.
Manager 1: Even though we’re living in La La Land down here in Houston because of oil
and gas.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: But in some cities you know it’s not a recession but it’s not hunky dory.
Robbins: What was the average yearly earnings prior to applying at your call center?
Manager 1: Um, you know when people come to us a lot of folks are making in the low
twenties in the call center work that we have tends to be upper twenties low thirties.
Robbins: So they were making like 11 and they go on to make 15 ish?
Manager 1: Yeah,
Robbins: I was breaking it down into hourly.
Manager 1: absolutely you know they could be making like 10, 11, and move up to like
12,13,14,15, you know, progress up, definitely. I would say in Houston, you would find
about a 11 to 13 swing is that what you found?
Robbins: yes I think that’s what we said when I first came in. Um I guess wage raises are
merit based is that fair to say?
Manager 1: That’s a great question. I know many of the call centers they will offer
incentives that are merit based but your wage is typically by position because they’re
going to have a salary banding for that position and that’s it. You’re not going to find for
example, a $60,000 call center rep doing the job of someone that makes $12.00 an hour.
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You know like in the airline industry, if you meet a flight attendant, some of those flight
attendants make 80, 90 thousand dollars a year…
Robbins: Really.
Manager 1: Oh, hell yeah. It’s insane, because they’ve been there forever and they get
annual increases. In the call center industry that doesn’t happen we don’t get annual
increases off of hey you’ve been here a year here’s 2% more. It doesn’t work that way
it’s by position. This is the salary by position. Now once you get out, and you get into a
salaried position vs. hourly then there’s more negotiation that takes place when she get
into a salaried position typically because agent team lead supervisor positions are very
structured especially at the agent level, there’s no differential from what I’ve seen.
Except for bilingual you have different skill sets that are going to demand differentials.
Robbins: And that’s probably big here in Texas.
Manager 1: Huge.
Robbins: Ok. What is that an extra 3 to 5 dollars an hour?
Manager 1: No. It’ll vary if you’re talking about an $11.00 to $12.00 an hour position it
could be 75 cents to a dollar an hour.
Robbins: That’s still substantial.
Manager 1: for that pay rate, it is.
Robbins: So you’re talking about 8 percent.
Manager 1: Um hum. A couple thousand a year.
Robbins: For something they already knew, presumably.
Manager 1: Umhmm.
Robbins: What is the age of your typical hire and is there a preferred age?
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Manager 1: We don’t have a preferred age we don’t care.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: umm...
Robbins: And I don’t know if that’s a PC question to ask even, but sometimes folks think
or people get locked into thinking that if someone is over a certain age they’re not
trainable…
Manager 1: No, absolutely not, one of the things you might want to look at is the fact that
um, you know all of that business books and all of the uh, books that are telling
companies how to be successful, talk about there’s a war for talent. They even talk about
the baby boomers and about by 2010, you’re going to have about 10 million more jobs
than people. You know this is the kind of stuff that’s out there right now.
Robbins: That’s right.
Manager 1: When you think about what’s the right age I think that there used to be
stereotypes, I mean there’s legislation in place that when you do layoffs if you’re 40 plus
right you’re a protected class. So um, but nowadays you’ll see companies that target
those that are retired I mean we commonly call on the AARP. That’s one of our target
resources.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: we make no differentiation based off of age. I mean I know it’s illegal but
we don’t anyway. Um, the only challenge with folks that are considerably older is
technical skill.
Robbins: oh, ok.
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Manager 1: So in some cases they have to go back and learn and re-learn that basic skill
set on the computer. Typing is never an issue but just the software sometimes is an issue
when you get to a certain age group and markets. In Houston, you’re more likely to run
into someone who’s elderly who’s completely computer savvy. In a rural market you get
them near a computer and there like oh I’m sorry I can’t do this I don’t know how to do
that I don’t have the Internet I don’t know anything about computers.
Robbins: That’s a good point.
Manager 1: So that, what happens with the older people is that they don’t know
computers so that kind of takes them out a little bit from the equation, they are not able to
be competitive and they have to go to retail which is more of people and handling people
face to face.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: Which is more of a face to face type deal, with a customer service skill set.
We love elderly people. They are highly stable, they have a great work ethic, they are
committed.
Robbins: I was about to say they show up every day you don’t have to worry about that.
But you said they have great work ethic.
Manager 1: Just go back and look at that Gen X baby boomer there’s there’s a breakdown
you can probably find on the Internet if you google it. Elderly people are fantastic and
they are going to become more valued in our society I think as we do experience this
labor shortage.
Robbins: That’s a good point.
Manager 1: I think folks are going to value older people more.
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Robbins: Because they’re supplementing income. You could theoretically pay them
instead of outsourcing to say India and still have a $10.00 price point cost point in a cost
cutting measure.
Manager 1: A lot of companies are targeting the elderly and using them, well not using
them but specifically designing programs to entice them to come in and work. You know
and then you’ll also have well across any industry you have folks that are retiring and
then becoming a free agent out there in the market a consultant.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: You know, let’s say you’re making $100,000 a year working for XYZ
company, you take an early retirement package you come back in and your consultant
rate now because they need you is 175 bucks an hour. You not making 50 bucks an hour
now you’re making 100 150. If you go to an Accenture for example, they charge what,
300 to 400 bucks an hour now for their consultants?
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: So people are becoming savvy and this has always been a problem with the
oil and gas industry, because there’s such a shortage of engineers is that I can retire as an
engineer take my Shell retirement package and maybe I’m making 100 bucks an hour
with Shell right now, but I can come back into them as a contractor do the same job I was
doing and make 150 bucks to 175 bucks an hour because they need me. Now I don’t
have my own benefits I pay for my own benefits now.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 1: But that’s what you’re going to see with this labor shortage you’re going to
see also the elderly are going to become more valuable because they have the knowledge,
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experience and instead of them becoming kind of ignored which is what our society has
done for a long time, ignore the elderly, now they’re going to become a very a valuable
commodity. Because they already have the experience they’re already trained and
they’re going to be able to demand their own salaries. The ball’s going to be in their
court which I think I think is great.
Robbins: I think so too.
Manager 1: Because I’m going to be old one day too...
Robbins: <laughing> We all are.
Manager 1: And I don’t want to be forgotten I still want to be valued and contribute to
society.
Robbins: Ok. Two most call center workers you think work full or part time?
Manager 1: Full.
Robbins: Ok. Are they the sole money earners in their household?
Manager 1: Whew…, that’s tough… I’ll say yes and no. Because again that goes back to
demographics and geography.
Robbins: If they live in Midland possibly, if they live here, probably not.
Manager 1: Think about living on 24,000 a year…
Robbins: I tried it, it’s not…
Manager 1: Think about buying groceries and having children. What is poverty
nowadays was the poverty line what is it like 16,000 which I think is a bunch of crap. I
mean I really can’t I mean 28,000 a year in a city like Houston? That has to be more of
what it’s like to be poor. I mean look at how folks are living at 28,000. I mean just basic
rent, clothing, food. What do you spend on groceries a week? Do you have kids?
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Robbins: Yes, three.
Manager 1: I’m telling you, it’s insane. We spend 150 to 175 bucks on groceries a week.
I come home or my wife comes home and I don’t even think she’s been. Can you
imagine, if you’re making 24,000 a year.
Robbins: That’s 500 a week? No a little over 500, maybe 600 a week.
Manager 1: You know, you can’t have a car. And if you do, you’re going to have car
problems because it’s an old car. So I would say you know in a city like Houston, most of
the people I would imagine, are not going to be the bread winner. In a smaller city it
could very well be, in Midland for example where you do have a lot of single moms,
you’re the sole money maker. I’m avoiding the question, sorry.
Robbins: No, that was the question. Are they the sole money earners? You said in
Midland yes in Houston probably not. Do you think that affects the rate of pay at hiring?
Manager 1: The sole breadwinner, if they are the sole breadwinner?
Robbins: Yes.
Manager 1: Pay they expect?
Robbins: Or command?
Manager 1: Well, think about it, they’re not in a position to command. You either have a
skill set or experience or you don’t. Now I don’t know the answer to that question,
expectation versus command. I mean they can’t command it. It is what it is.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: I think I’m worth more than I make. So I might I would imagine at any level,
someone’s going to think they’re worth more than they get paid. So I’m gonna say yes.
Robbins: Ok. That’s fair.
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Manager 1: But that’s just me. Because I think I’m worth twice what I get paid.
Robbins: Ok. That’s fair. Um, ok I’m done. Do you have time to give me a profile of
your background and how you came to be here at Call Center A.
Manager 1: I can, I mean it’s not real exciting. I have a B.A. uh, I had a double major in
Psychology and Biology. And that was way back in ’83, so the intent was to go into
genetics and genetic counseling and I got exposed to it and I didn’t like it. It was just
really depressing. And I graduated, I went to a small private school I was a little bitty boy
in a bubble. And I got out into the real world and I realized things aren’t uh, as pleasant
as they are in books, right? So I went to work for Enterprise Rent a Car and I went to
grad school at the time. That was in ’84. And at the time the company was very small.
Now I think, well, now I know that it’s the largest rental company rental car company in
North America and I think one of the top three in the world. And uh, at the time I joined
them in Dallas, I think they had what 8 offices, 7 offices, and uh, they were just gobbling
up people. It wasn’t an easy industry, it was customer service there was high turnover.
Uh, the hours were 8 to 6, you were typically there from 7 to 7. So if you were young and
hungry, they promoted you and they threw money at you. You had big commission
checks. So by the time I was, wow that was a long time ago, I don’t know what inflation
would be, but I was working for 3 years and I started making 18,000 when I started with
them. In 3 years I was making mid 30’s and I thought I was just hot shit.
Robbins: That’s what about 50 now I would guess.
Manager 1: Yes, so I was a manager and doing really well, so I quit grad school. I didn’t
think I needed it. Not now, but I was a semester, just over a semester away from
finishing. Anyway I moved up in that company pretty rapidly. I was a manager, then a
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regional manager in Fort Worth. I was selected to go to England and start their operations
in Europe and worked for them in Europe for three years.
Robbins: That’s nice.
Manager 1: And a lot of my experience at Enterprise had to do with obviously customer
service, running a business. Um, my education was not a business education, so the
education that I got running a business was really through Enterprise. And they have a
very good training program, which is how they recruit. You cannot be an assistant
manager or above from outside the company. They don’t hire anyone at all from outside
the company. Uh, only comes from the bottom up. Which was attractive to me. So I
stayed with them for 15 years. Which goes back to that baby boomer type deal; I’m kind
of on that cusp between baby boomer and gen X. There were difficult times there were
great times there were times when I was like forget this I’m quitting. But uh, I did quite a
bit of recruiting for them and sales and of course operational management and when we
opened up in England, uh, we opened up 100 locations in 3 years, so there was a lot of
recruiting that went into that. I found that really at that point in my career I was bored
with what I was doing there. Really got into the recruiting thing of it and enjoyed how do
you design a program to recruit to open these branches at the right time at the right place
at the right time for these 100 locations. And so I found out while I was over there that I
wasn’t going to be able to come back to the States. They didn’t want me to move back to
the states. Your career is here with us in the UK. We had a son while I was over there.
So I then started making plans to come back independent of them, and um, so I looked
into starting a franchise in the staffing industry, executive recruitment. And when I quit
they gave me a package that paid me for three years to not compete with them over here.
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And so I leveraged that and before I started my own franchise I wanted to get some
experience so I went to work for a staffing company to learn how they to learn how
staffing companies do what they do. And I liked it and I moved up within that company
fairly quickly. So that was what ’97? And since then I’ve worked for a couple of staffing
companies had an executive level and I met Owner A actually several years ago through
Parent Company A, our company was the company that provided all of the people for his
call center.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 1: And so, I met Owner A that way. And then when I left that company I stayed
in touch with Tony and presented the idea that he should bring that in house. So he liked
the concept, he liked the cost savings of bringing that in house, but I also wanted us to go
and recruit for you know the Shells of the world, the AT&T’s of the world and what was
that in ’05 we started Call Center A and um we made our let’s see, last year I think we
made two and half million and this year we’ll make seven million. So the growth is
pretty good we should double for a ‘08 so we should be around 15 million. At least 15
million into our company by the end of ’08. So it’s it’s really taken off. So I report
directly to Tony now, but now that Parent Company A is being sold we don’t have to
support Parent Company A so all of our efforts are focused externally. We did some
support which doesn’t show in our revenue but we did some support for Parent Company
A. So that’s kind of how I evolved. But I’ve been a recruiter really I’ve seen myself in
recruiting for probably 15 years. So I’ve seen it all good bad and ugly but I really enjoy
it. It’s a lot of fun. It’s a lot of fun. Because you end up learning a lot about a lot of
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different industries and companies. But it’s never boring you’re always doing something
different.
Robbins: That’s what I was about to say you always, you probably have to learn a little
bit about each company or industry that you serve.
<Manager 1’s cell phone rings with a classic rock ringtone>
Manager 1: Sorry…
Robbins: That’s a good ringtone.
Manager 1: Yeah, old guy ringtone. It’s my wife, I have everyone else on vibrate. If she
calls I’ve got to jump, right?
Robbins: There you go.
Manager 1: Well do you have anything else?
Robbins: Do you think there’s anything I haven’t asked you that I need to know?
Manager 1: Well I would just say open invitation if you want to call me for anything.
There are just so many ways you could kind of go with what you’re doing. Um, if you
need anything from me let me know, I’ll be happy to help you out. It sounds like a real
interesting dissertation.
Robbins: Thank you.
Manager 1: I do encourage you to get a little bit into that employee engagement concept
as a retention strategy for companies or what keeps employees. It’s going to be different
for everyone but you’re going to have some commonality between generations,
statistically you can then prove. And then I always believe in starting at the end and
working your way back.
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Robbins: Right and so I guess what I’m doing now actually is this is what they call the
qualitative portion when I interview you and a couple of other call center managers.
Manager 1: I would interview, definitely interview operational people. Call center
operational people. Because you’re going to get a lot of good information from them.
Robbins: Right. And then I’m going to take those interviews and develop a survey that I
can give to call center workers.
Manager 1: Ok. Perfect.
Robbins: And that will get me help me to pull out information because some researchers
think that management’s idea of what it takes to be a call center worker might be
different than the actual workers’.
Manager 1: It’s totally different. It’s totally different! That survey will be critical.
<Laughter>
Manager 1: Hey, and if they let you, tell me when you present your dissertation research
and I may come and watch you. You should have some good information.
<Recording stops>.
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Call Center Interview #2
Robbins (USM Student) and Manager 2 (Call Center B)
Recorded December 4, 2007

Before the interview, the interview (researcher) and his hostess walked the floor
(call center) and the researcher was introduced to many call center workers and line
supervisors. This area of the building is off-limits to recording devices and personal cell
phones, so the researcher could not record any of the conversations. Upon re-entering the
office of Manager 2, the following interview took place.

Manager 2: <question not heard on tape> – was something to the effect of – what do you
know about Call Center B? And why did you not research our company before coming
here to interview me?>
Robbins: I’m sorry. I have no excuse. I do know a little bit about Call Center B. But not
nearly what I should, you’re right. Is it ok if I record you?
Manager 2: Sure. Ok. This right here are our clients. <hands over a client list>
Robbins: I’m using two recorders because I’m not real sure about this one yet, so
I’m also using the old fashioned tape. Ok. Go.
Manager 2: Ok. This right here are our clients. And right now we have clients that
are in the U.S. and international we just acquired a location in Ghana we have some
locations in Jamaica, India…
Robbins: I know about that…
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Manager 2: So we’re basically across country and we’re opening up a new
location in I think Indianapolis. Um, our corporate office is located in Dallas, Texas,
that’s our corporate office. But we’re basically all over the U.S. As well as in Mexico.
Yeah, we’re all over in Mexico. And uh, but that’s where we are. These are some of our
clients that we help assist with their customer service centers and this is one company
that really shocked me 7-11, I was like that is an old company what you doing working
with that one but they’re pretty successful was some of their uh, businesses.
Robbins: I didn’t realize 711 had call centers.
Manager 2: Yeah.
Robbins: ok, well I came up with interview questions
Manager 2: Ok.
Robbins: That I wanted to talk about
Manager 2: Ok.
Robbins: And I made two copies so that you could read along with me if that’s
ok.
Manager 2: Sounds good.
Robbins: If there’s anything you know, as you’re looking through that you think
oh yeah that’s a good one or I don’t think we should talk about that or whatever. It’s all
pretty general.
Manager 2: If it’s proprietary, then I’ll let you know I’m not at liberty to um,
speak on that.
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Robbins: Of course. And as I told you on the phone, once I leave here and my
data is collected and compiled, they won’t know it came from Call Center B. It could
have just as well come from John’s call center in his backyard.
Manager 2: Well the majority of the things that I stated to you is basically open
information that’s nothing that is hidden or anything, it’s everything that I would tell a
person than I was interviewing for like a supervisor or manager or a guest so that they’ll
get an opportunity to tour the site and view the site. The only things that I am stricken
from is like I said, proprietary information. Um, unless it is the one on one with that
individual when it comes to salary or something like that. But um, your first question.
Robbins: Is there a typical educational level that you look for in your call center
hires or a minimum required?
Manager 2: Yes. The um, educational level is high school graduate or equivalent.
They need to have at least at least a high school diploma or a GED.
Robbins: OK.
Manager 2: Uh, for all call center representatives. For a supervisor they need to
have at least the equivalent experience like two or three years of experience and they
need to have at least a high school diploma or a BA.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 2: For customer service rep for the minimum requirements they need to
have prior customer service experience at least six months to a year.
Robbins: Ok. That sounds good. Are there certain skills you require as far as skill
sets? Um, I know that you mentioned earlier typing and customer service experience. I
didn’t know if there were more.
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Manager 2: There are, for supervisors there’s one an assessment or survey that we
ask which is a behavioral survey that we give to every supervisor that walks through the
door. So we want to see exactly where they measure in their customer service skills and
how well they uh, they identify it as if they’re extroverted, introverted, or if they are um,
an outgoing person, reserved, or something of that nature. For customer service reps, oh,
ok, you want a piece of pizza?
<Employee enters with pizza>
Manager 2 <to employee>: Take this to Marissa for me, and you, did you get a
piece? Or did you want any?
Employee: No, They only wanted sausage and I don’t eat pork.
Manager 2 <to employee>: Well, why didn’t you get something to eat? Ok, I
guess that’s it. And make sure and put that in Marissa’s hand.
Employee: I sure will.
Manager 2: Ok. Thank you. <Employee exits the office.>
Manager 2: Yeah, the two tests are call center environment and our typing test.
Robbins: Ok. Um, on a sliding scale, so you think education is more valuable than
skills or vice versa. Or, well, the research says that the ability to learn and to interact with
customers is most important.
Manager 2: Um, hmm.
Robbins: When you talk about when people come to you and you said you have a
3 percent attrition rate?
Manager 2: No, we’re at 6 percent right now.
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Robbins: 6 percent attrition rate. That means that all of the folks coming to you
plan to stay at Call Center B for a long time.
Manager 2: Yes.
Robbins: So they may want to move up in the company, which means that, does
Call Center B offer…
Manager 2: Growth?
Robbins: Growth.
Manager 2: Yes and that’s something that we talk about in our orientation. Um,
there’s a series of questions when we interview em, some of the behavioral questions that
when we interview that will come out. If they’re looking for an opportunity for growth or
if they’re using us just for a nesting. And what I mean by a nesting is they’re here just
temporary. Oh, I’m just going to work for three months in a check or two and then leave.
And will be able to identify that in the interviewing skills interviewing questions. To me
skills is more valuable than education as long as the education is high school sometimes
uh, if you go down that way and just look at skills skill skills and not the education then
you’ll have some communication barriers. You know what I mean?
Robbins: Oh, Ok.
Manager 2: So when you’re talking to a customer, there is no customer service
skills because there’s no education to back it. So in my opinion, I look at both of ‘em. I
want them to have some skills some strong customer service skills. Very good work
ethic. And have that educational piece even if it is just a high school diploma. If they’re
fresh out of high school, then that high school education is right there. Uh, and if they
have the interest in going into college then we ask that they remain in one location. Stay
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at the call center until once you get out of college. That way you won’t be job hopping
and wherever you decide to go within your career they’ll say hey this person is
committed this person has very good customer service skills and they’ll be able to move
forward from there but in my opinion it’s both, it’s for them to have a little bit of both.
Robbins: Ok. Does Call Center B offer like what do you call it opportunities
where the company might subsidize education if you’ve been here for a couple of years
as a benefit as part of the benefits package?
Manager 2: Yes we do as a part of the benefits package $4000.
Robbins: A year?
Manager 2: Yes. Um hmm.
Robbins: Oh, ok. That’s nice.
Manager 2: Yes. Educational assistance is $4,000. Which is really good and they
don’t take advantage of that.
Robbins: What percentage do you think takes advantage of that?
Manager 2: Maybe like about 5%
Robbins: That’s exactly the number that we find in the data. That’s when I was
telling you earlier, I’m big on the data but not, I need the actual experience, facts from a
call center.
Manager 2: Umm hmm. And I have two people that’s in school and are working
right under me and I’m so strict on them when it comes to them applying for the
educational assistance as well as making sure they’re at work every single day. Because I
have one young lady the young lady that just walked out of here, she’s working on her
master’s degree and I’m like and I make sure I have them call me all the time if you’re
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not going to come in you better have a great legitimate excuse for why you are not going
to be at work because if you say oh I’m not feeling good or you know because there is
some leeway where they will have the opportunity to have a day off or they might be able
to get off early but you just better make sure all that work is done. I’m very strict on my
people, it’s, well it’s terrible sometimes. But sometimes it helps them and they see it.
Robbins: That’s good, that’s good though. If you weren’t strict, that would mean
you didn’t care.
Manager 2: True. Absolutely.
Robbins: What’s the, Do most call center workers major in human resource
management you think? Or just management?
Manager 2: Most call center workers they uh,
Robbins: The ones that do take advantage of going to school I mean of course.
Manager 2: Business.
Robbins: Business.
Manager 2: Business management is what they mainly stay focused on. Because
in business management uh with the series of courses they have an opportunity to take at
least one or two HR courses. But majority of the time they’re more focused on the
numbers especially if they’re numbers driven. Uh as well as the business aspect and
managing others. That’s what a lot of people that I interact with on the floor as well as
talking to them during orientation as well as in the interview process selection process
mainly they’re just focused on business not just HR.
Robbins: Ok.
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Manager 2: Now sometimes they may want to have the opportunity where maybe
they can come and help out out here with the applicants. Um, however it’s more
important for them to be on the floor unless they’re having some problems with their
customer service numbers.
Robbins: Ok. Alright. Um, so I guess my next question was if education helps in
upward mobility, so I guess that’s a yes.
Manager 2: Yes.
Robbins: Do you think that’s transferrable to other call centers or industries?
Manager 2: Yes.
Robbins: Um, ah, number 5. How has the growth in domestic and offshore
outsourcing affected your company or the industry and do you think it’s increased the
demand for more educated workers or decreased the supply?
Manager 2: Well I think it has, Uh, I think it can be for, outsourcing and
offshoring? Some of our companies are offshored um, and it’s because of, I think it’s
only because of the um, not so much as the education I think it’s more about the money.
You know finding someone at a cheaper salary as opposed to the education is what I’ve
been, what I’ve always seen. It’s never about the education or the turnover or the attrition
is what I’ve seen it’s about the salary. That’s that’s the difference between offshoring
and working in the U.S.
Robbins: Has it affected you all at all here?
Manager 2: No not actually because we have some companies that are offshored
already that they’ve had in place no not at this location it hasn’t.
Robbins: Ok.
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Manager 2: Which is good we still have our staff here.
Robbins: Ok. Good I uh, I keep a log of all of the call centers that open and close
here in the U.S. and abroad. I track them on the internet, I get Google alert emails,
probably about 80 a day that I have to go through, and it’s amazing how often, you know
a call center of 500 people, which looks like what you have out there, I didn’t ask yet,
but,
Manager 2: Right now we have about 900 individuals out there. This call center
can hold about 1,200, we are at 900 right now.
Robbins: Ok. Yeah I see a 500 seat call center open in November of one year,
staff up by May and in 2 more years shut down and these 1,200 people are out of work
and that’s what I see a lot in the data.
Manager 2: Umm hmm. Have you heard about Call Center A?
Robbins: Yes, yes.
Manager 2: I went over there to hire their people <laughing> to offer their people
employment. You know I felt really bad you know for those individuals because they had
like 500 there and they said they were looking to grow and they were looking to grow
into Mexico and so forth that you know my opinion on that is when you, you know
looking at the industries in call centers it’s so hard to find a candidate where they to me
it’s all about the salaries and the growth in the company and not enough history. I’m
afraid they don’t know enough history on the people and you know we talked a minute
ago about education, uh, all of that you have to be able to look at overall and uh, one of
the things I learned about Call Center A is that they were paying their people way more
than way more than we were paying our individuals. Same thing with Verizon, Verizon
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has a job fair once a year where they pay their people $15 $20 just to get them through
the door, and then after that they lay them all off, then they do it again the next year and
they do that every year.
Robbins: But don’t they lose money on the training?
Manager 2: Yep. And do you know how much training is? Training is very
expensive.
Robbins: That’s what I was going to ask you, now most call centers say they need
two years to break even after they’ve trained a call center worker. What’s your take?
Manager 2: Well I would say no not for us because we budget every day we look
at the budget we look at the numbers on a daily basis, however we’re looking at the
budget like every quarter. So to budget for the following month and the following month
and the following month. And then uh, once they do that are able to see how much we’ve
lost looking at the profits or the uh, the profit and loss, in other words.
Robbins: That’s right.
Manager 2: We’re able to determine what we’re losing on a monthly basis and it
is very expensive to lose one individual very expensive. Because they go through the
training and then after they go through the training you have to uh, pay them for their
training and then once they hit the floor you’re paying them hourly out there and then all
of a sudden they decide to leave. That’s why it’s important that more than one person
stay involved. Our general manager wants every manager involved in their department to
know everything that’s going on so we will know including him if somebody’s going to
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leave he needs to know he wants to see that person not just HR, so it may be something
that we didn’t gather that they can get. So it’s in all areas that everyone’s involved in
everything.
Robbins: Ok. I guess that’s what keeps your turnover rate so low then?
Manager 2: Um hmm.
Robbins: Ok. What percentage do you think of your call center workers is hired
into their first call center job when they come to work for you?
Manager 2: Um, I’d say maybe about, um, hmm, and what you’re asking me is
that if they’re hired into a supervisor position or if they’re hired into customer service.
Robbins: Customer service, because you said supervisors have to have 2 years of
experience.
Manager 2: Right, because if they’re hired into customer service rep position
immediately, oh, I would say at least about 70 percent.
Robbins: Are in their first call center job?
Manager 2: Umm hmm.
Robbins: And where do they come from?
Manager 2: Um, we have different places that we source from.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 2: Now a lot of people are on like Careerbuilders. You’ve heard of the
Worksource, which is the unemployment office, which they call it the unemployment
office. A lot of them the majority of them come from maybe 30% 40% come from word
of mouth from referrals that’s how almost all call center jobs are heard by word of mouth.
You know, because they want their friend to come work with them, hey such and such
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company is hiring come work you know. So a lot of that’s how a lot of our um,
individuals come in word of mouth someone referred me. You know it’s by referral, word
of mouth and it all depends on how well your company is known out there in the city,
um, that’s another thing how well they’re in the newspapers. So we source I source from
different places, you know and I’m always constantly trying to build a source however it
is it going to be worthwhile to me or not? That’s why I keep a spreadsheet of how well I
am with each source.
Robbins: Right. And I guess at the bottom of each application you have that
question, how did you hear about our company.
Manager 2: Absolutely. That’s exactly how. And I want to know if they’ve
worked here before, that’s another question.
<laughter>
Robbins: If they come from another industry where they come from generally?
Manager 2: From other call centers. Um, some of them have, you have to watch
some of them because some of them like to call center hop. You know, I don’t know if
you’ve heard that or not where they go from one call center to the other call center to the
other call center, so you have to be careful on that.
Robbins: That burns up training dollars
Manager 2: Yeah they do, but they don’t realize that because some of them have
poor work ethic or some of them don’t realize or either they were a low morale
employee. So you have to be careful who you hire you know, when they walk through the
door. You know if you don’t probe uh, them very well you know they could easily get
their foot in the door. You know some of them have integrity issues, you know it’s all
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sources that you have to figure out and it’s a shame that you have to be on their level but
it’s true. Did you see that, um, there is a, did you see 60 Minutes like about two weeks
ago about call centers?
Robbins: No, I’ll Google it.
Manager 2: I’ll send it to you. Or I’ll let you see it before you leave if you have a
minute.
Robbins: OK. Sure of course. I have until 5 or 6.
Manager 2: Ok, I’ll let you go before that.
<she laughs>
Manager 2: We’ll finish our questions and then I’ll let you see this, but it talks
about call centers. What’s going on in call centers and why. It’s called the Millennium
stage. If you’re uh, born between a certain, we’ll see it in a minute.
Robbins: Born between certain days?
Manager 2: Certain years.
Robbins: Oh that baby boomer generation X deal?
Manager 2: Well they don’t call it generation X or generation Y they call it the
millennium. The millenniums are coming. And they interviewed some Merrill Lynch
call center individuals and they interviewed some Zappo’s call centers, it’s a couple of
call centers on there, but I’ll let you watch it in just a minute.
Robbins: Ok. Um, we talked about where you hired from already on number
seven. What do you think, was your typical employee unemployed when you hired them?
Manager 2: That can be a yes and no. Because majority of them are uh, yes
they’re unemployed. Um, and I know some call centers don’t like to check references but
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I’ve incorporated it and I do. The reason why it is because you can get anybody to verify
your references. However that’ll tell me if they have some integrity issues because
sometimes they’ll like some companies like they don’t know that we’re checking their
references immediately during the interview process. I’ll pick up the phone and say hey
let’s call your old job and see what they have to say let’s verify employment there
because some of them like to just get their foot in the door because some of them like to
say yeah I worked there but it didn’t work out for me I had problems with the supervisors
or the managers well then you’re going to have the same patterns when you get out on
our floor. So yes some of them are unemployed and some of them it’s just interesting
how you can hear some of their answers during the interview process it’s really
interesting.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 2: But yeah they are unemployed and some of them are employed and
some of them like I said like to job hop from call center to call center that’s why you
have to have different sources.
Robbins: What’s the profile of your typical employee?
Manager 2: Um, the profile is someone who has had passed customer service
experience and has been on their job at least six months to a year is what we ask for. And
we’ve been successful. Some of the candidates we get are unemployed but I have to go
down each company to find out how long were they here? Why did you leave there?
Some people say well I left there because I was on maternity leave. OK but you had an
opportunity to go back. Well yeah but I didn’t wanna go back I decided I wanted to
come work here you know. And I’m like ok. So then you start probing a little more the
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questions start coming more and more and more and then you see that sometimes they
can get frustrated and when you get them to that point you know it’s not a good hire. So
you know it’s interesting to see some of the answers that these individuals give. It really
is.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 2: But yeah the majority of them are unemployed.
Robbins: Alright.
Manager 2: Why were they unemployed?
Robbins: Yes.
Manager 2: It was hard for them to find a job. Couldn’t find employment. That’s
the majority of the answers they give. Couldn’t find a job. Like I said some of them say
I didn’t wanna go back. I heard about this company, heard you guys were a great
company and I wanted to come work here and I say well how did you hear about us? My
friend told me about you guys. Ok what did they say? Y’all give a lot of hours. I could
work 40 hours every week. They say stuff like you know we have unlimited over time
here. You know, sometimes we, I heard I can be a supervisor real quickly. They’re
thinking that if they see somebody in a supervisory position, hey I can be a supervisor I
can do what they do. But they don’t realize the duties behind that. Because everybody
thinks that just because it’s a generic job description they think that they can do the job
but they can’t. But uh, it’s a series of things that they say why they are unemployed. And
uh, that’s when it comes to you probe them well you say well McDonald’s is hiring
they’re hiring until up until 2:00 in the morning, some of them are open 24 hours. Yeah
but I don’t want to work in a fast food restaurant. Ok well why don’t you want to work in
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the mall you can go in and get a job up at Dillard’s, Macy’s, why you haven’t chose
them? Well yeah but they didn’t hire me. Ok well why didn’t they hire you? I don’t
know they just never called me back. Ok what did you ever follow up? No just didn’t
think about it. So it’s a series of things that they say why they’re unemployed. You know
we get a lot of people that are rehires that try to come back and Call Center B don’t, they
only rehire if you went about it the right way.
Robbins: That’s right.
Manager 2: And if you did not go about it the right way, you abandoned your job,
you no call no show, you did this you did that and I mean I could get a stack of rehire
individuals that try to come back and they can’t come back because they didn’t go about
it the right way and Call Center B is very strict on that. Very very strict. So if I leave that
information is still going to be in the database. So whoever comes behind me or was here
before me I’m still able to see that information and that’s what they don’t understand.
Robbins: Ok. Do you think those folks that come to you from other call centers
command more equal or less pay than your present or existing employees?
Manager 2: Not less pay, no. Um some of them are pretty equal, it depends if
they were paid a higher salary at another call center, they’re going to use this as a nesting,
meaning that they’re going to want to come want to work here only temporarily until they
find another job that was equal to the same pay. Say for example if I have a call center
rep someone who came from another call center making $15.00 an hour and I was only
paying them 10 they’re going to want that $15 because that’s what they’ve based their
life on. So they’ll work here just until they find another job that equals that amount.
Robbins: Ok.
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Manager 2: So you have to be careful on that.
Robbins: Ok. Well but that is a big difference though.
Manager 2: Even if it’s $12.00 an hour, they still want that $12.00 an hour it can
be 10 and 12 they still want that $12.00 an hour, not realizing that there’s opportunity for
growth where they are, they don’t do enough research on the company that they’re
coming into. They don’t know if there’s opportunity for growth. You know ask the right
questions unless we volunteer that information to them. And once we volunteer that
information, like we’ve had people who worked here for a year, were great on the phone,
their performance was great, they’re dependable, reliable, committed, all of the above,
and they never know who’s watching them. Like me myself, this one guy I just recently
promoted, this guy was uh, helping his next fellow employees, so I’m like constantly
observing and I’m like hey, this guy is ready for a promotion. You know, he’s working
all the time, he’s good on his performance, he doesn’t mind helping others, therefore I
need to start trying to consider him for another position, he’s outgrown this position.
There’s trainer positions available, there’s quality positions available, there’s supervisor
positions available, there’re different positions available where they can really grow and
advance until they’re where they really want to be. And the opportunity is there, it’s just
some people take advantage of it and some people don’t.
Robbins: Ok. If the call center they came from was closed down, I don’t know if
that’s an issue here in Houston, but it is an issue in other markets, if the call center they
came from was closed down does that affect their salary expectations?
Manager 2: Yes.
Robbins: Ok.
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Manager 2: Yes it does.
Robbins: How?
Manager 2: Because it goes back to basically what I was saying, we hire
everybody basically at the same rate, everybody.
Robbins: Ok. That goes back to your discussion about the Call Center A
company?
Manager 2: Yes, yes it does. Now some of those individuals we tried to uh, I
talked about to my boss about giving them a competitive salary, bringing them on board,
something they didn’t take advantage of it. They did not take advantage of it! And then I
talked to their HR manager asking her if , you know they have received their letters that
the company is closing, and if they wanted to come work for me until the company
closing can they come and do that? And they were like yes, we only need 60 people here
until the end. And they had 200 there. And majority of those people, close to like 150
stayed there. And when I talked to them and I was like, hey you guys may want to try to
come on board before the holiday season, because the holiday season is going to be slow
for us, and they stayed there until the end. And when the end came they came and tried to
apply but it was too late. And then we offered them competitive salaries and they didn’t
take advantage of it. And so it all goes back to people taking advantage of an opportunity.
And some people just don’t.
Robbins: Ok., What’s the, what was the average just ballpark yearly earnings or
hourly earning actually prior to applying at your call center?
Manager 2: They’re between 8 and 10 dollars.
Robbins: Ok. And then what your average hiring wage 10 to 12 you said?
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Manager 2: Umm hmm.
Robbins: And is Call Center B one of those companies that says if you’re here
and you show up for work do what you’re supposed to do and you don’t get in any
trouble and you don’t have a bunch of tardies you automatically get a 2 percent raise
every year? Or is it merit based?
Manager 2: No we do, uh, this is the way we do our increases. Our increases is at
90 days you get an increase, at six months you get an increase, and a year you get an
increase at Call Center B across the board, across country.
Robbins: Wow, that’s excellent.
Manager 2: Umm hmm. And then we give bonuses where they can make an extra
$1200 a month based on their customer service calls the quality of how well you treat a
customer. Your upsells, how well you upsell a customer. Did you need an additional
telephone? No? How about these accessories? No, you know some people just don’t want
to go that extra mile to earn and uh, you know we give performance, we have employee
recognition every month, we have an event day every month that means that we’re giving
back to our employees to tell them thank you, you know, for a job well done. Lunch or
dinner is on us lunch from 11:00 all the way until 3:00 is on us, we give them um,
marketing prizes we always are giving back to tell them you know thank you how much
we appreciate your services. And this is an ongoing thing for us and that’s why a few
minutes ago that’s why I was late because I’m a part of that committee you know we call
it the fun committee and what we do is come up with ideas for the employees.
Robbins: Ok.
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Manager 2: That’s what I want you to see on this. For new hires that started
yesterday, hey lunch is on us today. We’re gonna serve you pizza today and drinks, just
to welcome you. It’s different, sometimes we give them t-shirts, you know, coffee mugs.
All kinds of things you know, just to kind of appreciate their services because if they
don’t feel appreciated they go somewhere else where someone else will so we try to
appreciate them while they’re here.
Robbins: Ok, ok. Did I ask you the age of a typical call center rep?
Manager 2: They have to be 18 years of age or older.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 2: They have to be 18.
Robbins: Do you have a preferred age range that you hire in? And I ask that only
because I found somewhere in an article or something that said one company is trying to
start hiring what they called baby boomers folks that are starting to retire, because they
have a better work ethic than younger people but they can get them for the same salary as
somebody that’s straight out of high school.
Manager 2: Well we call them, well this is what I call them, I call them the
microwave generation and I call them well they call them baby boomers too. But there’s
another name, but we can use baby boomers. Sometimes, sometimes it’s good and
sometimes it’s bad and let me tell you the reason why. The reason why it’s good
sometimes it is because they are mature, however they’re not technology up to date, you
know. And sometimes it’s good to hire what they call the microwave generation, the
reason why I call them the microwave generation is because they want everything so
quick fast and in a hurry, hey, I want it now. You know, where they are computer literate
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and we need somebody who, because we are a fast paced environment. And everything
here is fast paced, so therefore it is very very important that we have a diverse of people,
you know. At one time, I wanted to source in the Vietnamese community because they
are individuals that love to work and they are so customer service friendly and you know
they’re going to come to work every day. They’re going to come to work every day and
they’re going to do whatever you ask them. However you have to watch the language
there can be a language barrier where they don’t always understand the customer service,
so it’s be careful where you source individuals. So to me but I always like to get a
mixture of people and uh, that way you have all different ranges, ages, ethnic groups. All
of that, to me, is important.
Robbins: Ok. Do most call center workers that you have work full or part time?
Manager 2: Full time.
Robbins: Ok. And do you think they are the sole money earners in their
household?
Manager 2: Yes.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 2: Not sole, because it depends, because if they’re right out of high
school then they’re still living with their parents. But if they decide to go to college, I
think it’s a like a mix; a mixture because you’ve got some people that if they’re going to
college maybe they have their own apartment, own car notes, so it can be a mixture, I
don’t think all of them are solely.
Robbins: Sounds fine. Do you think that affects the rate of pay they expect?
Manager 2: At hiring? No.
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Robbins: Ok. But that probably affects them wanting to move up the totem pole
as it were.
Manager 2: Yes.
Robbins: Ok. I guess that’s it. Is there anything I haven’t asked about call center
workers you think I should note? And then I wanted to get a profile of your background
and how you became a call center HR manager?
Manager 2: No nothing that I can basically think of. But just to tell you a little bit
about my background, this is my first call center job.
Robbins: Really, ok.
Manager 2: I’ve been here 2 ½ years, yeah. My background is mainly in the
where I came from where I started out was in the retail HR environment, where I was just
in the, like the Wal-Mart, well the supermarket retail stores I started off in like a huge
supermarket and I was promoted. I started off as a bagger and I bagged for like three
months. It was my first fulltime job and I didn’t know anything any better. Then I
moved up to customer service behind the desk and I did that for like three months and
then they promoted me to a front end manager and I was like impressed because I got
myself promoted three times within a year. And then after that I used to like to help train,
so when I helped train the cashiers and baggers and I knew everything inside and out all
the produce, everything there was, they were like hey the lady that’s in HR. And I was
like 19 years old. And they were like the lady that’s HR manager is having a baby and
she’s going out and they want you to take over the job. I was like astonished. I was like I
don’t have a degree. I don’t know anything about management. I don’t know how to do
reports. I don’t know how to talk that well. But they gave me an opportunity and
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somebody taught me how to move to the next level. And it was somebody that had some
people had the confidence in me and some people did not. And the people that had the
confidence in me was the store manager because I showed myself and proved to him
prior to that. But the people who didn’t have the confidence in me was the people who
didn’t know me and didn’t know my work ethic. So when I got promoted to HR they put
me through school and I didn’t go to school for human resources, I went to school for
psychology and I took advantage of it. And then that store closed they had a strike and
the company closed and went under. And I was like oh my God, this was my first
fulltime job, I don’t know exactly where to go, what to do. What am I going to do? So
the company that bought them out, he bit off more than he was able to chew and I went
on with that company, so when I went on with that company that’s when I started really
looking at work itself and utilizing my education and moving forward. So I did, and I
became a caseworker.
<Manager 2 Laughs>
Robbins: Caseworker?
Manager 2: I was a caseworker. <laughing> I did a lot of group for people that
were substance abuse so I did that for a year, and my grant, it was for a nonprofit
organization and my grant didn’t get renewed, so they were like hey we have to lay you
off. So I was like where am I going now? So I was like should I just go ahead and
become a psychologist, a psychiatrist, what am I going to do? So somebody saw my
resume online and called me in for a manager position and it was in staffing.
Robbins: Was that here?
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Manager 2: No it wasn’t, it was in a different city. So I went into that direction
and I did staffing for seven years and they went under. And when they went under, I was
like oh my God, what am I going to do now? You know these companies are going
under. That’s why to me now and that’s something I try to educate the people on. That I
talk to and interview on a regular basis is that your work ethic is important, your
performance is what’s important, because stability is not guaranteed. You know, and
that’s when I moved to Houston and this was, when I applied for Call Center B, the only
thing I knew about Call Center B was that it was an information technology company.
I’d never ever walked into a call center. And when I walked here and I had an interview
here, and the lady said hey let me give you a tour of the site, and I was like ok, and when
I walked out there on the floor, I was like oh my God all these people here, what’s going
on? And I was out in the lobby and I was like wow all these people are coming in here?
And the receptionist said they’re here for work. And I was like, ok. So I had another
interview and I came back for orientation in the lobby was like full I was sitting there and
I was like oh my God what is going on? She was like they’re here for orientation. So I
was like ok. Then she took me on a tour and I was like why are all these people… And
she said we’re a call center, I was like what is that? She said you’ve never heard of a call
center and I was like no what is that. So she explained it to me what it was she was like
she’s not going to be able to stay she doesn’t understand the call center world, why all of
these people are here. And I was like oh my God. And then I wanted to know, I became
interested I wanted to know what they’re really listening to, what they’re really doing, I
became really interested to find out what is it I’m hiring for? So I got an opportunity to
do side by sides with them to listen to how well they speak over the phone, listening to
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the calls and then I just became a little more interested in everything. And then I began to
think ok maybe I can do this. But that’s just a little bit about my background. But I
haven’t done anything what I got my degree in. It’s in psychology.
Robbins: Where’d you go to school?
Manager 2: Dillard University.
Robbins: Oh, New Orleans.
Manager 2: Umm hmm, Dillard University.
Robbins: Umm hmm
Manager 2: And then I was like maybe I can go back to school to get my master’s
in HR and I like to write, and I went to Rice, but I couldn’t continue it because I have a
family and it was a conflict with scheduling. And I was like oh God. But I mean so far, so
good, I enjoy it I get an opportunity to work with senior level management, stay in the
management realm, and to be able to give my input a lot. On the different things we have
here. It’s it’s it’s been pretty good, no complaints so far.
Robbins: So you knew less than I did when you got here, well we were about
equal?
Manager 2: <laughing> Yes I did, that’s why I’d tell everybody that when they
come to me especially supervisors, what is it you know about Call Center B? And I ask
them that just so they'll have the liberty of researching where they're trying to apply. So
they'll know exactly everything that's out there instead of trying to put their eggs in one
basket. You know they need to know the variety.
<Chris enters>
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Manager 2: Chris this is Robbins, Robbins this is Chris, Chris is my ad-min. But
it’s important that, and Chris can tell you, Chris does some of the testing here, some of
the reports, a lot of the Excel reports. He talks to some of the candidates that come
through, he does you know right out here in the lobby making sure everything is posted
according to you know, like it's supposed to be.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 2: He helps review applications, resumes, make sure everything is in
compliance to government standards. And that's one of the things that's important to Call
Center B, to make sure that everything is compliant.
Chris: I make sure everything is processed on time and accurately.
Robbins: That’s very important.
Chris: I try my best to make sure that everything goes smooth 'cause back here
during the testing, you're dealing with time, a process is new and it's kind of long, so we
have to make adjustments fit our call center.
Manager 2: Umm hmm, well Robbins is doing a paper on call centers, well what
we were doing is just talking about the call center world. And um, some of the things that
we do here at our location. So uh, I was telling him how strong I am on you guys and
how important it is and this is, Chris can tell you, my motto is for them to learn my job.
Because if I'm not here ever here, it’s important that they know or if I'm out for couple of
days or something like that if I'm on vacation, it's important that they know what the
standards are. And I’m real real big on communication. What I know, they will know,
and the reason why is because I don't like to lack the communication because I don't want
any senior level management coming to them and they say well Manager 2 didn't tell me
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that or how to do this. Or did Manager 2 say this to you or say that to you on a
communication piece whether they think it applies to them or it doesn't. Unless I know
for a fact that it's confidential and I'm not able to share. But if I know that it's not
confidential they will know it. And they know that they will know everything that I
know on everything. And sometimes I even include them on some of the conference
calls because they need to know what corporate, because we report to our corporate
office, they need to know what corporate is talking about.
Robbins: Y’all report to Dallas?
Manager 2: Umm hmm. So it’s important to me that they are aware of everything
because where they lack is going to be my fault.
Chris: And I try my best to not let anything fall,
Manager 2: So they don’t hear my mouth.
Chris: Because it’s really not going to come back on us it comes back on the
recruiter. So I try to make their job as easy and simple as possible.
Manager 2: So even though we do everything make sure everything is compliant,
because our CEO is coming tomorrow, and we need to be like on point, making sure
everything is straight.
Robbins: Ok.
Chris: Well I will be in the training class with Nextel. I have processed all of the
forms,
Manager 2: Ok. You can transfer them, that’s not a big deal. I don’t know if
you’ve seen this video or not, but I show everybody this video, because I think it’s
important that they see it. <60 Minutes video starts>
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Call Center Interview #3
Robbins (USM Student) and Manager 3 (Call Center C)
Recorded December 14, 2007
<starts mid-conversation on a discussion of Manager 3’s educational
background>
Manager 3: I just completed an MBA at Northwestern, so, I’ve just been thinking
about it, I was going hmm, ok. So it’s my girl, she starts asking me so are you going to do
a Doc and I said, I don’t know. Too much time, too much work. It’s a lot of work I’m
sure.
Robbins: Yes.
Manager 3: But well worth it though.
Robbins: Ok. This program is a mixed delivery, so I would go three times a
semester. Once in the beginning of the semester to get assignments, in the middle of the
semester, midterms, end of semester for papers and finals. All of the class meeting was
online. And it works out real well.
Manager 3: And do you work as well?
Robbins: Yes, I do I work here in Houston.
Manager 3: And where do you work?
Robbins: Robbins Construction, my family has a construction company here. We
do commercial renovations.
Manager 3: Ok, good. Well I’ll turn it over to you.
Robbins: What I did was print out a copy of the questions…
Manager 3: Ok.
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Robbins: I was going to ask so that you could read through.
Manager 3: Great.
Robbins: You know, if you see one that is more relevant to what we’re talking
about, we’ll skip ahead of course.
Manager 3: Umm hmm.
Robbins: And basically, like I told you I’m trying to determine how globalization
has impacted or if globalization has impacted call center worker reemployment.
Manager 3: Yes.
Robbins: And so I wanted to start out by trying to gather a typical employee
profile. First of all I wanted to find out what the role of this call center is. I looked online
and I saw that Call Center C has call centers, I’m sorry, Call Center C has addresses in
Nevada, Utah, Iowa.
Manager 3: There are a number of call centers. So let me go through an
explanation, because the call centers that you probably saw were call centers that. There’s
two sides of business um, Call Center C has an internal consumer, um, so that means all
the in Call Center C internal staff and their affiliates, they can call a certain helpdesk if
they need support. The group that I lead provides support to the internal Call Center C
community. The other call centers that you’re probably referring to in these other
locations, are for external consumers. So that’s the people that are, when something
happens at a gas station from a consumer standpoint like at a car wash the brush kind of
nicks their car up a little bit or something like that. They have a different call center that
they can call which is typically on the business side. So there’s internal support versus
external support.
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Robbins: Ok.
Manager 3: In the call center industry, which typically see is many of the external
consumers call centers outsource. For example, Dell does that. Dell has where their
external, all there external consumers have a problem they call an outsourced group in
India.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 3: But when their internal organization, somebody that works at Dell or
something like that, when they call, they go to an internal in-sourced IT organization.
Call Center C has done something similar to that. We have our own in-sourced
organization that provides support to all the Call Center C family, the Call Center C
Group, and then there’s an external group. So the ones you were probably referring to,
you’re probably referring to the external group. We provide support to over 150,000
people globally, I’m sorry that number is now 180, because we just grabbed a Russian
Moscow call center, we just in-sourced a call group out of Moscow.
Robbins: Oh. Ok.
Manager 3: So it’s about 180,000 total employees on a desktop, a laptop you
would see somebody working on, there’s probably 150,000 in the global community for
Call Center C today. And the reason why there’s a discrepancy in that number, there are
computers at our remote facilities that are rigs and things like that, that are shared by shift
people. So they all use the same computer but they just come in at different shifts.
Robbins: Oh, ok.
Manager 3: So that’s the reason why there’s a discrepancy in the number between
150 and 180.
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Robbins: So those are like seats as opposed to separate desktops for each
employee.
Manager 3: Right.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 3: So we provide the support for the global community that’s Call
Center C internal staff.
Robbins: And when you say support that would be if they have insurance
questions or if they’re having issues at work?
Manager 3: No this is IT.
Robbins: Oh, just IT support.
Manager 3: This is basic, this is truly IT support, what you’re talking about is
what we called BPOs or business process type calls, we have already outsourced that, that
activity. That activity will go the Call Center C internal people in the Americas region.
Um, those calls go to Fidelity, because that’s the group that handles our benefits,
insurance, and those types of things. There’s still an HR group there some questions and
some Q and A they can handle, but typically that’s not the case. There’s also another arm
of our call centers at Call Center C, for application support calls. Now that’s a totally
different group and they’re in the midst of outsourcing as well. So the call center
community, what I would call the call center community at Call Center C is quite large
and quite diverse and we are in the midst of harmonizing that and bringing it under all
one umbrella today. And so that’s what we’re doing.
Robbins: Ok. Ok.
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Manager 3: So I hope that gives you some general idea of what’s going on. So,
just to give you some stats, we take about 1.7 million interactions a year. And that’s out
of our global organization and let me just give you an overview of our global
organization. We have a main, uh, we have three hubs. Houston is our hub for the
Americas region. We have, oh I’m sorry, we handle English and Spanish calls here and
some Portuguese. Our Europe location, that’s Europe Africa region, that’s out of
Manchester, um, in the UK. We handle about 13 languages out of that location. And our
Russian desk actually is supported through there. And in Europe we need a much larger
diversity of languages because of all the different countries. And one of the things we’ve
done here in the Americas because we had a Latin American team, we took all of our
Latin American calls that were here maybe two years ago and centralized that in Europe
just because of the cost and the premiums that we had to pay to find Portuguese and
Portuguese and Spanish speaking individuals. We moved them to Europe because the
cost is much much much better in that region. They handle about 13 languages, that’s
most of our language support. And then we have already gone through an outsourcing, I
shouldn’t say outsourcing, but an offshoring exercise, where we opened up a facility in
2000 in Malaysia. It’s actually in Cyberjyad, Malaysia, but it’s for anyone we just say
Kuala Lumpur. Um but we have a large group there as well and we’ve centralized a great
deal of cost because the cost is just, there’s just an incredible difference in cost in
Malaysia. And these three units, oh I’m sorry, in Malaysia they handle five languages.
They handle all the Asian languages, um, and Indian type languages in Malaysia. So we
have a pretty large group a total of about 500 total fulltime equivalents, FTEs. And as I
said we handle about 1.7 million interactions per year.
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Robbins: That’s in all three groups?
Manager 3: All three groups combined. And we have the stats broken out
between each of the regions as well.
Robbins: in your group here how many do you think you handle a year?
Manager 3: In the Americas region?
Robbins: Right.
Manager 3: I can get you the specific number, but it’s around I wanna say around
40 to 55,000 interactions a month, in the Americas region. But you probably want
specific numbers…
Robbins: No no, Oh, no I didn’t, I don’t recall if I mentioned it on the phone or
not, but, any data that’s collected today will be coded so that it’s not, anyone else can’t
look at it and say Oh that’s Call Center C. It will definitely be anonymous. I wanted to
make sure and say that.
Manager 3: Ok.
Robbins: Is there a typical educational level that you look for in your call center
hires?
Manager 3: Typically, no. The honest answer is no. What you’re looking for um,
in a call center is, you’d love to have everyone with an undergraduate degree, but what
you’re really looking for is certifications. In our call centers we’re looking for
certifications, we’re looking for soft skills, uh, which are how do you deal with people
that are angry? Because the only people that call you is when there’s a problem they
don’t call you to say hey everything’s working great. You know people call, so we’re
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looking for people that can handle the customer sensitivity. And from an educational
level, we’re looking for people who know how to speak.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 3: So I would say, um, undergrad would be preferred but it’s not
required. Um, but to become an employee, because there’s an employee contractor break
down in every in every region. And most call centers they do have a breakdown between
whether they’re going to be employees or contractors, because they usually bring em in
as a contractor to evaluate them and then after a certain period of time then they can roll
over to an employee, after they’ve proven themselves. So most people come in talking
about here’s the certifications I have because that’s truly what the key important
ingredient is. It’s do you have the knowledge to answer the questions that this desk will
be receiving? And then we look at do you have the soft skills to handle the angry
customers to make sure that the customer satisfaction scores can stay high no matter what
kind of call you get, or what kind of person calls with their mood that may not be the
best. But from an education if you’re saying are we looking for a master’s and things like
that, no. In some of the international places, there’s definitely MBA’s that’s doing call
center activity in India as well as in Malaysia.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 3: In the U.S., it’s based on skills and certifications rather than did you
go to college, etc.
Robbins: So what kind of skills and certifications?
Manager 3: You’re looking at Microsoft skills and certified individuals, so at
Microsoft they have a certification process called MCSE. Called Microsoft certified
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systems engineer and it’s on all of their different server products, exchange server, it’s all
on the IT specific side. Uh, you’re looking at people that have, well we definitely look for
people that have Microsoft certifications, we look for people that have hardware
certifications, um people that have telecommunications certifications, Cisco
certifications. Those are good, but we would probably push you to our
telecommunications team at a higher level versus saying you want to come sit on a call
center, unless that person says hey, I’m making a shift that’s the direction I want to go to.
So, but Microsoft certifications are pretty much the top ones or A+ certifications, which
are more along the lines of hardware certifications those are the things that we basically
look for. You don’t have those certifications, what we do is go through an exercise of
there’s a problem how would you solve it? And we have the agents that are currently our
agents interview the potential candidates because they will be working with these
individuals, they know if these people know the real deal or if they don’t. So we let the
agents go through the interview process and give us input and we have some of our top
team consultants that they will know and then the leaders will get involved and do the
interview. They don’t want me interviewing anymore because I ask I ask too tough of
questions. They’re like no you get away from us. Because I come from a technical
background and I still think I know it all and I don’t.
<laughing>
Robbins: Um, so it’s safe to say that education is not as valuable as skill sets.
Manager 3: Correct, formal education. Going to a university and things like that,
formal education no. To move into some of the higher level roles, yes that definitely
helps out. And we have seen an increase in our agents and our leaders in some of our
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help desks go back to school, getting increased education, we’ve had a couple of our
employees go back and get their MBA’s.
Robbins: That was one of my follow-up questions is whether or not you’ve seen
an increase.
Manager 3: Yes I’ve seen an increase and let me explain what’s going on with
Call Center C in the past year in the Americas region. For the past 4 or 5 years since I’ve
been in this role, we’ve gone through an exercise of offshoring slash outsourcing. When
I first started in this role in the Americas region, I had 230 staff total that worked for me
just in the Americas region. That number now is down to about 70. Uh, and so from
centralizing work offshoring it to Malaysia, we’ve been able to reduce Americas and
Europe which happened to be our high cost regions. And um, through, uh, outsourcing,
we’ve outsourced our second level activities to India and Malaysia. So we went and got
a group that we worked with in India that are now handling our second level calls. So
when this first level team, the helpdesk, is unable to resolve a problem through all of their
processes we will escalate that problem to the next group that can handle it which is a
higher level team, that team when it is escalated is located between India and Malaysia.
And then they will work on the problem until resolution and then report back to the
helpdesk what was the resolution. That work of outsourcing removed many jobs from
Europe and the Americas region and so, um, our staff one of the things we pushed really
hard in this region is you have to build yourself you have to reengineer yourself, you
have to figure out what playground you want to work in and figure out what is it next you
want to do. So we’ve gone through an exercise of really trying to help people write
resumes, we’ve done interview workshops, where we actually interview all of the people
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who are in scope to lose their role to offshoring or outsourcing and some people we were
able to help find other roles herein Call Center C in other groups. Others have decided
hey I want to start my own business so people have taken then off and said no I don’t
want to be in the call center I don’t see a future here in the Americas. I’m going to open
up my own store. I’ve had people start, I had two start a wine shop after they finished
their MBA. They opened up a wine store you know where you just go sit and have wine.
They’re now opening up their second store. Um, I’ve had a young lady go buy a meat
market. She was a help desk agent. She wanted to purchase, that’s been her dream. She
actually went and did it. We had a voluntary severance program here at Call Center C
where we asked who wants to leave. Uh and we had a number of people take us up
because she they got three weeks for every year that they worked at Call Center C. So
they saw that as an opportunity to go and do their own thing. So we had a lot of people
go and do their own thing and we had a lot of people go and find jobs at other
organizations that are call center organizations that they know are not going to be
outsourced. So there are certain activities that we know, ie government stuff, you’re not
going to outsource government type activities that’s not going to get outsourced to India
or any other country because of security reasons. So we see people looking at
governmental work there’s certain security and compliance work that needs to be done in
region. And then, certain businesses within Call Center C have made it clear we’re not
outsourcing because we want our people close to us. They’ve made it clear, so people
have now gone for those roles. So we see there’s still a need in the Americas region for
helpdesk activity and call center activity but it’s not at the premium as it was um, as it is
in Malaysia or some of the low-cost regions where the attrition rate in those areas is just
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really high, just because who’s paying the highest dollar at the time is where the top
people will go. So, that’s what we find.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 3: So yes we have seen an increase. So I probably answered a number
of your questions as well.
Robbins: You’re flying through them.
<Laughter>
Robbins: Does Call Center C offer a program where it will pay for employees to
re-educate themselves?
Manager 3: Definitely, we have an education reimbursement program for
employees, uh, and we also have a sponsor program if anyone wants to go to one of the
high caliber schools a Northwestern, a Harvard, or anything like that to do an executive
MBA. If you’re part of the talent list they will sponsor your education and pay for the
whole thing. If not, you can take education reimbursement where you pay for the classes,
you pay for everything up front, once you’ve passed the course, you submit your
education reimbursement and you get reimbursed. And all you end up paying are tax
dollars. So we’ve had a number of employees do that and we’ve had a number of
employees go back and get their undergrad because they realize for them to compete, for
them to get through the door, they need to have that undergraduate degree to really move
in that direction they wanna go to. Which is leadership, being a manager,et cetera so they
go back and we have a number of employees that are in the like the University of
Phoenix programs, um we have a number of employees that have gone back to the
University of Houston. St. Thomas, um, and I keep in touch with all of them like from a
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mentoring perspective to say keep going this is something you’re just going to need, so
keep moving forward. We have seen people increase their own capacity and capability
whether that’s through certification undergrad, graduate degree, doesn’t matter. We’ve
seen people really push. I’ve the increased everyone’s training budget by over a thousand
dollars. It used to be a, I used to do, for every employee we used to give 10 days of
training and I want to save $3000 for the year and I increased it to either five or 6000 per
employee, uh because I knew we would be going through these major changes and I
wanted people to know hey, you need to re-educate yourself. Call Center C also offers
um, a lifetime benefit which is, we have a program where we will give, every employee
gets $2000 worth of any training that they want to take. So like you can go to any class
to be a financial trainer, you can go to a class to learn about retirement, you can go to a
class to learn basket weaving. Whatever your interest is, Call Center C gives you a
lifetime benefit of $2000 that you can spend, for your entire lifetime at Call Center C.
And you can go take any training class so we’ve seen many people start to take Call
Center C up on just say I want to reskill in this area I need to go to some class and I want
to use my lifetime benefit to do that, to pay for that class versus using my training dollars
because I’m going to take some certification training to build my skills in IT. But I want
to also learn about business management, marketing whatever else that interest may be,
they can go take that class as well. So, and that’s on their own time so they can go take
that class during the evenings or anything. I forget that Houston group that offers those
different classes, but there’s a Houston group that offers all kinds of classes on every
subject that you can even think of. From cooking culinary classes to…
Robbins: Leisure Learning?
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Manager 3: Leisure learning! All of those different courses you can take.
Robbins: So you’re saying, if I worked at Call Center C, I could learn to play the
guitar finally?
Manager 3: Exactly, you could go to Leisure Learning and take that and nobody
would question it, they’d be like go ahead, if that’s what you want to take, ok, go ahead,
it’s your benefit it’s your reward. That’s something that Call Center C also offers.
Robbins: Ok. When you say that you’ve had a number of students take you up on
reeducating, what do you think percentagewise of the people from your group?
Manager 3: I would say out of the 70 75, there was maybe 3 to 5 people going
back for education and stuff. Now I would put that number up to 20.
Robbins: 20 percent?
Manager 3: No, 20 people overall out of the 75 so it’s increased a great deal.
Robbins: 20 out of 75, whatever that percentage is? That’s almost a third.
Manager 3: Uh huh. People have really taken a notice. Now that’s just people
going back to get formal education. I would say 80 to 90% of the entire group is
reeducating and reskilling on certifications.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 3: Call Center C also offers um, everybody has e- learning. So when
they’re on a break, they have a number of classes they can just go online, it’s called
Skillport, they can go online to our environment and take any course, lesson that they
want, accounting, anything that interests them. Marketing, whatever your interest is. If
it’s in Skillport, and it deals in business, definitely can take it. Soft skills, how to deal
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with angry customers, leadership, everything. That’s all available to Call Center C staff
and contractors online.
Robbins: OK. Alright. Well this is my big question, how has the growth of
domestic outsourcing and offshore outsourcing affected Call Center C and how do you
think it’s affected the call center industry?
Manager 3: Um, how has the growth of outsourcing affected Call Center C…
Depends on the region you speak to. In the Americas region, it’s been pretty tough,
because it’s usually an exit that are speaking about and in Europe it’s usually an exit that
you’re speaking about. In Malaysia its happy because more jobs are coming in. But
there’s been increased pressure overall because Malaysia is now being challenged, you
need to deliver like the Americas, like Europe, and the quality may not be there. So the
challenge has been, Call Center C is typically conservative and our consumers I would
say are a bit spoiled, um, in terms of they expect a high caliber of quality in their agents
and I think when we initially moved some work over to Malaysia the quality wasn’t there
and we heard about it and we were told it’s not good enough and so we had to pull some
stuff back. So, I think overall it’s had mixed reviews, I think the business stakeholders,
the people that own the decision, are pleased because they see their cost go down. I think
that end consumers, the people that actually use the service, are disappointed because the
quality isn’t there. And so you have this battle going on between the people that are at
the top making the decision versus the people who are using the service, they are in
conflict. So we’ve had to form groups, service forums, so we could try and bring those
two entities together to be more aligned and then also to make sure that we’re able to
provide the service and prove our service over all so that consumers always feel that
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they’re getting the value of what they are paying for. So the challenge for us has been
keeping people motivated, keeping people interested in providing services for Call Center
C without leaving. Um, and we’ve been successful at that. I think with the current
outsourcing that we’re about to do, it’s about to go through our true test because we’re
truly talking about outsourcing the entire IT function Call Center C. And that’s one of
the things that I personally work on. I’ve worked on for the past year and a half. Um, is
how that’s going to look and I’ve been working with the suppliers on how we go through
a down select. So it’s been stressful on the organization. We’ve run people through
organizational change management to kind of gear themselves up for what the pending
change will be, but I think overall the impact to Call Center C has been, overall my
assessment would be, it’s been negative. But the stakeholders will tell you it’s been
positive because the cost the cost has gone down. And that’s just the truth. I mean that’s
just the way it happens. It’s typical in industry that that happens. I’ve talked to many
people that’ve outsourced, people who are receiving the business. I’ve talked to the
global suppliers, the tier one suppliers. Um, I’ve even gone to all their locations to see
how they run their business, um, now and I just got back from doing all that, that’s why I
spend so much time in Western Europe. So it’s been tough for Call Center C, but for the
industry I think it’s just a wave, um, and what Call Center C is going to have to get used
to is going from an in-sourced support arrangement to an outsourced support arrangement
and what changes that brings and what different types of people they will need to manage
that change in the future. So right now the company’s in this real, we’re going through
this massive change, that will continue for the next 18 months.
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Robbins: Ok. I was smiling not to be off key, but one of the sentences you said
the affects of outsourcing were good for stakeholders and they appreciate it but end
consumers do not. That’s almost an exact sentence that I had in my dissertation proposal
and one of my professors didn’t like that and that was sort of a point of contention. So I
had to smile when an industry expert said the same thing.
Manager 3: Yep, yep, well it’s truly been our experience and the research that I
have done, uh and I’ve had to educate my leaders on the same thing and I’ve had to show
them the data to prove my case and I’ve had to say OK let’s look at the customer sat
scores. It’s going to take you 18 months to get back to, if you’re performing at this level,
after you go through an outsourcing there’s a typical dip, and depending on the
organization there’s an 18 month period before you can get yourselves ramped back up to
current performance. And ultimately succeed because that’s what you’re looking to do,
but Call Center C’s attitude and their, it takes the consumers a period of adjustment and
it’s typically 18 months, and the adjustment isn’t to what you used to have, it’s to a
different service because you’re not gonna get what you used to have ever again. And
that’s what people don’t get.
Robbins: Right, they have to learn to understand and appreciate and deal with the
new service.
Manager 3: It’s a new service, and it’s not gonna be what you used to have. You
never will compare apples to apples, you’re going compare it to the new service of what
the supplier is going to deliver. And that’s what it is. And so Call Center C is going to
have to get used to, it may not be a gold or silver service that they’re used to today. It
might be a silver service but it’s going to be different than what you used to have for a
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silver service. So that’s a struggle, I think. It’s a pending struggle that we’re going to go
through and it’s something that we’ve experienced through the couple of outsourcing,
because we’re the first team in all of IT to outsource at Call Center C. Uh, the call center
function. Typically that’s been held internal for political reasons and to go outside we
were the first ones to push it out. And they were they’ve been evaluating how’s it going
for two years for us.
Robbins: Ok. Do you think that outsourcing has increased the demand for more
educated workers or more skilled workers?
Manager 3: Definitely.
Robbins: If so, which?
Manager 3: Um I think it’s um, has it increased the demand for more educated
workers or more skilled workers … I think what outsourcing will do is it will push the
exiting region to become more educated because they realize they’re losing, they’re
losing a role that’s typically been respected and appreciated within this region of high
quality and we’re the ones that create stuff, et cetera. But in the other regions, Malaysia
where the work is going to, what it’s pushed is get the body in here it becomes we need
the bodies to handle. So let me give you a perfect example, when I was doing the
offshoring to Malaysia, for every one person that I would have to release here I would
have to hire two, two and a half people in Malaysia to do the work of one. This 2 ½
people that cost was still cheaper than this one person. So but again I was building a
much larger organization the quality wasn’t there. So what people here have seen in the
exiting region is they’ve said I need to get more skilled so that I can take on a higher
caliber of job, I have to either go into management or business analysis. I have to get into
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those spaces now versus call center activity because in this region in call center activities,
we will always be at risk. We will always be at risk because of our high cost and this is
nothing that the agents can control themselves. This is just the industry norm in terms of
how much it costs to have an agent here versus Canada for example. Um, I’ve moved
work up to Canada previously because it’s just cheaper than the Americas region. Um,
but we’re always going to have that dilemma in this region, so it all comes down to
company strategy. I’ve seen more people get more involved in what their corporations
are doing in the next 3 to 5 years to understand do I want to go to that company and do
call center work. I’ve had employees flat out tell me, I need to find out, and they’re
putting those in their interview questions. What’s your long-term strategy for your call
center environment? As part of their questions when they’re going to an interview
session. So what we’ve done here is, my leadership team here we’ve done a really good
job to prepare people mentally for what this major change is and I’ve had major
discussions with the staff as to why, because the staff are angry. They’re very angry at
this exiting phase. The reason they’re angry at this exiting phase is because they’re
looking at Call Center C, who’s bringing in record profits. And they’re like, you’re
getting rid of me and you’re bringing in six billion dollars a quarter. Come on. Help me.
Why? How much is enough? And I’ve had to deal with those questions and I’ve had to
give them some solid answers as to why Call Center C would do that. And they were
really, and I helped them understand, you outsource too. You just don’t think of it the
same way. And they were, give me an example. And I said do you always shop at
Neiman Marcus? Where do you shop? Do you go to Walmart, do you go to Neiman
Marcus? Well it depends on cost. Well, Call Center C’s doing the same thing. It just
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happens to be personal because it’s about your job. But let’s really talk about this, the
guys that’re sitting in the boardroom, that CEO, he’s not thinking of you as, you know,
employee ABC. I go, he looks on the balance sheet and sees the biggest expense on that
balance sheet and it’s people. And he’s, it’s not rigs, it’s not, it’s the people. It’s the
pensions, it’s the benefits, it’s the salaries. And I go, this is a balance sheet play. You
have to think about that. And so I’ve really tried, what we’ve tried to do is, give our staff
the real open knowledge data of what it is. And so I said, now you have to think what is it
truly that I want to do in my career and then you have to think, am I prepared to do that?
And so we really helped our staff go through that thinking process. And so these changes
that they hear are coming they’re not stressed, they know it’s coming they know they’re
not going to be working for Call Center C long-term in this capacity and if they love and
want to continue doing call center work, we’re like ok you may not work at Call Center
C. But if you want to work at Call Center C, you need to find a different role maybe in a
different capacity but not in call center. In the Americas and mostly Europe, it’s not
going to be too much longer where there’ll be call center activities. In Malaysia you can
have a career in a call center environment, you still may not work for Call Center C
because we’re going to outsource that IT function, but you can still do call center
activities for a very long time. I hope I’m answering your questions.
Robbins: You are definitely answering my questions. You’re saying the same
thing as actually there’s an academic economics researcher Jagdish Bhagwati from
Columbia University who is saying the same thing as you that employees will skill up.
And that’s part of my dissertation is that I’m comparing his ideas that employees will
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skill up to another academic researcher from MIT who says that employees will not skill
up, they’ll actually stagnate or decrease their functions in the overall economy, so, …
Manager 3: Well that hasn’t been my experience. <laughs> I’ve seen people
saying what can we do they’re asking, they’re asking us as leaders what can they skill up
in, what’s going to be the new playground is what they’re saying is what’s going to be
the new place where they’re going to need skill. And so what I’ve been pushing people to
is well, you’re going to always need vendor management skills. So, increase your vendor
management capabilities, because you’re always going to need to manage from afar. You
can’t manage, you need to learn how to influence people in different regions. You’ve got
to learn how to lead through influence versus I’ve got to walk out and tell somebody and
touch them and that kind of thing. Would you mind terribly if we took a quick break?
Robbins: No, not at all. <Turning off recorders> I’m using both of these because I
just got this thing and it’s, I don’t know, I’m just using this other one for a back up.
Manager 3: I’m not worried at all.
<Five minute break and we’re back>
Robbins: What percentage of call center workers do you think is hired into their
first call center job in the industry when they come to work at Call Center C?
Manager 3: At Call Center C, and every time I answer these questions, I’m using
three regions and I’m putting three regions in my mind: Malaysia, I would say between
80, 80 percent would be their first job. In the other regions, it won’t be, they’ve already
been, they’ve already been helpdesk agents somewhere else. They’ve done some work
with another contract company just to start off I would say the percentage is going to be
low in the 25 percent for Call Center C. Um and it’s because we’re looking for higher
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skill type of employee versus in a BPO call center, you would see a very high level of
this is their first call job this is their first job in the industry. The call centers that I’ve
looked at and I’ve looked at some major corporations like CSC, EDS, um, some of these
major outsourcing groups, their call center employees it is their first job, those companies
look at those jobs as their entry level entry point because they’d typically stay in that role
for 18 months to two years and then they’ll move into other organizations so they’ll look
at the call center job as the entry point into their entire organization. So they want their
people to come in through there and then spread out and move along and so we’ve seen
the same thing inside of Call Center C. But typically these people come from one of the
contracting companies and then come to Call Center C because we’re looking for higher
skilled type employees.
Robbins: Ok. Ok. What industries do call center workers come from?
Manager 3: You said come from?
Robbins: Yes those that come to Call Center C what industries do they come from
because of course they don’t come from …
Manager 3: Well most specifically, they come from IT industry um, but they will
work for contract companies they will have people in the healthcare, the healthcare here
in Houston is pretty high. We have employees they used to work in the healthcare
industry as a call center assistant, as a call center employee they’ll come over and move
into the space. We have a lot of energy, of energy industry people that will move over
into our call center, but most of our people come from the IT industry they will work in
IT at some other company and this will be their entry point into the oil or energy sector.
Robbins: Ok.
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Manager 3: But they typically come from pretty much those three because those
are the hot ones here in Houston health, IT, energy.
Robbins: Ok. And why do you think they change jobs and move to call center
work at Call Center C?
Manager 3: At Call Center C we have a number of, we do exit interviews and we
know that when people leave we know that it’s outsourcing or it’s an opportunity, if
they’re contract it’s a permanent position and they need that for their family reasons. But
for people that are coming inside, the reason that they are leaving is they want to have an
opportunity to work for a large organization like Call Center C. The benefits package
that Call Center C has is very strong, as compared to many multinational employers. And
so people want to come to work for this company just to come and get their foot in the
door because of the benefits. I had a young lady in the Europe, I was sitting on the bus
and we started talking and she said I see you carry a Call Center C bag, do you work for
Call Center C? And I’m like yes I do and she was like I really want to get with them, I
hear they’ve got great benefits, I really wanna get there and stay there for my career. And
I was like whoa. That’s what’s on the street about Call Center C. But they’re looking for
a large challenge and Call Center C definitely will give them that because it’s pretty
intense. But the reason people are looking is because they want to become an employee
long-term, that’s the goal to become an employee here.
Robbins: Ok. Um, do you all hire from unemployment agencies?
Manager 3: Nope.
Robbins: Or sourcing agencies?
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Manager 3: We do hire from sourcing, um from contract companies. When we
need resources we have a number of um, there’s a group of contract organizations that we
blast out and say ok we’re looking for, ok we’re need some call center people, we need
four FTE’s and then all of those companies will send in a list of those resumes and we’ll
go through those resumes, pick out the ones that we want to look at and invite them in.
For every call center position will probably look at here about 50 resumes, we’ll probably
interview 4 to 10, and then we’ll hire one. And that’s pretty much the cycle for every
FTE position. Now in Malaysia it’s pretty high, it’s probably about a hundred. We have
to look at a hundred resumes to get down to one. And we probably still interview the
same 4 to 7. Um it’s just a lot, their resumes are different, what they put on their resumes
is different, um et cetera.
Robbins: Ok. Um, do you think, is your typical employee unemployed prior to
coming to work for you? Or are they generally coming from a job to a job.
Manager 3: No. They’re coming from a job to a job. Now we do have some part
time employees, some moms and stuff that are unemployed that will come to us, but for
the most part people are employed that come to us.
Robbins: And to those employees they come to you from other call centers
generally expect or command equal more or less pay as they had at their previous job?
Manager 3: Um, I’m smiling because they would want more.
Robbins: Of course we all do.
Manager 3: Yeah we do. Our situation is because of the way we do this, we deal
with this, we have a set price and typically what will happen is they won’t negotiate with
us about their salary they negotiate with the contract company that we’re going to hire
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them from. So we don’t deal with that initial what they want because we tell the
company this is what we’re going to pay you and we need resources. And when they
become an employee, we typically tell them, see I started out at Call Center C as a
contractor. I was a site engineer so I know how this game works. Um, and I try to
educate all the contractors out there this is how the game works. You typically get less
than what you would at a contract company just because the benefits are so much larger
than what you were receiving. And that’s just the typical coming into Call Center C,
that’s just the norm, that would be the norm. Then some people, I raise my hand, have
negotiated a much stronger deal, but that’s just because they wanted me at a different
level, at a different position and I was like ok if that’s where you want me, this is what I
need, et cetera. And I don’t come unless I get that. So I was able to negotiate a deal. And
it really comes down to their capabilities at negotiating and in addition are they a star?
Because Call Center C will make amends for people who they think can help deliver
some serious corporate goals, corporate objectives and goals. They will say ok we’ll take
care of you. We will look at different things, we will change the norm. Um, but Call
Center C has a very strong process that they follow for their employees when they’re
coming in, um it’s typical here’s the range. When you’re coming in for certain job group,
there’s only a certain range that you can get in to. And Call Center C typically won’t go
outside of that range just to bring you in. Um, so it depends on what job grade you’re
coming in at that they’ll do that. Excuse me one second.
Robbins: Ok.
<Female employee interrupts> I need your old laptop, I have your new one in my
office. John’s here to load your software.
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Manager 3: Perfect. Does he need me to log in?
John: No, all I’m here to do today is replace the machines, I’ll come back to do
the software.
Female employee: Did you backup your files? Do you need to do a backup?
Manager 3: I did a backup, ummm, last Friday.
John: Have you changed anything since then that you need to backup again?
Manager 3: You know what? If I did, then it’s too bad because I don’t want this
laptop anymore.
<All laugh>
Female employee: Ok. Well the new one’s in that box over there.
Manager 3: Ok. Thanks. I’ll be done in a few. <Motions them out>
Robbins: Alright. Where were we? Ok. What do you think was the average yearly
earnings or hourly whichever, prior to working at your call center, prior to working at
Call Center C for your call center workers?
Manager 3: I’ll have to pull in one of my leaders, Larry or one of his staff to find
out what the rates are I’ve been so out of touch with the rates and where they are and I
know they’ve changed since I’ve looked and the salaries they are anywhere from, for
employees?…
Robbins: Right.
Manager 3: I don’t know what the contractors do, but, for employees, their range
starts from 40,000 for agents, that’s for call center agents is what we’re talking about,
that’s job 5 ,6 and 7. Um about 40 through 60.
<Manager 3’s assistant was buzzed and stuck his head in>
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Assistant: I can get that question answered for you right now if you want me to.
Manager 3: Sure.
<John from IT followed him in>
John: You want to replace it now or?…
Manager 3: Can you come back in about fifteen minutes?
John: 15 minutes. I can do that.
Manager 3: Good.
John: It’ll take about an hour to do it.
Manager 3: can you take, can you just take this and go into the training center and do it?
John: Yeah I can do that.
Manager 3: There you go. I knew we’d come up with a solution. Let me see if anybody’s
in there.
Robbins: What’s the age of your typical employee?
Manager 3: Here. For Call Center C it’s higher than normal. Um, we have are people that
have been at Call Center C for 25, 30 years sitting in our call center. The average is I
would say in the late twenties if not thirties. And that’s just because we have so many
people that have been around Call Center C for a long period of time in the Americas,
hence why our quality is so much higher here. In Europe I would say it would be in if I
include contractors, in the mid twenties. And I would say in Malaysia it’s the early
twenties. Brand new. And so those are the three different breakdowns in our three
regions. Typically in the Americas it’s going to be higher because we have just people
with longer tenure working in the call center and in Europe we have a large contractor
environment that still works that have been around for some of them maybe 10 or 15
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years. In Malaysia it’s only been open since 2000, so people are going to be a lot
younger, and you see that when you walk in there, you see the age difference.
Robbins: Do you have a preferred age range?
Manager 3: No.
Robbins: Ok. And do most of your call center workers work full or part time. I know
you mentioned that you had some moms…
Manager 3: Full, most of our, maybe 95% full time. And maybe 5% of our staff are part
time.
Robbins: Do you happen to know if they’re the sole money earners in their household?
Manager 3: I know, I don’t know the percentage. I do know a lot of individuals that are
the sole money earners in their family but I couldn’t tell you the percentage of staff. I
wouldn’t be able to provide that data.
Robbins: Ok. That’s fair. Ok. As call center manager could you give me a profile of your
background and how you came to be over IT at Call Center C and I had another question,
where’s that email. What exactly is CCCITI-ITIBA?
Manager 3: Ok. SITI, That’s the Call Center C Information Technology International,
that’s a corporate entity of Call Center C. And the other stuff is just a, it’s not even an
acronym, it’s just a naming convention for Americas, it’s our departments in the
Americas region. That’s all it is.
Robbins: Oh, ok.
Manager 3: It’s a naming convention that’s done for a server that takes on, that
pulls these two pieces in. That’s part of your ID so to speak. Uh, it goes on your e-mail.
But it doesn’t, we work for Call Center C Information Technology International, that’s a
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separate entity for tax purposes, um here in the Americas, or I should say in the global
region, because it’s a global organization and it’s just the IT organization. Um, my
background to get me this role, I’ve always been in the support entity. I started out at
Call Center C in 96 I think. I was an experienced hire. I came from Deloitte and Touche
as a consultant. And I was an experienced hire and they needed a site engineer. And so I
worked out at the Westhollow Technology Center, which is out the Westheimer Highway 6 area. And there’s about 2,500 engineers and Call Center C’s pretty much
their, that’s the R and D is done. Um and so I managed that site in terms of IT. And so I
did that for a year and a half and made some major changes, and so I was able to take a
server environment that was pretty much had a poor performance of about 60 percent
uptime for the site because they were doing so many massive changes et cetera from an
RD perspective there was always down time. And so I changed that environment so that
the server environment would stay up 98% of the time. So the company saw that as a
huge shift a huge change in the company. And so they were like how can you do this for
our entire environment? And so I was like let’s talk about it. And so we went through a
long-term negotiation and finally I became an employee and started and I became a
manager of the second level team. Um, and then each year that team expanded et cetera,
um to where I had staff all over that provided support to certain business units, oil
products business units to be specific. After that I went into more process activities, I
took a role, um, leading processes for the Americas region, which that evolved and took
into a global role. And then from the global role I was pretty much pushed from a talent
perspective. Manager 3, this is your, this is your shot. We want you to lead a global
organization and be one of the 25 global service managers for Call Center C. Are you
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interested? I was like yes I am, and I’ll take that opportunity and that’s how I got into this
role. And subsequently last year or early this year I was put on this special project which
is dealing with just this outsourcing that we’re going through right now. Um, I would say
my people skills are the key thing that are very important. I’ve really gained an
important solid trust of no matter what global environment I’m in, whether I’m in
Malaysia, Europe, the Americas, Moscow, it doesn’t matter the one thing people realize
that they consistently talk about is my capability to build, motivate and push people to
achieve more than they are accustomed to. And I look in my leadership team that I have
and I’ve watched them grow. And my mantra has always been, it is my job to work
myself out of a job. And so I always tell my team, one of you should be sitting where I’m
sitting in another year or two. And it’s up to you how you want to get here. Because if I
get them prepared to take my role that opens me up to take on a different role somewhere
in the future and I’ve been a witness to that throughout my career at being able to watch
my staff take my role. And so, that’s truly what I do, I build people. I love doing it. I
mentor a lot. And I think the people side of it, um, has really benefited me in a lot of
ways because the staff knows, he might be hard but he’s hard on you for a good reason.
He wants you to be better and stronger than anybody else will ever want and he cares.
And that’s the feedback I get. And people really do realize that. And so when I walk out
there and go hey what’s up? Everybody says hey Manager 3 what’s up? Because I don’t
talk to them about the business, I talk to them about how’s your family’s doing, what’s
going on. I’m really trying to find out what motivates them, so that I can find out when I
need to do something, I can say, if you do this, it’s really going to help you achieve da da
da da. And that really helps people see ok, I’m really trying to balance how can I get the
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win-win for the employee and for Call Center C. I think that’s what really pushed me
take a role with a large people group that is very excited but can also be a little more
emotional than your back office type people. They can be a little bit more flighty, um,
your attrition can be higher for this area but, people don’t leave the company just because
of the company. They leave the company because of the people leading them and if you
have solid leaders your attrition rates will be low. So… I think that’s what it is. My
profile. My education is I’ve University of Houston, I’ve done Northwestern University,
Kellogg School of Management. Um, I’ve done, I graduated, got my executive MBA.
Um, I’ve done a stint at Rice University, where Call Center C sent me on some executive
courses, uh for two weeks that I did there. Um, Call Center C has an assessment program
called the Global Business Leadership Program where they actually test you to see how
high you can go and I did very well in there on their assessment program which is why
they sponsored me to go to Northwestern. And I’m always about learning. That’s one
thing. And I think my staff is pushing themselves because they see me as a leader who’s
going back to school, I’m in school so I’m not just telling them they should do it. I’m
demonstrating it. Because I love learning. I have a requirement for all of my leaders,
within the first quarter of the year they have to take training, if they don’t that’s a bad
thing to work for me. And the reason I push them is if they take the training in the first
quarter of the year than they have the rest of the year to show me how it’s going to help
them. Which could ultimately help them perform better, which could help the department
perform better, which could help them receive a higher rating, which then equates to
more dollars in their pocket. And so I really show them this whole domino and say this is
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why I’m doing it and you should be doing it too to your staff that work for you. So, that’s
all. That’s about it. I think I answered number 14. Robbins: Yes.
Manager 3: Oh, how many years have I been in the call center industry? Hmm, I
would say since 97 – 98. Prior to that I was in some as well, but leadership level in the
industry since 97-98. Because I was involved in Help Desk Institute, uh which is a global
organization, they have many meetings, I’ve taken my team to there. I’ve got my team in
Asia competing for leader, specific leader, in fact I was in Malaysia last week, two weeks
ago, and I just found out one of my team leaders was selected as the AP team leader of
the entire, in Kuala Lampur. Was the top rated team leader of everyone that submitted
their team leader in Kuala Lampur. We had a couple of our employees here in the
Americas region that were finalists for agent of the year. And we were also considering
to have each of our centers go into a site competition but we got disqualified because we
do too much.
<Both laugh>
Manager 3: And the people who were evaluating us didn’t understand our
business and they were like we don’t understand everything you guys are doing. You do
too much. I just want the regular stuff. And so I have to figure out, I said I have to figure
out how to supply you the information so that you can see from a regular screen because
we just blew their doors off.
Robbins: So they needed you to dumb it down.
Manager 3: <Laughs> Exactly, that’s basically what we were doing. But the team’s I
think by going through that, I think that what they’re learning is, you know we really are
good. What I’m trying to do is when they go in these interviews with these other
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companies is that they really get this sense of confidence in their body language and how
they sit, how they present themselves to say that I should be the first person you should
take off the market because I have the talent. So, that’s what we try to infuse in our
people. Hopefully we’re successful. But my goal is to get them to do whatever they want
to do long term. If that’s call center great. If it’s not, that’s great too. So it’s really about
what’s going to make them happy in the long run. Because if you’re not happy, there’s
no reason you should be doing it. And I laugh that they pay me to do what I do. And I
just laugh at them every day like I can’t believe that I get paid to do this, because I really
don’t do anything anymore. Because I really don’t do all the real, what I call the real
work. It’s my staff that does it. I just look at the data and say you’re either doing good,
your meeting expectations or you’re not. And I kind of set the expectations, I try to stay
about a year ahead of where they are. To really say ok what are you thinking about doing
for next year?
Robbins: Ok. Is there anything I haven’t asked you about call center workers?
Manager 3: Um, globalization. I would say I didn’t hear anything about the relationship
between regions. Um, the aspects of how do you deal with groups that are in different
places, for example America, Europe exit, AP incoming. How does that impact when
you have a staff exchange program? You have staff from Asia here in the Americas. Are
the staff polite to the AP person? Or are they impolite to the person that’s going to be
taking their job? Um, there’s this whole uh, emotional component that plays into
performance, it plays into how am I going to train that person to be the best that they can
be. Um, so I was surprised I didn’t see anything in that space. And to be honest, for us, it
has worked out very positively. I think that when the staff come over from Malaysia
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they’re treated as an employee here just like the American staff. They answer calls just
like, they sit on a desk. I keep them here for like three weeks. I tell them you’re going to
come over and you’re going to stay for three weeks to a month and you’re going to work,
you don’t come for a visit. And we do the same thing, we send people over there we
rotate people throughout all the regions, so that they live the experience, they know what
it’s like. Matter of fact I have six people from Europe living in Malaysia now. They’ll
be living there for the next two years doing their job because of the staff exchange
program. They learned hey, this is good. It shouldn’t be that bad, I have to help them
more. So I now have a, well the staff have a relationship we need to help them. But the
staff also tell me, they’re not ready, they’re not strong enough. Here’s why they are not
strong enough. This is what they need to do, here’s how they need to get better. They,
the agents will tell us leaders what needs to be worked on for improvement.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 3: You just have to be open enough to hear that data and receive it so that they
get better. Because ultimately, the people out here, they want Call Center C to succeed.
The want Call Center C to find the oil the fastest, process it the fastest and we know
everything that we can do to reduce the downtime of an employee in the Call Center C
business helps them to achieve that. And that’s our focus, that’s our business model.
That’s what I tell my team, that’s what we do. Our job is to get our people back to work
as quick as possible. So that we can compete with other big energy companies. Those are
the people that we need to distance ourselves from. So we’ll do everything in our power
to do that. But it was that, just that aspect of it, was the only one that I would say I
expected to maybe hear what kind of impact it has on the staff here when they have to
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work with the people that are taking their jobs. Or how do you deal with keeping people,
business continuity when they know their job is being outsourced?
Robbins: How do you?
Manager 3: It’s a challenge. There’s retention programs that we have in place. We have
the retention bonuses. It’s the exit package, um, if they move over to the supplier they
get a signing bonus, which means they have to stay here, but it really comes down to the
leaders. The leaders that you have. If they don’t keep the environment fun, you’re done.
So we have things like, last week Thursday, we had casino night. Um, where, and we
give this to the staff to do. They lead this exercise. They do it, they organize it and we
give them budget money. Have a casino night. So we had people that came in that were
dealers and all that kind of stuff. We give all the staff money and then we have prizes for
all the staff. So that’s what we did here in the Americas. In AP they had an end of the
year party. They’d given away all kinds of presents. You throw stuff to your staff that
keeps them interested and keeps their mind off of the upcoming change that they are
about to go through to maintain business continuity. You do fun things. You bring food
in. Food is the biggest appeaser to many of the staff, if you bring lunch in, if you bring
ice cream in. Um, we have a slush machine that we rent once every two months and we’ll
put something in there so that staff can go have something. We have people that come
and do massages, they give everybody a 15 minute massage. We go through all these
things to show the people, hey we’re thinking about you, we care for you. All of those
things we tried to throw together to keep people interested in continuing to do the job.
Because it’s one thing for us to go we know your job is hard. So that’s what we try to do.
Other than that, I thought they were great questions.
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Robbins: Good.
Manager 3: I hope I answered them.
Robbins: You did.
Manager 3: I hope I gave you some great data that you can use in your dissertation. And
I hope to read about it one day.
Robbins: You will. And thank you very much for your time.
Manager 3: Well you’re welcome.
<Recording ends>
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Call Center Interview #4
Robbins (USM Student) and Manager 4 (Call Center D)
Recorded February 6, 2008
Robbins: Here we go. There’s supposed to be a red light on. All right we’re
recording. This is Robbins and Manager 4 from the local government call center helpline.
Manager 4: Service Helpline.
Robbins: Service Helpline.
<Fumbling of recorder as it is centered on desk>
Robbins: Ok, anyway, what I did was uh, the last time I was here I was a student.
Well, I guess I’m still a student, but I’ve finished all of my course work in my doctoral
program and so now I am doing my dissertation research on call centers and the effect of
globalization on call center worker re-employment.
Manager 4: Ok.
Robbins: Ok. So that’s a pretty big issue right now with so many call centers
outsourcing. So I’ve interviewed um, three corporate call centers, two of those were
outsourced service providers in Houston. And now I needed to do one that was a
government based call center. Which of course you guys are, because you service the
municipality and almost any needs that you have in the city now. Because I noticed on
there when I called the other day, it said that I can even do my traffic tickets through the
311 now.
Manager 4: Um hmm.
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Robbins: Ok, so anyway um, I didn’t remember that from the last few times. I am
a regular caller when my neighbors irritate me or when public works doesn’t pick up my
garbage.
Manager 4: Solid waste.
Robbins: Yes, solid waste, um, but yes, so I do know my way around the 311 call
center. And Um, anyway, what I did was, I came up with a list of call center questions,
Manager 4, and I made two copies so that you could have one to read along, um, so that if
our conversation gets to where it starts to take off in one direction or another and you
want to jump ahead or job backwards or whatever. You know, they don’t have to go in
the one through fourteen or whatever the order is, one through fifteen . We can kind of
move around if we need to. Um, like I said, I’m doing my call center research on, and this
is educational research, so any information or data that I gather will be coded and no one
will be able to tell that I got this from Manager 4, Director at the local government
helpline. I don’t imagine that there’s any proprietary information because you’re part of
the city, and you all are a lot more open than if I interviewed Exxon or whoever else.
But, all the same, everything is coded, all of the information is kind of meshed together
or it will be at the end. Ok?
Manager 4: Ok.
Robbins: Alright, basically I’m trying to gather, I wanted to start by trying to get a
typical employee profile. Um, I was thinking that there were more employees last time I
was here. Have you all downsized?
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Manager 4: No, actually we um, increased our number of full-time employees.
Probably the last time that you were here we were probably at about 78 or 80 we’re now
up to 92 fulltime employees that work in the call center.
Robbins: Oh, ok.
Manager 4: So we’ve increased.
Robbins: Oh, ok. Alright, um, is there any typical educational level for your call
center hires?
Manager 4: Well it depends on the capacity at which they are hired in at. For call
takers, if they’re entry level call takers it generally requires a high school diploma and a
certain amount of experience a minimum number of years of experience. And for senior
call takers, again a high school diploma and a certain number of years of experience,
however for our senior call takers, generally those positions are filled internally because
you need to know a certain amount of government, need to have a certain amount of
government knowledge in order to uh, escalate up. And for our management team it
requires a certain uh, level of education. It just depends on the position and the capacity
that you’ll be working in in the call center.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 4: Ok.
Robbins: Um, so there’s no, ok, are there certain skills that you require for your
new call center hires?
Manager 4: Well we certainly want them to have um, excellent customer service
skills as that is the core of what we do is provide customer service. We wouldn’t
generally bring anyone in who didn’t have a background in customer service, so we do
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require that they have that that particular experience level, that they show some customer
service. Also they must be able to type and so forth as we’re working on a computer. So
they’re particular requirements for them to type and maneuver through a computer. So
they must be computer literate.
Robbins: Ok. And what skills do you think your typical call center worker would
expect to acquire as a byproduct of working in your call center? So when they leave here
what skills would they take with them?
Manager 4: One thing is is that, they absolutely now have a clear understanding of
government and how it works. You don’t necessarily have to know how government
works to be hired on, but after working at 311 you can leave and go anyplace else and
have a true understanding of city government because at 311 we touch it in all facets. We
know about the municipal court system as you stated, uh the water, the sewer, the trash
services. That’s a bonus, for me you just about can go and work anyplace in city
government after working here in 311 because you have a broader spectrum of how
government works, how city government works.
Robbins: Oh, ok. Ok. What skills do you think they acquire that are transferable
to other industries then?
Manager 4: Well, most certainly uh, after working in customer service, if they
choose to go and work in the corporate world, they should be excellent customer service
employees and they should be good team players because in this culture and in this
environment, we cultivate teamwork. So they should be a great team player, they should
be able to provide excellent customer service uh, for that organization if they so choose
to.
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Robbins: Ok. Um, on a sliding scale do you think education is more valuable to
you than skills? Or do you think skills such as the customer service skills as you say, are
more valuable to you than education?
Manager 4: I think they’re both, because if you don’t have a certain amount of
education, uh, then we most certainly won’t be able to use you in here. Because you have
to know how to articulate, how to spell, and how to write, because we can provide you
with the training uh, but if you don’t know how to spell to a certain level, you’re not
going to be able to get out of the computer what you’re looking for. So you’re not going
to be able to assist your customer and also you have to develop the skill, you have to be
able to do the job to a satisfactory level. So I don’t think that they can stand independent
on their own, I think they’re both important uh, in this particular area.
Robbins: Ok. Makes sense. Um, typically do your workers we educate themselves
while they are employed at your call center?
Manager 4: You will have a certain amount of employees who will uh, come in as
college students and most certainly continue their college careers and you will have uh,
adults who continue adult education. So we do, I’ve been employed here with the city for
19 years and uh, since my inception into the city I have always had employees who have
worked for me who have continued their education.
Robbins: Ok. What you think percentage wise your …
Manager 4: The percentage wise is low, uh 5 percent 3 to 5 percent.
Robbins: That are still in college?
Manager 4: Umm hmm.
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Robbins: Ok. Does the City offer any kind of like, tuition reimbursement
programs?
Manager 4: The City does offer a tuition reimbursement plan, uh but it have to
relate to your job. If it relates to the job that you’re doing. It’s obvious that if you’re
working for me in customer service we’re not going to pay for you to go off and be a
lawyer or a doctor because that doesn’t pertain to what you’re doing here. So with some
type of discretion there, depending on if it’s related to your job.
Robbins: Ok. So what’s the most popular major do you think?
Manager 4: Uh, we’ve had, in the call center we’ve had people who were
interested in business or management.
Robbins: Ok. Hmmm, do you think that, oh you already answered that, do you
think that education helps in upward mobility?
Manager 4: Yes, absolutely.
Robbins: And do you think that would be transferable to other call centers and
other industries?
Manager 4: Yes because most of the time you have um, your people in
management generally come in educated. And I speak for myself. And when your
employees are working at entry level positions and as they receive or achieve their
educational goals, they’re going to want to be compensated and to work in those
capacities. And so, more than likely if they’re not ready job opportunities they’re going
to move elsewhere where now they can function in those capacities and a level of what
they think that they’ve achieved and comparable to the education that they’ve just
received.
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Robbins: Ok. That’s fair. That makes sense.
Manager 4: Yeah.
Robbins: Um, how has the growth of domestic outsourcing and offshore
outsourcing affected your company, you think?
Manager 4: We really have not been affected by that. Uh, I am not pro
outsourcing. I am anti outsourcing, and the reason for that is that I don’t think that
anybody can do this job better than I can and the people that work for me. And also, as a
governmental agency, uh, the public holds us accountable and if I outsource this function
to someone else, there is a great possibility and a gray area out there of who’s
responsible. Uh, so, uh, I don’t believe that in outsourced company can do this job better
than me.
Robbins: Ok. Ok. Um, do you think that outsourcing has increased the demand for
more educated workers in the workforce?
Manager 4: Uh, I don’t know, to be honest with you. I don’t have a comment one
way or the other on that. My communications with outsourced organizations uh, has
been on a medium level, but I don’t know the profile of the level of employees that they
hire. I don’t know.
Robbins: OK, that’s fair. Um, what percentage of call center workers are hired to
into their first job in the industry when they come to you.
Manager 4: What percentage of call center workers are?…
Robbins: Of your call center workers are employed in their first call center job?
Manager 4: Um, I would think that probably 20 percent. For the most part, when
we post our postings, we will advertise for call center background, call center customer
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service background. Now we will substitute that if it’s in a strong customer service, not
necessarily call center. Because there is a difference. I always tell people, that when you
uh, work in customer service, you may work uh, in a grocery store being a till counter,
uh, but, when you, and that’s customer service, because you’re providing customer
service internally to the folks in the store that you serve. But when you’re working in a
call center, the culture is different, that call center requires that you meet service levels,
that uh, the average speed of answer, that you maintain and keep consciousness of the
abandonment rate and all those types of things. Uh, you can’t just get up and walk away
and say I’m going to have a cigarette break unless it’s your cigarette break time you
understand, so the culture is different. Uh, from necessarily regular customer service as
opposed to true call center functionality and uh, people need to understand that. It’s
different.
Robbins: Ok. Ok, what industries do your workers that are not, that 20 percent
that is not from a call center background, what industries do they come from?
Manager 4: It may be from some form of customer service. It may be retail,
grocery store or it may be receptionist type work uh, they’ve had some type of dealing
with the telephone and assisting customers.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 4: Ok.
Robbins: And why do you think folks change jobs and move to call centers?
Manager 4: Well I hope that it’s because they have a love for assisting uh, people,
I hope that’s the reason for it. Uh, I know with myself, this is my calling. At the end of
the day uh, I find satisfaction in that serving on the front line we have played a very
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valuable role in the lives of citizens and especially in the lives of citizens of theCity.
Because you know, we take it for granted the roads that we ride on, that they’re going to
be smooth every day. The water that we drink, we’re going to always have it. And it’s
not until you don’t have those things that you realize how important of a role uh, city
government and the person that answers the phone plays in your life. We’re the ones that
receive that initial call to make things happen for them. So I would hope that would
people migrate to this call center in particularly because they have a desire to help folks.
Robbins: Ok, ok. Um, do you hire from the local unemployment agency or how
do you all hire?
Manager 4: For the most part, it is through advertisement through our City
website uh, where you can apply for a job. That’s where 90% of our employees are hired
from. From the job announcements that the City offers and on occasion, we will get
referrals. We have a heavy uh, uh, involvement in civic associations and things like that.
And you’ll get people that’ll walk up to you and say hi I’d love to work for the City and
do this. And they may possess that experience and we’ll put them in the pool give them a
call for an interview. So 90% of our uh, uh, placements come through city
announcements and another 10% from word of mouth, civic associations, and things like
that.
Robbins: Ok, um, was your typical employee unemployed prior to hiring or did
they come from one job to your job?
Manager 4: No, most of our employees come from one job to the next.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 4: Mmm hmmm.
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Robbins: Ok. Um, I think that answers that one. Ok, do those employees that
come to you from other call centers come and more equal or less pay as existing
employees?
Manager 4: That’s a very good question. Um, one of the things about this call
center is that we pay based on what you bring to the table and by that is, is that we have a
scale, 1 to 3, 3 to 5, and 5 to 7. So we compensate our employees based on the years of
service that uh, they bring to the table and that generally will kind of close the gap
somewhat. If you come from a call center and you have multiple years of experience,
then you’ll probably top out at top pay and sometimes top pay may not always be what
they were making in the private sector. I would say it just depends on where they came
from because with the government we don’t compete with AT&T call takers and I have a
few AT&T call takers out there and generally those are seasoned call takers. What
you’re hoping for in a situation like that, is that they will hang around long enough to
benefit by escalating up to one of your senior positions and that brings them very close
within the range because if you recall earlier I said that I did not hire seniors in off of the
street because you need to have that government background because there’s a test that
you need to pass to show that you have achieved the things as an entry level call taker
and it would be unfair to give that test to someone who’s never worked in government
before. So you would generally have to work here for a certain period of time to obtain
that knowledge to be able to pass that test. So that is my goal, is that when I get an
AT&T hire or call taker in here that that person can move pretty swiftly through the
system and be promoted to senior level and that way it gives management some type of
assurance that we probably will have them for a little bit.
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Robbins: Ok.
Manager 4: Ok.
Robbins: Alright. If they came from call centers that closed down do you think
that changes their pay expectations?
Manager 4: Absolutely. Absolutely. <Laughing> You go from I demand to I’ll
accept. The uh, the offer, it changes very quickly. Uh, matter fact some of the folks that
we got from AT&T uh, we were quite candid and honest with them in letting them know
that we could not meet what they were making over there but they were willing to come
on hoping that uh, I will get into the organization and I will work my way up fairly
quickly, but they were willing to accept the pay that we were offering at the time. Yes,
mmm hmm.
Robbins: Ok. What do you think was the average yearly earning prior to applying
to your call center? Or you can say it in hourly, either way.
Manager 4: The yearly earnings for those folks that come to me from other call
centers?
Robbins: Yes ma’am.
Manager 4: Let me just say that our call takers make about 28 or 29 in
government. Your seniors are somewhere in the mid thirties, uh, you know 34, $35,000.
And with a private sector it is not uncommon for an AT&T operator to make $50,000, as
a call taker 45 and that’s what a supervisor would make in a government call center, so
um, you know it’s, you know to go down to about 30,000 from about 45, that’s quite a
gap. But the good thing about that is is the fringe benefits that the government also offers
and that kind of balances the wheel so to speak.
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Robbins: Ok, is there, seems like we discussed this briefly but, is there a wage
raise or how does the city determine, I know some companies do a 2 percent across the
board, some companies say it’s merit based, some people say after 30 days you get X,
after another six months you get Y, how does the city determine that?
Manager 4: In the call center here, the way that we do it is I hire in the employees
at an uncertified rates and because we have to obtain certifications here. All call takers
and management are required to make certification in order to maintain and be
permanently employed in the call center. So we hire in at one rate which is an uncertified
rate and after they make their certifications and then we give them a certified rate.
Moving forward uh, after they make their probationary period, with the current
administration that we have, and this is the first time that we’ve had this is with this
Administration, that we give merit raises every year. And that’s based on performance,
how well you perform and so based upon what their performance level is, uh, they can
get anywhere from 2 to 5% of an increase uh, and no one’s increase is the same unless
they perform at the same rate and got the same scoring. So we do it based on merit and
performance on an annual basis, we have for the last four years under this
Administration.
Robbins: Ok. Um I had a follow-up question on that, you mentioned certification,
is that a national certification or is that a certification through the city?
Manager 4: It’s a certification through the city.
Robbins: Ok. And that says that you’re certified as a call taker to handle city
issues.
Manager 4: Right, absolutely.
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Robbins: Ok. Well, we’re blowing through this.
Manager 4: And the other thing is too, uh, in our call center one of the incentives
that we offer to our employees to try and encourage them to do a good job is we have a
minimum number of calls that each call taker should be able to take on a daily basis and
after they meet that minimum number of calls anything beyond that uh, and I’ll give you
an example, say that the number is is that you should be able to take at least 140 calls
every day. If you take 200 calls, the other 60 calls, we give you 20¢ per call. 60 times
20, so there is an incentive that we uh, uh, deploys a in this call center to uh, try and
maintain employees to try and increase the morale and the productivity. Ok?
Robbins: Ok. Um, what’s the age of a typical call center employee?
Manager 4: The age of the typical uh, call center employee? Probably about 28
when you average it out. We have some mediums, 40s and a couple of 50s. We have
also some young folks who are in their twenties and some as early, and some, this last
bunch of people that we hired, some as young as 19. And so if we had to take those
numbers and average them out probably 28, 29, 30.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 4: Ok.
Robbins: Ok, is there a, I don’t know if you’re allowed to say, but if you are, is
there a preferred age range you prefer to hire, for stability or whatever the issue may be?
Manager 4: You’re right, I don’t want to say for the recorder <laughing>. Uh, I
am certain that with all call center experts that have been in the industry for a long time,
that you find great stability in uh, family folks who have a commitment and family and
responsibility. And generally people realize that really well at about 32, 35. When we’re
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young sometimes we jump from job to job, but when you have responsibilities the
commitment and the dedication is more proven.
Robbins: Ok, that’s fair.
Manager 4: <laughing> ok.
Robbins: Um, do most of your call center workers work full or part time?
Manager 4: Full time, all of them.
Robbins: Ok, alright. Do you think most of them are the sole money earners in
their household?
Manager 4: Yes, absolutely. Call centers have a tendency to attract sometimes
young folks, sometimes single parents and so forth and I’ve seen that for many years,
year after year and so I do believe that the folks that work here are the sole providers of
their household.
Robbins: Ok, alright, um, so does that affect the rate of pay you think, that they
expect in hiring, the fact that that they are the sole breadwinner?
Manager 4: Does that affect the…
Robbins: Rate of pay, amount of money they want when they get hired in?
Manager 4: Well I’m certain that every employee has an expectation of what they
would like to make in a job, but we have to be realistic and pay according to the job that
you have been employed to do and uh, not an outrageous figure. Uh, while uh, most, a lot
of people generally frown on uh, call center type work and and and it’s not a highly
regarded uh, uh, uh, job so to say, but I most certainly think it is a valuable job because in
government the call center is very valuable to the city because it serves as the eyes and
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years for that government. People form an impression of your government based on the
ability of that call center to serve the citizens. So it’s a very valuable job.
Robbins: I agree. I remember before you guys were online years ago when I was a
new home owner and even when I lived in Pearland, um, if you need something done in
Pearland, if there’s an issue, then you call down to solid waste if you need a solid waste
issue handled. If you need water, then you call down to the water department and so
forth and so on. Well, a lot of times the people that you may need are the people that are
in the field, so you have to leave a message and then you have to wait a couple of days
for them to call back or to call back again and leave another message before they finally
talk to you. And then there’s still the issue of resolving what ever your problem is.
Manager 4: Right. Umm hmm.
Robbins: Whereas here, by centralizing the calling, I call you and I say this is my
issue and then you distribute it to whoever the person is.
Manager 4: Umm hmm. Absolutely.
Robbins: And that makes it a whole lot easier.
Manager 4: Whole lot easier.
Robbins: Right.
Manager 4: Whole lot easier. I am pro call center. Uh, uh, I’ve been in the
industry a very long time and I know the value of what a call center means to an
organization and uh, it is to be placed very high on the chart in my opinion. It should be
placed very high.
Robbins: Right. Um, a lot of folks don’t realize, a lot of companies I think are
starting to realize that your call center is your customer interface.
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Manager 4: It is your interface, it is your connection.
Robbins: Right, once you’ve sold your product, the interface that you have with
your customer is only through your call center and if I call your call center because you
sold me a computer and I’m talking to someone 10,000 miles away who doesn’t
understand me and I don’t understand them and I’m frustrated, then the next time I go to
buy a computer, I’m going to look for someone who has a call center that I can
understand.
Manager 4: Right, that you can understand, umm hmm, that’s accessible, that you
can get information when you want it, how you want it. That’s right.
Robbins: Yep. So, um, where are we? Ok, well we’re done with the technical
questions, we flew through these. I haven’t had one go this fast, you were right on point
with all of your answers.
<Both laughing>
Robbins: You gave me a profile of your background last time. I know you’re
from Mississippi also, I know you went to Jackson State, and I remember that because
my sister’s at Jackson State and she was a freshman then and she’ll be graduating
supposedly in May or August.
Manager 4: Great.
Robbins: So, um, tell me more about your background, how did you get into
being the director of the 311 call center?
Manager 4: ok, well I’d like to think that I was the most obvious choice for this
job. I have worked for the city for 19 years. At the time that 311 was being created, I
was a part of the core implementation team that originally put 311 together for the City,
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so I am one of the originals. Uh, prior to that I served over the public works department
as the assistant director over customer service over the uh, call center. I was the call
center director over it in public works. I ran the largest call center for the City at that
time. So, uh, being educated uh, in management and marketing, uh, I believe that that
gave me a great upward leg on how to manage people and I worked in the uh, private
sector prior to this and it was in the retail industry, where I dealt with customers, where I
trained employees, and so forth. So when I moved over to the city, I really did not uh,
have a government background, I really did not. But, I came in fairly quickly, learned the
inner workings of government. Uh, did a very good job over in public works in running
the customer service center. Uh, public works, I am so grateful to them who made a huge
investment in me when I worked for them by uh, uh, providing opportunities for me to go
out and network, by providing continuous education in the call center industry, I would
go to seminars and conferences, bring back those ideas and incorporate them in the City.
I also was able to find out what industry’s best practices were. You know, when I first
came to the city 19 years ago, calls were not recorded. I made the recommendation that
our calls are recorded so that we could hear what we sound like. Uh, we could improve
the quality and so forth. So uh, everything has been peaches and cream since then. Being
educated uh, networking with folks who do the same thing that I do, attending
conferences and sharing information and finding out what the industry’s best practices
were, the City has uh, been able to move upward, uh, in our customer service practices.
Robbins: Ok. What’s your educational background?
Manager 4: I have a BS in Management and Marketing.
Robbins: Ok.
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Manager 4: Umm hmm.
Robbins: Ok, and you said you’ve been in the call center industry for 19 years and
you told me how you became a call center manager.
Manager 4: Umm hmm.
Robbins: Um, is there anything about call center workers that you think is
important to note that I did not ask?
Manager 4: Uh, anything… uh, in order to be successful in call center work,
because you can get burned out, like any job you get burned out. It takes a certain kind
of person, it really does. It takes a certain kind of person. And also like with any other job
but in particularly in call center work the key to success is repetitious training. Training
cannot be at the tail end, it has to be neck and neck at the top with your priorities. That’s
the only way that your able to keep the call takers, is by refreshing them all the time, it
has to be ongoing. And I think that that has been key is that I have realized for the City
and this call center is that uh, when budgets are tight and so forth, training cannot go off
of the elevator. It has to stay on. We have to be able to uh, have a certain amount of
continuous training in a call center, you just can’t be successful. Sometimes when our
budgets get tight and then most organizations and in corporate world too, they cut
training. But in a call center you just can’t do it, it’s just mandatory that you keep your
people fresh all the time as much as possible.
Robbins: Ok. I did think of another question, I forgot to ask you what your
annual employee retention rate or turnover is?
Manager 4: Oh God, I’d rather that you’d still forgotten that question!
<Laughing>
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You know what, it’s a little higher than what I would like for it to be. Let me say
this here, I worked for 13 years in public works and ran about a 2 percent turnover rate
for over that 13 year period. Since I have been here in 311, that has changed. Our scope,
our our responsibilities have widened. So, when you are concentrating on one area, uh,
it’s ok, people like that. You know, if I’m dealing in accounting, I’m dealing in
accounting, but if you give me 20 other things that I’m responsible for, my stress levels
are a little bit different and so forth. And so what I have found and from my colleagues,
311 is a different kind of beast. It really is. And uh, and the turnover rate is a little bit
higher. Uh, I am averaging about 11 to 12% turnover rate on an annual basis.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 4: Yep, and I had to say all of that to get to that answer to say that
because we’re so wide and varied is the reason for it. One of the challenging areas for
this particular government call center is municipal courts. It’s inside of uh, most cities do
not run their uh, courts outside of or within their 311 organization and we thought it was
practical to do that. And we have been successful and we’ve done a very good job in
doing it. But, anytime the laws change and things like that, we have to keep up with all of
that. And we have to be really really on it to perform well in those areas. And also with
all of the areas there.
Robbins: And so that’s why you need the continuous training.
Manager 4: You do. You really do and…
Robbins: So it’s updating their knowledge as well as their skills?
Manager 4: As well as their skills. So uh, uh, it it’s just just different. When I talk
to my colleagues across the nation who have 311 call centers, as I frequently do and uh,
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we benchmark and share that that data. And uh, you know, many of them, like myself,
found that when they were specific to a certain topic or department that turnover rate
wasn’t as great, but when they got into 311 I think that the call takers assume one thing
and then when they get in there and then it’s like it wows them. It’s way more than the
expectation. Because I have uh, did a benchmark internally and asked the call takers
what you think about 311 and I asked them to be honest with me and so forth and many
of them are quite frank and honest and they shared with me that this is way more than
what they thought. Uh, we’re running twenty city departments, uh out of here, you know.
That means that we have to be knowledgeable about anything about that department, uh
if we don’t have an answer then we most certainly will advise the customer that someone
will get back to them with an answer. So we may need to go offline and do some
research and have some dialogue with that department to find out the correct answer and
then get back with the customer.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 4: Ok.
Robbins: Alright, what industry, when your 12% folks leave, uh, what industry do
they typically go to, from your call center?
Manager 4: <Laughing> Some of them far away from call center work.
<Laughing - We ran them off!>
Well, let’s see, uh, keep in mind, too that most government employees don’t just
leave to go to another job.
Robbins: Oh they go work somewhere else within the city?
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Manager 4: Within the city, right. So I had at the beginning of 311 a lot of
employees to leave due to the fact I’m simply eligible for retirement. Now, I don’t think
I want to do this I’ve been in the government call center industry for a long time and I’m
a little bit too old to go someplace else and start all over again so I’m going to go ahead
and meet my retirement requirements. So I experienced that, a lot of people saying I’m
just going to go ahead and retire at this point. And then for the younger folks that leave,
they may go out, I’ve had them go to the banking industry.
Robbins: Oh, ok?
Manager 4: Uh huh, I’ve had some go to the banking. I’ve had some of them go
to other call centers like the gas company, like Centerpoint or something like that. So, uh
yeah.
Robbins: Ok.
Manager 4: So it just varies.
Robbins: Ok. I wanted to ask that follow-up question.
Manager 4: Ok.
Robbins: Ok, well thank you Manager 4.
Manager 4: You’re welcome and I apologize, this was a good interview. Your
questions were very informative and they were good questions. So I am glad to be a part
of your dissertation and your presentation that you will put together and so forth. So,
good.
Robbins: Well ,thank you.
Manager 4: Thank you.
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APPENDIX C
SURVEY
Call Center Employee Survey
The purpose of this call center employee survey is to gather first-hand information
from workers employed in U.S.-based call centers about their work histories and their job
experiences. The information gathered will be used to examine employment trends in
U.S. call centers.
1. Is this your first call center job?
_____ yes

_____ no

2. How many different call center jobs have you had?
______ call center jobs
3. How many different jobs (all types) have you had during that time?
______ different jobs
4. How long have you worked in the call center industry?
__________ months or years (circle one and fill in the blank)
5. How would you classify your most recent previous call center job (If applicable)?
(check all that apply)
a. ____ Financial services/Banking/Insurance b. ____ Telemarketing
c. ____ Third Party Outsourcing
d. ____ Telecommunications
e. ____ Government
f. ____ Customer Service
g. ____ Fulfillment/ Distribution/Reservations h. ____ IT Services/Data Bank
i. ____ Directory Services/Job Placement
j. ____ Other
k.____ Medical Services
l. ____ Not Applicable

6. How would you classify your current call center job? (check all that apply)
a. ____ Financial services/Banking/Insurance b. ____ Telemarketing
c. ____ Third Party Outsourcing
d. ____ Telecommunications
e. ____ Government
f. ____ Customer Service
g. ____ Fulfillment/ Distribution/Reservations h. ____ IT Services/Data Bank
i. ____ Directory Services/Job Placement
j. ____ Other
k.____ Medical Services

7.

What is your living situation?
a. ____ Own my home / pay mortgage
b. ____ Rent (house, apartment, condo, etc.)
c. ____ Pay no rent
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8. How do you travel to work?
a. ____ bicycle or walk
b. ____ drive myself
least
c. ____ carpool or ride with someone else

9.

d. ____ public transportation
e. ____ work from home (at
partially)

How many minutes do you travel to get to work here at the call center? (from
home to work, including stops at schools, daycare, spouse’s job, etc.)
a. ____ Less than 10 minutes
c. ____ Between 31 and 45
minutes
b. ____ Between 10 and 30 minutes
d. ____ More than 46
minutes

10. Have you changed jobs due to commute times or costs in the past two years?
a. ____ yes
b. ____ no

11. Have you received a cost of living increase, pay raise, or fuel subsidy in the past
two years?
a. ____ yes
b. ____ no
12. How have increased fuel prices affected your call center employment decisions?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________

13. What is your current level of education completed?
a. ____ High school graduate/GED
c. ____ College graduate
b. ____ Some college/junior college
d. ____ Post-College
education
14. If you attended college, what is/was your major? ________________________
15. What training/expertise/skills have you acquired since working at this call center?
_____
16. Are you employed full time (35+ hours per week) or part time (less than 35 hours
per week) in the call center?
a. _____ full time
b. _____ part time
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17.

A. Do you have another job (or jobs) outside of this call center job?
i. ____ yes
ii. ____ no

B. If so, what is your outside job (or jobs)?
___________________________________
C. If so, how long have you held more than one job?
__________ months or years (circle one and fill in the blank)
18.
What is your current annual household income? Include all persons
contributing to
household expenses.
____ Less than $19,999
____ $20,000 - $39,999
____ $40,000 - $59,999
____ $60,000 - $79,999
____ over $80,000

19. How many people contributed to the household income in question 18?
______ people

20.
What is your current annual personal income earned from this call center?
Please include only call center salary or annual total of hourly wages earned at call
center.
____ Less than $19,999
____ $20,000 - $39,999
____ $40,000 - $59,999
____ $60,000 - $79,999
____ over $80,000

21.

What was your annual personal income at your last job before this call center?
____ Less than $19,999
____ $20,000 - $39,999
____ $40,000 - $59,999
____ $60,000 - $79,999
____ over $80,000

22. How long did you work at your previous job?
a. ____ Less than 1 year
b. ____ 1-2 years
c. ____ Between 2-4 years
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d. ____ more than 4 years

23. What skills did you develop at your previous
job?___________________________
24. Have you continued your formal education since starting work at this call center?
i. ____ yes
ii. ____ no

25. What training/expertise did you already possess (i.e. That you brought with you to
this call center job) that relates to your job?
______________________________________

26. Was your previous job full time (35+ hours per week) or part time (less than 35
hours per week)?
a. _____ full time
b. _____ part time

27. Have you ever been laid off from a call center for business reasons?
a. ____ yes
b. ____ no

28. If yes, how long were you unemployed before being rehired (at at your next postlayoff job)?
____ less than 6 months
____ 7-12 months
____ 13-18 months
____ 19-24 months
____ more than two years

29. If yes, why were you laid off?
__________________________________________
30. What job did you get after being laid off from this
job._______________________
31. What is your age?________
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32. What is your marital status?
a. ____ single
d. ____ married
b. ____ co-habitating (Live together-not married) e. ____ life
partnership
c. ____ widow/ widower
33. Do you have any children?
a. ____ yes
b. ____ no
34. How many children do you have?
_______ child(ren)
35. Is there anything else you want to tell us about your call center job experiences?
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APPENDIX D
INDUSTRY CODING SHEET
1. Financial Services/Banking/Insurance
2. Telemarketing/Collection
3. Third Party Outsourcing
4. Telecommunications
5. Government
6. Customer Service
7. Fulfillment/Distribution/Reservations
8. IT Services/Data Bank
9. Directory Services/Job Placement
10. Other
11. Medical Services
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APPENDIX E
DEFINITIONS
Absolute Advantage: The ability to produce more of a good or service with a
given amount of resources (http://campus.udayton.edu).
Business Process Outsourcing: The philosophy of moving non-core business
tasks to outside firms. This is generally regarded as a financial move by firms to
create value to shareholders and increase company profits (BPOIndia.org).
Call Center or call centre: The physical location where incoming and
outgoing calls are made. Call centers are staffed by agents who handle who handle
the inbound and/or outbound call duties (NCCW Online). Call centers handle issues
of billing, quotes, customer service, sales, etc.
Possible alternate terms for a call center include, but are not limited to:
call center, contact center, customer service center, customer assistance center,
customer resource center, customer contact center, customer outreach center,
consumer outreach center, customer information center, consumer information center,
customer support service center, consumer support service center, user support
services, member services, member support services, customer interaction center,
enterprise support services, technical support, client communication center.
Comparative Advantage: The ability of a firm, nation, or region to produce
something at a lower opportunity cost than other nations (internationalecon.com).
By concentrating resources on this product, often competitive advantage can
grow out of comparative advantage (Porter 1985).
Competitive Advantage: The ability of a firm to sustain profits that exceed
the average for its industry; generally either by cost advantage or differentiation
advantage (Porter 1985).
A value creating strategy not simultaneously being implemented by any
current or potential competitors (Barney, McWilliams & Turk 1989).
Competitive Market: A market in which companies are generally free to
enter or leave; (MSN Encarta.com).
Competitor: An opponent, especially in a commercial market; a marketplace
opponent (MSN Encarta.com).
Contact center or contact centre: A central location for the collective handling
of letters, faxes, and email (Wikipedia.com).
Displaced Workers: A group of individuals with established work histories,
who are involuntarily separated from employment due to plant closing or mass layoff,
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who have little chance of being recalled to their job by the old employer. The
displacement has nothing to do with worker performance (Kletzer1998).
Displacement: Any involuntary termination of a position, due to a plant
closing, an employer going out of business, or a layoff from which the employee is
not recalled (Stevens 1997). Quits or firings do not count as displacement.
Economic Impact: The monies introduced to and removed from the
surrounding communities due to the presence of the call center.
Globalization: The exchange of goods and ideas across borders in an effort to
improve the quality of life of those affected or involved in the trade (YaleGlobal);
The economic integration of markets across political boundaries (Wolf 2004);
The global integration of technology, finance, trade and information in a way
that is influencing wages, interest rates, living standards, culture, job opportunities
and weather patterns all over the world and the extent to which one system is
influencing people all over the world at the same time (Friedman 2000).
Interactive voice response (IVR): Customer interaction with a computer
system to obtain information or to be routed to the correct department (Globalcallcenter.com).
Homeshore: Work from home customer care positions (Finegold 2006).
Human capital: The knowledge and attributes acquired through education and
experience, which enable an individual to perform labor to produce economic
value .
Insourcing: Foreign-headquartered multinational corporations open offices on
U.S. soil and hire Americans (CNNMoney.com).
Pink collar: Work that is traditionally thought of as women’s work. i.e.
Receptionist, telephone operator, librarian (Kouzmin 1999).
Outsourcing: Buying components (or factors of production) from outside
sources rather than producing those components oneself (Bhagwati 2004).
Resources: The firm-specific assets used to create (and sustain) competitive
advantage (Porter 1985).
Service Region: The community/town/city containing the call center being
researched including a 50 mile radius from the call center.
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Sustained competitive advantage: The inability of outside firms to duplicate
the benefits of competitive advantage (Barney, McWilliams & Turk 1989).
Total Factor productivity: Measure of total output from a production process,
not related to the amount of inputs (Prescott 1998).
Value chain: A series of activities that allow firms to create benefit to
consumers. These include upstream suppliers and downstream channel members
(Porter 1985).
Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP): Telephone service over the worldwide
web
(Global-callcenter.com).
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HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW COMMITTEE APPROVAL
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